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Abstract
Imbalanced data is ubiquitous in many real-world domains such as bioinformatics, call logs, cancer
detection, finance, heart rates, and weather prediction. If one of the classes in a dataset reveals a
considerable dominance over the other class is considered a class imbalance problem. The Imbalance
Ratio (IR) in a dataset is computed as the proportion of the number of majority class instances to the
number of minority class instances. Moreover, an IR of over 50:1 (majority: minority) for any binary
class problem would be considered highly imbalanced. Learning and improving classification
predictions in the presence of highly imbalanced data is a challenging task, especially in data streams.
In practice, the class imbalance with high IR is dynamic, making the classification task progressively
more difficult. When facing classes with high IR disproportions, one must develop an intelligent
Classification System (CS) to learn from an imbalanced data stream. Also, with the increase of large
scale transactions, the imbalanced data is immense and has created a challenging issue on how well
Machine Learning (ML) techniques can scale up to learn from imbalanced data efficiently. The handling
of imbalanced data using ML techniques focuses on detecting minority or interested class from the
incoming data stream and responding faster with high prediction accuracy and reduced misclassification
costs. The results shown in chapter 3 indicated that the Random Forest had been chosen as a suitable
ML technique to work with the incoming imbalanced data streams.
Moreover, the performance of ML classification algorithms with highly imbalanced streaming data
depends upon an efficient re-balancing strategy. Therefore, this thesis investigated different possible rebalancing strategies in resolving a highly class imbalance problem in data streams. This thesis also
investigated the impact of the different evaluation criteria used to assist in determining the balancing of
the data streams suitable for the ML classification technique, where the ML classification technique
should be scalable with highly imbalanced datasets.
For highly imbalanced data streams, an automated re-balancing strategy is preferable as an active
learning approach capable of handling imbalanced data and can provide a way to select an appropriate
re-balancing technique with an imbalanced data stream. This thesis proposed using an automated rebalancing strategy using the Racing Algorithm (RA) to handle imbalanced data streams, where the RA
has not been applied in data streams to the best of knowledge. To deal with the challenges of dynamic
high imbalance class issues in data streams, a framework that combines an automated re-balancing
strategy using the RA and incremental data re-balancing technique, named as Piece-Wise Incremental
Data re-Balancing (PWIDB) framework, is proposed. The results shown in chapter 4 has revealed that
the proposed PWIDB is capable of achieving stable predictions. Moreover, the IR in a stream is lower
after applying the incremental re-balancing framework. The results also imply that when applying
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incremental re-balancing using the PWIDB framework, IR is lowered in the stream quicker and can
address the underlying behaviour of class imbalance problem in streaming highly imbalanced data when
performing classification tasks. In summary, for the PWIDB framework, this thesis focus on incremental
data re-balancing technique to use previously acquired re-balanced data as knowledge (to capture,
preserve and incrementally relay the re-balanced data to adapt to the real-time IR) and to derive the best
approximation classification model from improving prediction accuracy at time j. The results shown in
chapter 4 indicated that the proposed PWIDB framework is more adaptive and stable with highly
imbalanced data streams than the benchmark technique.
Besides incremental re-balancing strategy in the PWIDB framework is adaptive with variant IR
distributions and capable of providing stable classification results; it was realized that in data streams
besides the IR, the concept frequently drifts for the class distribution. In addressing concept drifts and
class imbalance problems, using adaptive window sizes, which dynamically adjusts streaming data
windows of varying IR to maintain within the required IR cut-off threshold, is a practical solution. On
top of the incremental re-balancing strategy using the PWIDB framework, this thesis adopted adaptive
window sizes based on an IR threshold value to adjust the windows sizes and capture minority class
concept drift to overcome the IR and concept drift challenges. The thesis proposes an Adaptive Window
Re-balancing with Retain Knowledge (AWBReK) framework for binary class imbalanced data streams.
The AWBReK framework has adopted adaptive window size and enhanced knowledge retention
capability by re-balancing each data stream chunk. The AWBReK framework that adjusts window sizes
dynamically based on the IR cut-off threshold would lower the datasets' imbalance. The AWBReK
framework also adjusts window sizes dynamically to accept suitable instances from the data stream
when comparing prediction results of current with previous and subsequent instances in the stream.
Furthermore, in the AWBReK framework, the retained re-balancing data from the current stream can
be re-used in the subsequent stream to enhance imbalanced learning and solve binary classification
imbalanced data stream problems. The results shown in chapter 5 indicated that the proposed AWBReK
framework could be used to provide consistent and stable classification accuracies with highly
imbalanced binary class data streams to demonstrate that the concept drift can also be captured
appropriately.
Lastly, investigating the mentioned problems of classifying highly imbalanced data streams has been
extended to multi-class imbalanced data stream problems. Finally, the thesis proposed the One-Vs-All
Adaptive Window Re-balancing with Retain Knowledge (OVA-AWBReK) to implement a dynamic
framework with adaptive window size and enhance knowledge retention capability re-balancing each
data stream chunks. The OVA-AWBReK framework that adjusts window sizes dynamically based on
the IR cut-off threshold would lower the datasets' imbalance. The OVA-AWBReK framework also
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adjusts window sizes dynamically to accept suitable instances from the data stream when comparing
prediction results of current with previous and subsequent instances in the stream. Moreover, in the
OVA-AWBReK framework, the retained re-balancing data from the current stream can be re-used in
the subsequent stream to enhance imbalanced learning and solve multi-class imbalanced data stream
problems. Besides, the OVA-AWBReK framework uses the OVA binarization technique to decompose
the multi-class data stream problems into binary classification problems. The results shown in chapter
6 indicated that the adaptive measures in the proposed framework could be used to provide consistent
and stable classification accuracies for multi-class imbalanced data streams. The resulting OVAAWBReK framework can deal with class imbalance and concept drift problems in multi-class
imbalanced data streams.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Streaming data is ubiquitous in many real-time applications. Moreover, many applications generate data
streams [1], and the tasks of scalable predictive analysis for imbalanced stream learning classification
algorithms or techniques have become necessary [1, 2]. Thus, the class imbalance is an evident problem
in data stream learning and/ or mining [2-6]. Sometimes the transactions or instances in the imbalanced
data sets go extremely imbalanced with only 1% of the minority class [7]. In theory, we consider a class
imbalance problem if one class in a dataset reveals a considerable dominance over the other class [8].
The Imbalance Ratio (IR) in a dataset is computed as the proportion of the number of majority class
instances to the number of minority class instances. Thus, an IR of over 50:1 (majority: minority) for
any binary class problem would be considered as highly imbalanced [9], and the imbalance would result
in adverse predictions of classification tasks [2, 10]. In practice, the class imbalance with high IR is
dynamic [6, 10], making the latest training data block for classification task progressively more complex
[10]. When facing the disproportions of classes with high IR, one must develop an intelligent
Classification System (CS) [11] to learn from imbalanced data [12].
The complexity of class imbalance creates a real-world problem scenario and hinders the performance
of standard Machine Learning (ML) classification techniques [12]. With the increase of large scale data
collected, the imbalanced data is immense and has created a challenging issue on how well ML
techniques can scale up to learn from imbalanced data efficiently. The ML from imbalanced data has
been motivated to detect minority or interested class from the incoming data stream and to respond faster
with high prediction accuracy and reduced misclassification costs. Measuring the success of ML
algorithms [13] is an important task so that the best algorithm suitable for the problem, such as class
imbalance data, can be selected [14]. Also, the performance of ML classification algorithms with highly
imbalanced streaming data depends upon an efficient re-balancing strategy [10, 15-17] to learn from the
latest training data blocks.
In theory, the ML algorithms for the highly imbalanced data problem domain, such as financial fraud
detection, credit card fraud detection, are classified into supervised and unsupervised learning
techniques. The supervised learning techniques assume that labels of the past transactions are available
and are reliable in recognizing the patterns that have already occurred [18]. The binary classification
task in supervised ML is a simplified case in which there exist only two possible categories, positive
class and negative class [14]. On the other hand, unsupervised techniques that do not use the class
transaction labels suffer from many false alarms [19] and are more widely used in anomaly detection
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instead. Supervised classification models are suitable for highly imbalanced binary class datasets [20,
21]. Real-time detection in highly imbalanced streaming data is challenging due to the intrinsic
properties of transaction data, such as class imbalance and concept drift [10, 21].
The ML techniques, often when building a supervised binary classification model, is unable to
generalize the behaviour of the minority class well enough due to the skewed distribution of highly
imbalanced large datasets [10, 22, 23]. These highly imbalanced large datasets pose a difficulty; and
only some ML classifier techniques are available to deal with imbalanced datasets such as Naïve Bayes
(NB), Random Forest (RF), Bagging Ensemble (BE), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural
Networks (NN), Deep Neural Network (DNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and k-Nearest
Neighbors [24-27]. However, not all ML techniques used are scalable [28] enough to handle the growing
amount [29] of highly imbalanced datasets. Even if we find an ML technique as scalable, it needs to
work with high IR as well [11]. However, NN, Deep-MLP NN, regular SVM, k-NN techniques do not
work well with the highly imbalanced binary class dataset and could not generalize an excellent
predictive model [25, 29-32]. Also, ML algorithms tend to be biased towards the majority class when
challenging conditions of class imbalance and concept drift coincide in data streams [10].
Furthermore, the classification problems in imbalanced data streams are categorized as binary-class or
multi-class imbalanced classification problems. The binary classification problem is common in many
domains, such as financial, health, marketing, medical, and networking domains [33]. The fraud
activities in the financial domain fall under categories such as credit card, financial statement, insurance,
money laundering, securities mortgage [13]. Also, other real-life binary class problems include network
intrusion or spam detection, medical fraud, and industrial fault or anomaly problems [10, 11]. Besides,
classification problems with multiple classes are present and used in many real-world domains such as
activity recognition, bioinformatics, call logs, cancer detection, finance, heart rates, weather prediction,
and related activities [34-37].
These imbalanced classification problem areas draw attention to the difficulty of handling imbalanced
datasets and how well we can alleviate the majority class impact on ML classification prediction
performance. With the dynamic nature of imbalanced data streams, the learning techniques need to adapt
to capture the concept. Also, learning and improving multi-class predictions in the presence of highly
imbalanced data is a challenging task. The suitable strategies include applying re-sampling or rebalancing techniques [4] to balance the data streams.
In general, for the class imbalance problems, the re-balancing techniques to handle imbalanced data are
applied either at the data-level or an algorithmic-level [31]. Data-level re-balancing techniques are used
18

as a pre-processing strategy [38, 39] to re-balance the dataset between the two classes before any
algorithm is applied. At the algorithmic-level, the classification algorithms themselves are adapted to
deal with the minority class detection [6, 22]. The main intentions to implement re-balancing methods
are to reduce learning time, obtain faster execution once we get the data re-balanced [33], and resolve
class imbalance problems.
In the classical batch ML framework, all the data being simultaneously accessed [36] in a single “static
learning” batch [22]. Also, an automated re-balancing strategy has been applied using static batch data
to resolve the class imbalance problem. i.e., when all data are available and re-balanced as Batch. The
researcher [40] used some kind of automatically searching techniques to optimise the static batch data
and proposed a proper data re-balancing technique to maximise the classifier performance. However,
the static batch learning draws criticism on missing the tasks of adapting to the upcoming minority class
concept drift in the data distribution. The data are not static in real-time environment, and we need
adaptive systems to deal with imbalanced data streaming problems [38]. However, the literature
suggests that most of the automated re-balancing solutions are available for static Batch data [22].
In overcoming the static batch limitation, researchers [41] used the concept of data streams in the form
of data chunks to batch process the ordered sequence of transactions that arrived and accumulated within
a window of time [41]. In overcoming the challenges when moving from batch to streaming data, this
thesis focuses on incremental data re-balancing framework to handle imbalanced data streams.
In the data stream for imbalanced classification tasks, there is a challenge to select an appropriate rebalancing technique automatically. The challenge would be to choose an automated re-balancing
strategy to mitigate the class imbalance problem and can also enhance the classifier's performance. Thus,
the researchers [16] suggested that the re-sampling strategy should be based on active learning [17] to
handle imbalanced data streams. Also, the active learning re-sampling strategy brings higher resilience
to handle the effect of imbalanced data streams [10]. Therefore, this thesis aims to extend the Racing
Algorithm (RA) capability as an automated data re-balancing technique to handle data streams in the
proposed framework. This thesis hypothesises that an automated re-balancing strategy is suggested to
improve the predictive performance of ML techniques while working with a highly imbalanced dataset
in an incremental learning environment.
During the operation of any CS framework in data streaming environments, data re-balancing under
imbalanced data streams scenarios depends on adapting to make the minority class and majority class
data balanced. This approach enables the CS to learn to classify individual instances better. The rebalancing technique can make the classification technique adaptive to detect the concept drift (i.e.,
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changes in class prior probabilities) within imbalanced data streams. Also, the use of an automated rebalancing strategy can handle imbalanced data streams. Thus, the CS framework should contain
measures for compelling predictions when working with imbalanced datasets [21].
Furthermore, the dynamic nature of data streams evolves with a gradual change of positive or minority
classes in real-time environments [10, 24]. Hence, the imbalanced data streams are marked by data
distributions with concept drift characteristics of minority instances behaviour [7]. For this reason,
incremental imbalanced learning for the data streams enables the classification techniques to adapt to
concept drift and imbalanced data characteristics. We commonly adapt to the characteristics of
imbalanced data streams by combining re-balancing techniques with ensemble techniques [6, 42]. Thus,
some researchers have studied how to address this class concept drift for the data streams to handle
imbalanced classification tasks using different frameworks. The frameworks like the Selectively
REsampling procedure (SRE) unsupervised learning technique can preserve the minority samples of
previous blocks [5]. Since class probability changes in real-time, the training process should capture
both majority and minority samples from previous blocks to adapt to real-time IR. Since the minority
class concepts of imbalanced data stream change over time, Wang et al. [43] proposed a "learning
framework for data streaming imbalanced classification" problem, where they used a time-decayed
forgetting factor to capture IR dynamically.
Also, the researchers [10] suggested that applying active learning approaches to track dynamic IR would
mitigate class imbalance and concept drifts. Moreover, the Adaptive Incremental Learning (ADAIN)
framework is available for continuous stream data to represent the learning capability of each data chunk
[44]. Since IR change detection is an active learning approach, the framework should be capable of
applying the IR cut-off triggers a mechanism to evaluate the incoming data in the stream and, thus,
optimize the window sizes for incremental learning.
In the literature, there is evidence that in handling both minority class concept and IR changes in realtime, the adaptive framework should be capable of capturing and preserving previously acquired rebalanced (re-sampling) data and apply to new data chunk in an incremental approach [44]. Thus, it is
challenging to implement adaptive window sizes reliant on changing IR and automated re-balancing
strategy in an incremental re-balancing framework. The reasons being the class change concepts and the
IR changes are preserved within re-balanced data. Therefore, this thesis's primary purposes are to re-use
the previous re-balanced data as knowledge retention in the adaptive window framework, improving
learning with highly imbalanced data streams. Also, another purpose is to offer resilience to deal with
difficulties in learning from imbalanced data streams, which provides an insight into the nature of both
binary and multi-class imbalanced datasets.
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1.2 Problem Statements
When working with the class imbalance problem of highly imbalanced data streams, the quality of the
training dataset can significantly affect the performance of a classifier. One issue is skewed data
distribution with high IR, i.e. a minority of the positive class and a majority of the negative class,
whereby the concept drift and class imbalance appear at irregular intervals. Furthermore, if the number
of classes is multiple or multi-class, then imbalanced class problems in data streams are manifold
compared to binary-class data streams. Finally, if the data streams are on a large scale, it would incur
another issue on how well the machine learning classification algorithms can scale efficiently.
This thesis has developed studies and frameworks to handle highly imbalanced data stream problems as
follows.
Problem 1: Selection of scalable Machine Learning techniques for highly imbalanced datasets
The quality of the supervised ML technique depends upon how well it can adapt as a dynamic classifier
to work with the incoming imbalanced data streams. The presence of class imbalance and concept drift
in data streams brings the challenge to the ML algorithm on how well it will learn from new large data
blocks. These highly imbalanced large datasets pose a challenge, and not all available supervised ML
techniques used are scalable [28, 29, 45] enough to handle the growing amount [29] of highly
imbalanced datasets. Even if we find an ML technique as scalable, it needs to work with high IR as well
[11] for class imbalance learning [6]. However, some techniques do not work well with the highly
imbalanced binary class dataset and could not generalize an excellent predictive model [30]. Also, some
of the ML technique’s progressive struggles with the classification task in data streams where the IR is
dynamic [6, 10].
Problem 2: Automated Re-balancing strategy for highly imbalanced data streams
A good re-balancing technique will solve the class imbalance problem and also could maximise the
classifier performance. Re-balancing techniques have been applied for batch datasets [22, 46, 47]. Also,
some automated re-balancing strategies have been applied using static batch datasets [22, 40], i.e., when
all data are available and re-balanced them as Batch. The data are not static in real-time environment,
and we need adaptive systems to deal with imbalanced data streaming problems [38]. Meanwhile, every
window may have different IR and concept drifts in data streams when working with imbalanced data
streams. That is why we need to investigate the automated re-balancing strategy for highly imbalanced
data streams. Also, there are not many studies done to apply active learning to quickly select optimal
re-balancing techniques and reduce the imbalance in the class imbalance learning process [17].
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Problem 3: Knowledge retention capability for highly imbalanced data streams
In incremental or online streaming environments, sequential data often come with properties that change
over time [48]. Along with the data challenges of concept drifts, the class imbalance is an evident
problem in data stream mining [3-6]. Currently, researchers used adaptive window size as a popular
practical approach for learning to enhance knowledge retention to handle concept drift in the data
streams [49-51]. Also, the researchers retained the previously acquired knowledge in the data streaming
environment and then adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge to the presently received data
to benefit from learning from new information [44]. Besides, adaptive windows can learn to adapt to
data changes to deal with distribution changes and concept drift in data streams [50].
Moreover, selective re-sampling for the latest training block can reduce IR rates in an imbalanced data
stream [52]. Therefore, if we can incorporate both adaptive windows and a re-sampling or re-balancing
strategy for a dynamic framework, we can lower the IR rates for imbalanced learning for imbalanced
data streams. However, no work has been done for using re-balanced data as knowledge retention in the
imbalanced data streams. Therefore, there is still a problem using imbalanced data to improve
knowledge retention that needs to be investigated further.
1.2.1 Overall thesis scope
The scope of this thesis is not limited to classification problems that seem to capture the majority of
focus in the imbalanced domain. Instead, it discusses the diverse forms of learning where data imbalance
may be the issue. Seven key areas are identified, and open challenges in each of them are highlighted.
These include (1) classification of binary and multi-class problems, (2) identify scalable ML techniques,
(3) supervised handling of imbalanced datasets. Also, (4) active learning approaches aid for a faster
reduction of uncertainty with the dynamic nature of imbalanced data streams learning process to handle
class imbalance problem, (5) performing classification on skewed examples with high IR, (6) learning
from imbalanced data streams environments, and finally, (7) large scale cases. Along with a detailed
discussion of these seven key topics, this thesis presents a stance on promising research directions that
should be explored to address these challenges.

1.3 Aim and Objectives
In addressing the problems, the aim and objectives are outlined as below:
The thesis’s main aim is to introduce efficient solutions for highly imbalanced data streams problems.
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Objective 1: To investigate experimental issues dealing with highly imbalanced data and to justify and
recommend that the classification algorithms used are scalable enough to handle large streaming data.
Thus, the selection process of the ML technique focusing on scalability, which can handle imbalanced
data streams, is implemented in this thesis to handle the binary class imbalance problem.
Objective 2: To investigate the application of automated re-balancing strategy using the racing
algorithm for handling imbalanced data streams, and also for proposing and implementing incremental
re-balancing framework. Consequently, a method of automated re-balancing strategy within an
incremental re-balancing framework for highly imbalanced data streams is proposed and implemented
in this thesis.
Objective 3: To propose and implement the adaptive window re-balancing framework to enhance the
knowledge retention capability by re-balancing data streams in order to handle binary class imbalanced
data stream problems within the proposed framework. Thus, an adaptive window with a knowledge
retention framework for highly imbalanced binary class data streams is proposed and implemented in
this thesis. To summarize, in addressing the binary class imbalanced data streams distributions
problems, this thesis proposes and implements the concept of incremental re-balancing technique and
adaptive window to propose a framework to enhance the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing
data streams.
Objective 3b: Learning and improving multi-class predictions in the presence of highly imbalanced
data streams is also a challenging task. Thus, this thesis extended the adaptive window with a knowledge
retention framework for multi-class. This thesis developed and applied a framework that can
accommodate incremental re-balancing technique and adaptive window to enhance the knowledge
retention capability by re-balancing data streams and OVA binarization technique for multi-class
imbalanced data streams. Thus, the method is to propose the usage of an automated data re-balancing
strategy by extending the capability of RA to handle multi-class imbalanced data stream problems within
the proposed framework. The proposed framework applied adaptive window re-balancing to enhance
the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing data streams for multi-class imbalanced data
streams.

1.4 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is to develop and propose a framework for imbalanced data streams
such that the learning algorithm, when trained with incremental re-balancing data value along with the
upcoming imbalanced instances in the streaming data, would lead to better handling of imbalance and
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concept drift problems in data stream problems. Also, the proposed AWBReK framework adapts to
different IR and concept drift between classes in real-time by adjusting the window size dynamically
based on the IR cut-off threshold. The proposed novel AWBReK dynamic framework with the
knowledge retention capability by re-balancing each data stream chunks serves as the primary
contribution in this thesis. Besides, this thesis proposes an automated data re-balancing method to
process data streams for a faster reduction of uncertainty with the dynamic nature of the imbalanced
data streams learning process to handle the class imbalance problem. Moreover, analysis and
identification of scalable ML techniques for highly imbalanced datasets have been made. The above
techniques in the contributions have been successfully implemented and have achieved excellent
classification performance to handle both binary and multi-class classification problems in highly
imbalanced data streams.
The contributions are detailed as below:

•

In this thesis, chapter 3 focuses on analysing and identifying scalable machine learning techniques
for highly imbalanced datasets, which will help the research study in subsequent chapters. This
chapter will also investigate experimental issues such as the scalability of the problem and working
with highly imbalanced data sets. It also lists classifier evaluation criteria to select a classification
technique and the impact factors to be considered effective when building a classifier model.

• Chapter 4 focus on implementing active learning approaches for a faster reduction of uncertainty
with the dynamic nature of highly imbalanced data streams learning processes to handle the class
imbalance problems. For this reason, this chapter extended the capability of RA as an automated data
re-balancing method to process data streams is a novel usage implemented in the proposed
framework. Also, this chapter proposes a new framework to handle imbalanced data streams learning
problems by implementing an automated re-balancing strategy using the Racing Algorithm, in which
an appropriate re-balancing technique is dynamically selected from a group of techniques suitable to
re-balance the data stream chunk. Moreover, in generating the proposed Piece-Wise Incremental
Data re-Balancing (PWIDB) framework, this chapter integrates our hypothesis of automated data rebalancing techniques for streaming batch data and the concept of incremental re-balancing. In the
proposed framework, the learner, when trained with incremental re-balancing data of the previous
stream along with upcoming imbalanced instances in the streaming batch, would be able to handle
the imbalanced issue in data streams.
•

Chapter 5 focus on binary-class, highly imbalanced learning tasks. Following challenges and the
available solutions from imbalanced data streams, this chapter proposes a new learning framework
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to deal with binary imbalanced data problems using Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain
Knowledge (AWBReK). This chapter shows the impact of the adaptive window re-balancing on the
predictive performance when the IR is not stable in the class distribution of a dataset. For achieving
this, this chapter proposed and applied incremental re-balancing technique to enhance the proposed
AWBReK framework further, besides preserving previously acquired re-balanced data (as
knowledge) and apply to the new data stream chunk. Also, the proposed AWBReK framework

Stream of data

Yes

No
Does previous stream
exist

Increment rebalanced training data of previous stream

Testing data of previous stream

Combine training data of current window +
Rebalanced training data of previous window

Consider the data window

Data Split
Training Data

Testing Data

Apply an automated re-balancing technique selection
process

Select the suitable re-balancing technique based on its statistical significance, and its contribution towards the
classifier technique error rate, and the performance metric output

Record the performance metric for each re-balancing technique along with the new rebalanced data and new
IR

Train the model with the new rebalanced data

Test the model on Testing data of current window
+ Testing data of previous window
Record the performance metric AUC-ROC, F1
output

Figure 1.1 AWBReK framework overall experimental process
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maintains dynamic windows to adapt to changing IR of the data stream and apply the IR cut-off
threshold to adjust the data streaming into data windows. The resulting framework can deal with
imbalanced datasets for data streams. This chapter obtained all the results by experimentation on
three datasets.
•

The proposed AWBReK framework is detailed below and as shown in Figure 1.1:
a) When trained with incremental re-balancing data value along with the upcoming imbalanced
instances in the streaming data, the learning algorithm would lead to deriving better prediction
models.
b) Adapting to the IR of the data stream and adjust the window size dynamically based on the IR
cut-off threshold would lead to lower the class imbalance of the datasets.
c) The dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability in the proposed framework is
achieved by re-balancing each data stream chunks. Adapting to the data stream's prediction
results and adjusting the window size dynamically based on results comparison for earlier
instances Dt-1 with current instances Dt at time t then roll back instances to Dt-1 as a measure for
adaptive windows. On the contrary, compare results for current instances with subsequent
stream instances Dt+1, then slide the window forward as a measure for adaptive windows to
achieve stable and consistent results.

•

Chapter 6 focuses on multi-class imbalanced data streams problems, which are more complicated
than the binary class imbalance learning tasks. Following gaps in the literature for multi-class
imbalance learning tasks, this chapter develops and propose a novel framework by addressing the
needs of dynamically dealing with multi-class imbalanced data streams using batch-incremental
processing. The developed One-Versus-All (OVA) - Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain
Knowledge (AWBReK) implements a dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability
by re-balancing each data stream chunks. Further, the proposed OVA - AWBReK framework
includes the OVA binarization technique for converting multi-class to binary class problems,
incremental re-balancing, and IR cut-off threshold for adapting to different IR between classes in
real-time and using concept drift to derive adaptive window sizes. Results shown in the chapter
confirmed that the proposed framework could be used to provide consistent classification accuracies
for multi-class imbalanced data streams.
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1.5 Thesis organisation
This thesis is divided into seven (7) chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the thesis topic and discusses motivation, and later identifies challenges as problem
statements. Also, this chapter highlights the aim and objectives and then provides a summary of
contributions and gives an overview of thesis chapters.
Chapter 2 provides the relevant literature in the fields of machine learning, big data, and data streams
concerning the aim and objectives discussed in section 1.3.
Chapter 3 discusses the requirement of scalable machine learning techniques to resolve the problem of
class imbalance to improve the performance of classification algorithms with highly imbalanced data.
It performs a comparative study to justify why research in the Velocity aspect of big data is still a
research area and will validate the reasons to introduce the fourth chapter. The contributions of this
chapter are presented at the PRICAI conference, and Springer published the proceedings.
Chapter 4 discusses the requirement to resolve the problem of class imbalance to improve the
performance of classification algorithms with highly imbalanced streaming data. All the experiments
were completed and were conducted on both batch data and streaming data to show the significance of
imbalanced data work in data streams compared with batch data. The contributions of this chapter are
presented in the KES conference, and Procedia Computer Science - ELSEVIER published the
proceedings.
Chapter 5 discusses the importance of the proposed novel adaptive framework to handle Binary class
classification problems in Imbalanced data streams. The contributions of this chapter are submitted to
the International Journal of Intelligent Systems journal.
Chapter 6 is an extension of chapter 5 to propose an adaptive framework to handle Multi-Class
Imbalanced data streams problems. The contributions of this chapter are presented in the ICONIP
conference, and Communications in Computer and Information Science - Springer published the
proceedings.
Chapter 7 concludes the research, which summarises the contributions and significance of the work
presented in the thesis. This chapter also provides limitations and recommendations for future work.
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Literature review
This chapter discusses the relevant literature in the fields of Machine Learning (ML) concerning the aim
and objectives discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3. ML plays a crucial role in Data-Driven Classification
System, so this chapter will first introduce the problem of learning from data before moving to the
specific problem with imbalanced data streams.
The chapter is organised as follows:
Section 2.1.1 presents concepts and the background of learning from imbalanced data. Section 2.1.2
provides a discussion of supervised ML with imbalanced data. Also, it suggests a list of classifiers that
are scalable to work with the highly imbalanced datasets in a near real-time environment. Section 2.1.3
provides techniques to deal with imbalanced datasets. Section 2.1.4 presents concepts and the
background of learning from imbalanced data streams. Section 2.1.5 provides techniques and
frameworks to handle binary class imbalanced data streams. Section 2.1.6 provides techniques and
frameworks to deal with multi-class imbalanced data streams.

2.1 Background
This section introduces concepts related to imbalanced learning and presents techniques used to tackle
imbalanced data.
2.1.1 Learning from imbalanced data
While working with complex imbalanced datasets, most standard learning algorithms fail to classify
minority class and often lead to high “misclassification costs” [53]. As shown in the following confusion
matrix (Table 2.1) for the binary class problem, True Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN) occur when
the predictions of TP and TN are accurate. However, a False Positive (FP) would occur when the
outcome is incorrectly predicted as 1 when in actuality, it is 0 [54].
Table 2.1. Confusion Matrix for Binary Class Problem

Predicted Class
Class=1
Class=0
(Positive) (Negative)
TP
FN

Actual Class=1
Class (Positive)
Class=0
FP
(Negative)

TN
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In the previous research on class imbalance problems, the techniques to handle imbalanced data are
applied either at the data-level or an algorithmic-level [31]. Data-level re-balancing techniques are used
as a pre-processing strategy [38, 39] to re-balance the dataset between the two classes before any
algorithm is applied. At the algorithmic-level, the classification algorithms themselves are adapted to
deal with the minority class detection [6, 22].
The conventional techniques for classification with imbalanced datasets rely on each class on its own to
re-balance the datasets [12]. Similarly, we can classify the re-balancing or sampling techniques into
under-sampling, over-sampling, and hybrid techniques [38]. A common strategy is to under-sample the
majority class in the training set before applying a classification task [55].
If we can assume in an ML rule that the training and testing data come from a similar distribution,
removing a part of the majority class in training could artificially re-balance the dataset, and this
technique targets to reduce the poor accuracy of a minority class, i.e., low recall [56]. Moreover, we
can over-sample the minority class in the training set before learning with a classification technique.
However, these techniques change the original distribution and create an over-fitting problem [57]. The
latest techniques, such as the 'Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique' (SMOTE) [58], are
available to improve the re-balancing strategy and overcome the over-fitting problem in the binary
classification.
However, if we consider the profit-driven approach, neither under-sampling nor over-sampling results
in economic benefits [59]. For this scenario, cost-sensitive learning [4] is considered when experts can
derive misclassification costs and achieve the goal of prediction on economic terms instead of accuracydriven [38].
There are challenges when using an algorithmic-level approach for cost-sensitive learning. The process
of derivation of misclassification costs is inefficient [38], and hence there are issues to account for
misclassification cost during classification model generation [4, 60]. Moreover, there are issues on how
to adapt to deriving new hypotheses during the operation phase [60]. On the contrary, the efficiency in
training time or resources needed for data-level re-balancing or sampling techniques was comparatively
better [58, 61, 62] because this technique is independent of the classification technique [60]. For these
reasons, the algorithmic-level techniques are not so popular as compared to the data-level re-balancing
techniques that are widely chosen for efficient, practical implementation [38, 62].
Another technique known as the 'Ensemble' technique combines re-balancing techniques with a
classification technique to explore the majority and minority class distribution [22]. Additionally, the
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ensemble technique is categorized as cost-sensitive learning when misclassification costs are
incorporated for imbalanced learning [23].
The complexity of class imbalance creates a real-world problem scenario and hinders the performance
of standard classification techniques [12]. Thus, the Classification System (CS) framework should
contain measures for compelling predictions [21]. For the CS, the classification techniques are usually
resistant to the class imbalance problem through their inherent learning properties [62]. Random Forest
(RF) is best suited for imbalanced class learning when combined with SMOTE [40]. RF is simple to
implement in CS with high accuracies [15, 63], as opposed to Support Vector Machines (SVM) and KNearest Neighbour (K-NN) classification techniques, which need to be hardened against the problem
through internal modification [62]. Also, RF with the SMOTE re-balancing technique is considered a
suitable technique for datasets in the imbalanced incremental learning environment [22]. Moreover,
when working with large datasets, RF can be a scalable technique for highly imbalanced data with binary
classification problems [29, 45].
2.1.2 Supervised learning with imbalanced data
The supervised learning techniques have dominated the imbalanced learning classifier’s techniques
literature [29]. These techniques are based on the learning and predicting model, which assumes that
labels of past transactions are available and reliable to predict. Only a few classifier techniques are
available to deal with highly imbalanced datasets such as Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF),
Bagging Ensemble (BE), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks (NN), Deep Neural
Network (DNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and k-Nearest Neighbors [24-27].
Literature suggests that SVM’s computing requirements increase rapidly with the number of training
vectors, especially working with large datasets [64]. Moreover, regular SVM cannot work with highly
imbalanced datasets [24, 30], and RF has superior performance and is computationally efficient than
SVM [29].
On the other hand, the NN classifier has some limitations as they do not work well with the highly
imbalanced binary class dataset and could not generalize an excellent predictive model [30].
Furthermore, NN needs considerable retraining to adapt to new techniques of fraud [14]. Also, NN
requires high computational power for training and is unsuitable for real-time function [14]. Deep-MLP
NN has high misclassifications of genuine transactions as a fraud with highly imbalanced large datasets
[32]. Also, NN has the potential for overfitting with the training set [14].
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The following three classifiers are selected while considering the classifier scalability to work with the
highly imbalanced and large datasets in a near real-time environment.
Naïve Bayes: NB is a predictive supervised ML technique and predicts one feature in a class
independent of the other feature of the class. This technique is named “Naïve” because it naively
assumes that there is no dependency between the features of the class [28]. Literature suggests that
experiments on the real-world credit card dataset have shown that the NB technique performs
comparably well with SVM, KNN, and BE [25] for fraud detections. NB is also a scalable algorithm for
highly imbalanced binary class datasets [65].
Bagging Ensemble of trees: Bagging is a weak learning technique that combines the classifications
generated by the classifiers in the ensemble to form a final prediction model [25]. BE classifier based
on decision trees is proven to be suitable when working with highly imbalanced datasets such as credit
card fraud dataset [56], [25]. A balanced BE classifier was used, which is a hybrid ensemble. This
technique applies hybrid data level balancing techniques before training with a classifier [23]. Moreover,
hybrid sampling with bagging has been proven to outperform the other state-of-the-art bagging based
techniques for class imbalance learning [46]. Besides that, most hybrid techniques in class imbalance
classifications focus on decision trees [24].
Random Forest: RF is an ensemble learning technique for classification. It combines the decision of
multiple decision trees based on bagging with a majority voting technique and produce a classification
model based on the resultant winner [45]. Using RF, we can increase the classification accuracy with
the imbalanced datasets [66]. RF has ease of implementation, fast computation time [29] and is scalable
to work with large datasets [29, 45]. Furthermore, since RF uses the law of large numbers, we can avoid
over-fitting of the prediction model [67].
2.1.3 Dealing with imbalanced data
As discussed earlier in the introduction and background subsections, this thesis explored various rebalancing techniques and frameworks available to mitigate class imbalance problems. Random UnderSampling (RUS) [68], Random Over-Sampling (ROS) [68], SMOTE [40, 41, 58, 69], Tomek link [70],
Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN) [71], One side Selection (OSS) [72], Edited Nearest Neighbor
(ENN) [73] and Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCL) [74] are some of the available re-balancing
techniques. In the literature, to deal with the imbalanced data problem, an automated re-balancing
strategy using the Racing Algorithm (RA) was implemented for static Batch data [22], i.e. when all data
are available and re-balanced them as Batch. The data is not static in real-time, and we need adaptive
systems to deal with imbalanced data streaming problems [38]. Moreover, the researchers [16]
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suggested that the re-sampling strategy should be based on active learning [17] to handle imbalanced
data streams. Therefore, this chapter aims to extend the capability of RA as an automated data rebalancing strategy to handle data streams in the proposed framework. RA is implemented in two coupled
phases. In the first phase, RA runs all the above-listed eight re-balancing techniques in parallel for a
subset (approximately 10%) of a given dataset. In the second phase, RF is run in parallel on re-balanced
data for each re-balancing technique to derive prediction output. The rationale is to select an optimal rebalancing technique based on statistical significance using the Friedman test, which can boost
classification technique prediction output, with minimal error rate.
2.1.4 Learning from imbalanced data streams
With the dynamic nature of imbalanced data streams, the learning techniques need to adapt to capture
the concept and improve intelligence. Random Forest (RF) is a popular ensemble technique for
imbalanced data stream classification problems [36]. Also, tree ensembles are popular for incremental
online learning due to their high accuracy, simplicity, and parallelisation capability [63]. Besides, RF
with Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) is considered as the best technique for the
European Credit Card (ECC) dataset [40] (the datasets used in the experiments). Moreover, RF has
shown significant superiority of predictions in data streaming as compared to SVM and Neural
Networks [22].
Researchers [41] proposes preprocessing techniques based on SMOTE to deal with imbalanced data
streams. These techniques use minority class data to update learner incrementally [69]. However, the
literature is limited to incremental algorithms to manage finite datasets [41]. Data streams are an
unbounded sequence of instances that are not given beforehand but become available sequentially or in
the form of data chunks as the stream progresses [41]. Incremental learning builds up knowledge from
online streaming data to make informed future predictions [44]. In data streams, large Batch sizes are
computationally prohibitive [75]. The conventional automated re-balancing strategy depends on
selecting the re-balancing technique automatically using some techniques like RA [56, 76]. This rebalancing strategy process will dynamically select an appropriate re-balancing technique to re-balance
the datasets.
When some of the relevant researcher's work for the frameworks available for data streams to handle
incremental learning tasks was studied, the researchers [44] used the Adaptive Incremental Learning
(ADAIN) framework for continuous stream data to represent the learning capability of each data chunk.
Also, the ADAIN framework capture previous acquired knowledge ht-1 (hypothesis at t-1) to apply to
the new data chunk to improve the learning capability of misclassified instances. Moreover, since the
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concept of an imbalanced data stream changes over time, researchers [43] proposed a “learning
framework for data streaming imbalanced classification” problem, where they use time decayed
function to capture IR with the imbalanced data streams dynamically. The researchers [34] used
imbalance factor estimation with optimal reservoir size as an approach for dynamic re-balancing to
handle imbalanced data. Some good results have been achieved but can still be improved further by
including the instances from the re-sampling techniques; and also include automated re-balancing
strategy to select the re-balancing technique.
From the literature review, the automated data re-balancing strategy is proved to work with static batch
data [40]. Besides, RA has the features of providing a faster reduction of uncertainty to select an
appropriate technique with imbalanced data [17]. However, not much work was done to implement an
automated re-balancing strategy for the data streaming environment [22]. Therefore, we still need to
examine further how well incremental re-balancing is implemented in an automated strategy. There is
also a lack of an appropriate framework that can address the needs of handling highly imbalanced data
streams using dynamic and automated re-balancing strategy, which is stable and consistent; thus, the
aim of chapter 4 is to propose a new framework to address this gap.
2.1.5 Dealing with Binary Class imbalanced data streams
In data streams, if samples come from two (binary) classes, we consider the class with more
representation as to the majority class and the other as the minority class [5]. Moreover, an Imbalance
Ratio (IR) of over 50:1 (negative: positive) for any binary class problems would be considered as highly
imbalanced [9] and would result in adverse predictions of classification tasks [40]. Also, the data
imbalance problem is one of the main reasons to degrade the performance of classification techniques
for data streams [4, 77]. The best strategy is to apply re-sampling or re-balancing techniques [4] to
imbalanced data streams.
The dynamic nature of data streams evolves with a gradual change of positive or minority classes in
real-time environments [24]. Hence, the imbalanced data streams are marked by data distributions with
concept drift characteristics of minority instances behaviour [7]. For this reason, incremental imbalanced
learning for the data streams enables the classification techniques to adapt to concept drifts and
imbalanced data characteristics. We commonly adapt to the characteristics of imbalanced data streams
by combining data re-balancing techniques with ensemble techniques [6, 42].
The basic streaming RF technique is suitable to be adapted for incremental learning in data streams [78].
The tree ensembles are popular for online learning due to their parallelization capability, simplicity, and
high accuracy [63]. Moreover, Losing et al. [36] achieved the best results for incremental learning by
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using Online Random Forest (ORF). Also, adaptive RF is suitable for challenging tasks of imbalanced
data streams in incremental learning [15].
Mitigating the imbalance characteristics of data in the data streams is often achieved by propagating the
minority class [42]. Chen and He [79] proposed a technique that propagates the minority class of the
current concept. Moreover, Pozzolo et al. [7] suggest under-sampling the majority class in the stream.
Besides, the performance metrics of supervised classification techniques in real-time can be improved
by adjusting the re-balancing strategy dynamically [56, 80], in which the re-balancing rate is consistent
with the imbalanced degree in the data stream [6].
Moreover, active learning approaches are well suited when the data distribution changes abruptly [7].
Hence, with the implementation of an incremental setting in the process of active learning, it can adjust
a re-balancing strategy dynamically [16, 17, 81]. The researchers [34] used imbalance factor estimation
with optimal reservoir size as an approach for dynamic re-balancing to handle imbalanced data. Some
promising results have been achieved but can still be improved further by including the instances from
the re-sampling or re-balancing techniques; and also include automated re-balancing strategy to select
re-balancing technique.
In the data streaming environment, the process of dynamic adaptation will derive optimal window size,
and deriving window size for changing environment is best suited for classification tasks [51]. The
concept of retaining the previously acquired knowledge in the data streaming environment and then
adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge to the presently received data will benefit from
learning from new information [44]. Moreover, the adaptive window size is a popular practical approach
for learning in real-time data streams[50]. Dynamic adaptation will acquire optimal window size, and
deriving window size for changing environment is best suited for classification tasks [51].
To the best of our knowledge, the idea of adaptive window re-balancing to enhance the knowledge
retention capability by re-balancing data streams is not yet implemented. The proposed novel idea of
adaptive window re-balancing with retaining knowledge shall assist in tracking IR and concept drift
changes in data streams and resolve the corresponding challenge number b as stated in Subsection 5.4.1.
2.1.6 Dealing with Multi-class imbalanced data streams
Multi-class decomposition is a promising technique to solve multi-class problems [38]. The most
popular binarization techniques can be classified into two groups, the OVA and One-Vs-One (OVO)
[82]. OVA is popular because it requires less decomposition and is time-efficient [38]. When we
decompose the multi-class imbalanced data streams to binary class, we need to select a suitable classifier
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and other relevant techniques to accommodate the novel framework. Random Forest (RF) is a popular
ensemble learner for imbalanced data stream classification problems to provide stable accuracy [36, 83].
The researchers [82] has implemented the OVA because of its innate features of needing only “n-1” for
n classes with RF successfully for the first time and has shown its significance with static datasets.
Moreover, novel re-balancing techniques were often combined with parallel-based ensembles such as
RF for data streams [38]. Also, RF has shown the superiority of predictions in data streaming compared
to Neural Networks and SVM [22].
Considering the incremental frameworks for imbalanced data streams, the researchers [44] used the
ADAIN framework to capture previously acquired knowledge ht-1 (hypothesis at t-1) to apply to the new
data chunk to improve the learning capability of misclassified instances. The Selectively REsampling
procedure (SRE) technique in [5] was used to preserve the minority samples of previous chunks, and
this framework has demonstrated the effectiveness of unsupervised learning with imbalanced data
streams. FLORA is a supervised accumulative learning technique that uses streaming windows of both
positive and negative instances of the target class of data to track changes over time [84]. Besides,
FLORA2 has a heuristic technique to adjust its window size dynamically and also uses a better
generalization technique to integrate the knowledge extracted from the previously observed examples
[84]. However, these techniques lack the capability of re-using the preserved minority and majority
samples for multi-class supervised highly imbalanced data stream problems.
From the literature review, the automated data re-balancing strategy is proved to work with static batch
data [40]. Besides, RA has the active learning features of providing a faster reduction of uncertainty to
select an appropriate technique with imbalanced data [17]. However, an automated re-balancing strategy
is not yet implemented for the data streaming environment [22]. Therefore, there is a need to examine
further how well incremental re-balancing is implemented in an automated strategy. There is also a lack
of an appropriate framework to address the needs of handling highly imbalanced multi-class data
streams using dynamic and automated re-balancing strategy, which is stable and consistent. Thus,
chapter six aims to propose a new framework to address this gap.
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Scalable Machine Learning techniques for Highly Imbalanced data
•

The main aim of this chapter is to introduce scalable ML algorithms for highly imbalanced datasets.

•

The objective of this chapter is to investigate and provide an analysis of popular supervised Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms that can work with large and highly imbalanced data streams and justify
that the algorithms used are scalable enough to handle the growing amount of highly imbalanced
data.

The chapter is organised as follows:
Section 3.1 presents a classic example of the highly imbalanced binary class problem and generalise the
behaviour of the Machine Learning (ML) technique, which is often unable to achieve sufficient
prediction accuracy due to the highly “imbalanced data.” Section 3.4 is based on experiments that
compared some of the popular ML algorithms to detect credit card fraud with highly imbalanced datasets
and will justify that the algorithms used are scalable enough to handle the growing amount of highly
imbalanced data. This chapter will also investigate FD experimental issues, such as the scalability of the
problem.

3.1 A classic example of a highly imbalanced binary class problem
Since class imbalance is a common occurrence in transactional datasets [21], the most crucial
characteristic of the financial domain dataset, such as the credit card dataset, is that it is sometimes
highly imbalanced with only 1% fraudulent transactions [7]. The problem of credit card Fraud Detection
(FD) is ‘intrinsic’ because the imbalance lies in the nature of the data space [53], and about 2% of the
entire credit card transactions constitute fraud activities [12], [85]. For this reason, the whole credit card
fraud dataset becomes highly imbalanced, and having a few instances of one class means that the ML
technique is often unable to generalise the behaviour of the minority class well enough [22, 23]. Fraud
has wide-reaching consequences in the finance industry, and generally, the corporate sectors’ primary
focus is to identify the “minority class” of fraudsters that are significant than the non-fraudsters [13].
However, the Fraud Detection System (FDS) cannot effectively achieve this due to the highly
“imbalanced data” [8]. The effect of this highly imbalanced problem is ignored in the previous credit
card FD [24, 31, 86]. Researchers argue that ML algorithms are developed to maximise prediction
accuracy, and the classifier technique can predict the class labels from the test data drawn from similar
distribution as the trained dataset [81]. This hypothesis is correct. However, we cannot apply this to
imbalanced learning [22], and it may not be the best strategy to concentrate on how ML algorithms can
most effectively deal with whatever data they are given [81]. In addition to the complexity of imbalanced
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fraudulent data, transaction data is growing immensely. In 2015, the fraud losses through payment cards
had accumulated to $21.84 billion out of the global cashless transactions of $31.31 trillion [87]. With
the increasing volume of transactions, the financial institutions have to process millions of transactions
to determine fraudulent activities, and this is a challenging problem because, in real-time, we need the
ML algorithm to be scalable [25] to quickly detect within two to three milliseconds fraudulent activity
from large datasets [29, 88]. Also, there are some challenges in detection, such as accuracy of class
prediction along with computational performance [13]. At the same time, the unavailability of data due
to privacy issues [22] is causing the under-sampling of fraud class [13], leading to imbalanced datasets.
The objective of this chapter is to review the supervised techniques for binary classification problems
based on evaluation criteria, as listed in section 3.4.4.

3.2 Proposed Methodology
This chapter is based on experiments that compared some of the popular ML algorithms to detect credit
card fraud with highly imbalanced large datasets and will justify that the algorithms used are scalable
enough to handle the growing amount of highly imbalanced batch data. This chapter will also investigate
experimental issues such as scalability of the problem [25], detection algorithm adaptability with highly
imbalanced data [46], their fast computation time with large datasets [29, 88], re-balancing strategy [22,
46, 47], false alarms [31], and performance metrics [14, 22]. The researchers reported in [89] evaluated
the effect of hybrid sampling or re-balancing on the performance of binary classification by comparing
classification techniques for the highly imbalanced dataset; however, not on the scalability perspective.
The study in this chapter is unique since it considers the scalability viewpoint of the classification
techniques on how well the technique can adapt to work with different scale or volume of datasets. The
first experiments were planned for a dataset (ECC dataset) with high IR and measured the performance
of the classification techniques. Later, the second set of experiments were planned to measure the
performance of the classification technique by increasing the volume, using a new large dataset (ccFraud
dataset). The classification algorithms performance is tested on how well it can perform with different
scale of data. In the experiments, it was observed that the classification algorithms performed well in
learning with patterns of data within class attributes and predicted the fraud. Also, some good techniques
are available to detect fraud; however, they lead to many false alarms due to high false positives [31].
Moreover, some techniques are good at small to medium-sized datasets but struggle to maintain a similar
accuracy of FD when the dataset is large [65].
For this reason, the scalability of the Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Bagging Ensemble techniques when
working with large data is taken into consideration while performing experiments, i.e., how well an FD
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technique responds quickly to detect fraud from the large incoming t+1 day’s data with high prediction
accuracy and low false alarms. In understanding the classification technique’s FD capability with newly
arriving data to the FDS, a change in the data distribution at time t and t+1 was made. This approach
will measure the misclassification accuracy of FD with the unseen data streams.
The remaining of this chapter describes techniques that can work with the highly imbalanced large
datasets in section 3.3. Discuss experimental assessments based on working with large datasets and
classifier evaluation criteria in section 3.4.4.

3.3 Related Work
3.3.1 Review of related work in the problem domain
Exploring FD practices based on the ML technique is an appropriate approach to identify suitable
techniques for the problem domain, such as financial fraud detection and credit card fraud detection
[13]. This approach will enable the researcher to understand what and why a technique works best and
under which scenarios. We can classify the ML algorithms for FD into supervised and unsupervised
learning techniques. The supervised learning techniques assume that labels of the past transactions, i.e.,
Fraud or Legitimate, are available and are reliable in recognising the fraud patterns that have already
occurred [18]. Binary classification task in supervised FD is a simplified case in which there exist only
two possible categories, fraudulent and legitimate [14]. On the other hand, unsupervised techniques do
not use the class transaction labels and, in the process of FD, suffer from many false alarms [19] and are
more widely used in anomaly detection instead.
During the process of FD, the classifier algorithm sometimes considers fraud transactions as outliers
and disregards them and considers that the entire dataset only has legitimate transactions. Hence, the
classification algorithm performs poorly regarding predictive accuracy [12]. In a two-class FD problem,
True Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN) occur when fraudulent predictions, i.e., TPs and legitimate,
i.e., TNs, are accurate. However, a False Positive (FP) would happen when the outcome is incorrectly
predicted as fraudulent when, in actuality, it is a legitimate transaction [54].
Learning from credit card transactions is a challenging issue because of high-class imbalances [24].
There are different ways to handle imbalanced datasets, and the most commonly used re-balancing or
Sampling and Ensemble methods were used in the comparison study [31]. Furthermore, while working
with complex imbalanced datasets, most standard learning algorithms fail to classify FDs and often lead
to high “misclassification costs” [53]. An FP rate of 30% has led to an impractical number of 2.7 million
fraud alerts, which are incorrect [32]. Hence, if the size of the dataset becomes large and is highly
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imbalanced or skewed in the two-class problem, the performance of fraud classification will be affected
drastically. Class imbalance distribution is not only the reason that deteriorates a classifier performance.
Other factors, such as training sample size and class complexity, also influence the predictive accuracy
of FD [90]. In this study, supervised learning techniques were used for the binary classification problem
because it is common for FD applications to deal with labelled data for training [29].
3.3.2 Supervised detection
As discussed earlier in the introduction 2.1.2 Subsection, this thesis explored various supervised
machine learning techniques available to deal with imbalanced data. The following three classifiers,
Naïve Bayes, Bagging Ensemble of trees, and Random Forest, are selected for this comparative study
while considering the classifier scalability to detect fraud with the highly imbalanced large datasets in a
near real-time environment.

3.4 Experiments
This chapter performed an experimental assessment on real datasets (section 3.4.1) to address the issues
raised for selecting scalable supervised classification techniques to work with highly imbalanced large
datasets such as credit card FD. Section 3.4.2 discusses the techniques available to handle imbalanced
datasets. Besides, section 3.4.3 discusses the suitable performance metrics for the credit card FD
problem. Also, section 3.4.4 discusses the experimental setup and list the evaluation criteria of the
classifier. Moreover, section 3.4.5 discusses the experimental results based on evaluation criteria and
recommends ML techniques, which are scalable with highly imbalanced large datasets for the binary
class problem such as credit card FD.
3.4.1 Datasets
This chapter conducted multiple experiments on two datasets. The first dataset was sourced from the
European Credit Card (ECC) transactions provided by the ULB ML Group [91]. This dataset contains
anonymized 284,807 highly imbalanced credit card transactions with an Imbalance Ratio of 1:578 and
0.17% or 492 fraudulent transactions. It has 30 input features and a target feature, ‘Class’ represented
with the value 1 in case of fraud and 0 for legitimate or non-fraud transactions. The second dataset was
sourced from Revolution Analytics [92]; the dataset contains 10 million credit card transactions, which
is imbalanced with an Imbalance Ratio of 1:16 and consists of 5.96% of fraudulent transactions. It has
eight input features and a target feature called the ‘fraudRisk’, represented with the value 1 in case of
fraud and 0 for the legitimate or non-fraud transaction. This dataset is imbalanced with a large volume,
thus making the classification task very challenging.
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3.4.2 Dealing with imbalanced data
In a class imbalance problem, data level balancing techniques are used as a pre-processing technique to
re-balance the imbalanced dataset between the two classes before any algorithm is applied [31]. The
traditional methods for classification with imbalanced datasets rely on each class on its own to rebalance the datasets [12]. Similarly, we can classify the re-balancing or sampling methods into undersampling and over-sampling. A common strategy is to under-sample the majority class in the training
set before learning a classifier [55].
Literature suggests that the best approach to handle imbalanced datasets does not exist [81]. However,
it is possible to adjust a re-balancing strategy dynamically by the process of active learning [81]. To
achieve the objective of this chapter to review and select supervised classification techniques that are
suitable for highly imbalanced datasets and that can be scalable to work with large datasets, this chapter
explored different classification techniques, re-balancing techniques and sampling rate selection.
3.4.3 Performance metrics
Measuring the success of ML algorithms [13] is an important task so that the best algorithm suitable for
the problem, such as credit card FD, can be selected [14]. Literature suggests that the success of the
binary classifier performance for FD is measured based on the ‘sensitivity’ - True Positive (TP) or fraud
catching rate [25] or ‘recall.’ Furthermore, by ‘specificity’- True Negative (TN) rate, which specifies
how well a classifier can recognize normal [93] or legitimate transactions. Therefore, working with the
problem of too imbalanced data, balancing the TP rate and TN rate becomes essential and is, at the same
time is a difficult challenge [9]. To overcome the challenge of balancing TP and TN rates, increasing
‘Precision’ [14, 94] or Hit rate and reducing the False Positive (FP) or false alarm rate [25, 95], i.e., 1specificity become important. Literature suggests that when considering a classifier to maximize FD, it
should achieve acceptable precision of TP values [93]. Thus, ‘F-measure,’ which is the Harmonic Mean
(HM) of precision and recall, is more appropriate for the successful separation between fraud and
legitimate transactions [94].
Other approaches are available for binary classification problems, such as cost-sensitive learning for
selecting suitable algorithms that can achieve both maximum precision and F-measure for credit card
FD [96]. Moreover, the cost minimization approach to choosing a good performing algorithm is based
on minimal misclassification cost [14, 59]. Furthermore, we can also use balanced metrics such as
Matthews Correlation Coefficient to measure the quality of binary classification [25] and Balanced
Classification Rate, a balanced measure between sensitivity and specificity to reduce false predictions
[25]. Additionally, by using the Area Under Curve (AUC)- Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
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chart, we can visualize the performance of binary classifiers by plotting the predicted TP rate and FP
rates [14]. However, the AUC-ROC measure using predicted values is inappropriate for class
imbalances [97]. Therefore, to measure AUC-ROC, measuring the probability of minority class [98]
would be more appropriate [22]. Hence, this chapter has used “predict probability” [99] instead of
predict class for the AUC-ROC measure, and this measure is available in the Python software package.
3.4.4 Experimental setup
This section discusses the experimental setup and lists the evaluation criteria of the classifier. The
experiments were run using Python 3.5 software. This chapter analyzed approaches to selecting the best
re-balancing technique, best sampling distribution, setting the techniques’ parameters, and optimising
the techniques for the experimental setup.
Classifier evaluation criteria
As articulated earlier in the experimental study section, when building a classifier model of fraud
detection, the following impact factors were considered to be effective.
•

Scalable [29] with large and highly imbalanced datasets [25, 46, 95] and detect minority class or
frauds accurately [24]

•

Faster computation time with large datasets [29, 45, 88] for early minority class or fraud detection

•

Low false alarms [31, 95] and little fraud or minority class misclassifications [23, 24, 100]

•

Maintain similar prediction rates with the unseen data [22, 29]

The Selection of scalable Machine Learning (ML) techniques for highly imbalanced datasets for
Problem 1 based on the above classifier evaluation criteria factors, including working with high IR. The
thesis is not developing a new ML technique but selecting the appropriate technology which can be
scalable to work with large high IR datasets.
Re-balancing strategy
This chapter experimented with the re-balancing strategy available for large datasets in resolving a
highly class imbalance problem. This chapter also explored the sampling distribution option when the
datasets were analysed by considering the classifier evaluation criteria, as discussed in the previous
section. Since one of the impact factors for the model evaluation criteria is that a classifier technique
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should maintain similar prediction rates with the unseen data [22], in validating the model's
effectiveness, 10% of the data has been set aside as t+1 day’s test data. The first dataset consists of the
ECC data of 284,807 transactions and has only 0.172% or 492 fraudulent transactions; the 10% data
was set aside as dataset1 for blind tests, which have 28,480 transactions out of which 22 are fraudulent.
Dataset2, which has 90% of the original dataset, was used to train the model, validate and test the model
predictions. Since the dataset is highly imbalanced, a 10:90 sampling rate selection on dataset2 has
achieved comparatively superior predictions.
The second dataset, ccFraud, consists of 10 million transactions, where 5.96% are fraudulent
transactions. The 10% data was set aside as dataset1 for blind tests, which has 59,188 fraud transactions.
Dataset2, which has 90% of the original dataset, has 53,922 fraud transactions, which was used to train
and predict the model, validate, and predictions with test data. It was realized that since the data is
imbalanced, the experiments with the 10:90 test and train split on dataset2 has achieved the best results
of predictions. The ccFraud dataset has eight input features, i.e., custID, gender, state, cardholder,
balance, numTrans, numIntlTrans, and creditLine. The custID attribute has auto-increment values; thus,
it was removed from the feature list, and this attribute, instead of adding any value to the model, has
deteriorated the classifier performance. All of the input features of the ECC dataset were used and left
the optimal features selection job to the classifier for its model generation.
Parameters selection
The classifier model’s parameters selection has been optimized using Grid search CV [101]
functionality available in the Python software package, and based on this functionality, tuning the best
parameters list for the classifier model has been selected.
3.4.5 Results and discussions
In this study, three classifier models were used; RF, BBE, and GNB. This chapter applied various rebalancing techniques such as the Random Under-Sampling (RUS), Random Over-Sampling (ROS),
multiple flavours of SMOTE (original, borderline1, borderline2, SVM), SMOTEENN, and
SMOTETomek to both datasets, and evaluated their performance. This chapter presented the three best
combinations of re-balancing techniques and learning classifiers for each of the evaluated classifier
techniques based on the performance metrics.
Table 3.1 shows the results of the experiments for FD using the ECC dataset. Table 3.2 shows the results
using the ccFraud dataset, and this chapter has depicted the classifier’s scalable detection rates in Figure
3.1. The analyses of the results of the experiments were summarized in Table 3.3.
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Based on the analyses, the Gaussian Naïve Bayes technique is comparatively faster than the RF and
BBE classifier in detecting fraud. It took an average of 2 minutes and 40 seconds for the ECC dataset
of 284,807 transactions. SMOTE technique was used to re-balance the ECC dataset, achieved a Recall
of 86% and made an F1 score of 0.297 and AUC-ROC of 96.0%. However, the precision rate of 18% is
too low, which leads to many false alarms. When the generated model was tested on unseen t+1 days of
data, the classifier was able to make an FD rate of 50%, and this reduced recall has furthermore added
false alarms due to the FP rate of 0.72%, and the achieved average precision is only 3%.
The next set of experiments were conducted using a large dataset of 10 Million records. Since the dataset
is large with an imbalance of 5.9% fraud transactions, it was initially thought that the sampling
techniques are either computationally expensive or difficult to decide which appropriate sampling
technique to use [56]. Therefore, the experiments were run with the imbalanced or the original
distribution of the ccFraud dataset. It was realized that the classifier’s performance in detecting fraud
was not convincing compared to predictions on balanced data. NB could identify only 56% of fraud,
whereas RF could detect only 46% fraud with imbalanced data. Therefore, it was decided to explore
sampling distribution techniques instead. Since the sampling methods might not be suitable on their own
to handle the class imbalance problem in the highly imbalanced dataset [31], this chapter tried different
combinations of data, algorithmic, hybrid ensemble, and mixed methods as the sampling techniques.
GNB with SMOTE sampling distribution could detect 86% of fraud but at the expense of precision of
30%. In improving the recall, the SMOTE (borderline1) balancing method was applied in which FD of
90% was gained. However, at a loss of precision, which dropped to 26% and expensive computational
time of 8 hours.
Overall, when the next set of experiments were conducted to test the GNB model on unseen t+1 days of
transactions, it could not generate similar prediction rates as of ‘t’ days of transactions with the ECC
dataset. Interestingly, the GNB model detection rates are identical to the ccFraud large dataset. However,
GNB has the highest FP rate of 16%, and for this reason, it could neither improve its precision nor the
F1 score. Literature suggests that when considering the FP rate of 13%, NB detected 650k fraud alerts
per the 2013 industry standards [32]. Moreover, NB cannot handle high imbalance levels, and classifier
performance tends to be affected [8]. For these reasons, the merchants need to decide on what
performance levels they could agree on and whether they have the resources to accept too many false
positives or alarms in analyzing possible fraud.
The Balanced Bagging Ensemble (BBE) technique produced better FD rates comparatively when
working with the ECC dataset of 284,807 records. The BBE, which is balanced internally with the RUS
technique [102], achieved the best FD of 93.88%. Moreover, when the generated model was tested on
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unseen t+1 days of transactions, the classifier was able to detect fraud at 77.3%. However, the average
precision of 2% was too low due to a higher FP of 2.7%. In improving the average precision, the Hybrid
ensemble technique was applied by combining the BBE with the oversampling method (RUS by default
+ SMOTE (borderline1)); this technique achieved an FD rate of 90%; also, a significant improvement
in precision rate to 92% and AUC-ROC of 96.0% and an F1 score of 0.91 was achieved.
Furthermore, this technique maintained a reasonable precision rate of 88%, even with unseen t+1 days
of FD. Further combinations tried to combine BBE with a hybrid sampling of RUS+SMOTE
(borderline2) and achieved 88% of the FD rate and 88% precision with almost ‘nil’ false alarms. Overall,
when the BBE with the hybrid SMOTE (borderline2) model was tested on unseen t+1 days of
transactions, it maintained almost similar prediction rates as the ‘t’ days of transactions. Using BBE +
hybrid SMOTE (borderline2) model, Recall of 73%, the precision of 94%, F1 score of 0.82, and AUCROC of 88.0% was achieved, all within ‘processing’ runtime of just over 6 minutes.
When the subsequent experiments were conducted using a large dataset of 10 million records, the BBE
technique could achieve an FD of 85% but with a precision of 28%. In improving precision, hybrid
sampling methods were applied. The results gained precision, but unfortunately, the recall kept dropping
with the oversampling hybrid combinations. As evidenced in Table 3.2, the 12% improvement of
precision with the ROS hybrid ensemble led to more than a 20% drop in fraud catching and achieved a
rate of 65%. When the hybrid ensemble with SMOTE (borderline1) was tried, the precision value
doubled to 52%. However, the FD rate dropped to less than half to 40%. Surprisingly enough, the FP
rate dropped drastically with the gain of precision, which was a good sign. Therefore, when using the
BBE on a large dataset, we need to be precise and agree on what levels of precision rate the merchants
be comfortable to achieve in maximizing FD. On the bright side, the BBE, when applied to a large
dataset, could maintain similar prediction rates with the unseen data.
When working with the ECC dataset, the Random Forest (RF) technique detected a 90% fraud rate
with an AUC-ROC of 97.0% and an F1 score of 0.81. For the t+1 days of fraud predictions, the RF
model based on SMOTE (borderline1) sampling distribution could generate a recall of 0.73, with a
precision of 0.43, an F1 score of 0.54, and an AUC-ROC of 96.0%. Overall, when considering the model
predictions for t+1 days, the RF ranked second best next to the BBE.
The RF classifier proved to be a good classifier when working with a large dataset of 10 million
transactions. The experiments showed that both the RUS & ROS pre-processing methods for RF using
a blind test gave a stable FD with upcoming new data. Using these RUS & ROS methods, the
experiments achieved comparatively similar prediction rates of 91.0% and 90.4% with AUC-ROC
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scores of 95.6% and 95.7% and a Runtime of 2.5 and 189.8 minutes. However, the RUS has accumulated
6,731 additional FPs as compared to ROS. Furthermore, RUS could detect 356 additional fraudulent
transactions compared to ROS. In reality, when we want to achieve higher recall, it will be at the expense
of lower Precision [103] and vice-versa. To overcome the challenge of balancing TP and TN rates will
entirely depend upon business decisions whether the merchants have resources to perform analyses with
additional FPs and make an intelligent decision about the activity of the transactions. In a real-time
environment, the business value would depend upon how quickly the merchants can predict fraudulent
transactions to curtail further damage. Since RF using RUS could detect fraud in just over 2 minutes
with the highest recall of 91%, this technique would be of high value working in the real-time
environment.
Table 3.1. Accuracy result for the European credit card dataset.
Metrics

BBE

SMOTE
(bl2)+BB
E
0.8776
0.9998
0.8776
0.77
0.9582
0.8776

RUS+
GNB

0.9388
0.9737
0.0641
0.06
0.9801
0.1199

SMOTE
(bl1)+BB
E
0.8990
0.9998
0.9167
0.82
0.9584
0.9072

Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
Avg Precision Recall
AUC-ROC
F1 Score
Blind Tests
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
Avg Precision Recall
False Positive Rate
AUC-ROC
F1 Score
Runtime (in seconds)

SMOTE
(bl2)+GN
B
0.6735
0.9953
0.2143
0.14
0.9638
0.3251

RUS+
RF

0.8163
0.9862
0.1020
0.08
0.9560
0.1814

SMOT
E+GN
B
0.8571
0.9925
0.1795
0.15
0.9604
0.2968

0.7727
0.9721
0.0210
0.02
2.79%
0.9811
0.0409
147.60

0.6818
0.9999
0.8824
0.60
0.01%
0.9064
0.7692
367.81

0.7273
1.0000
0.9412
0.68
0%
0.8836
0.8205
368.25

0.8776
0.9983
0.5000
0.44
0.9536
0.6370

SMOTE
(bl1)+R
F
0.8980
0.9994
0.7458
0.67
0.9702
0.8148

SMOTE
(bl2)+R
F
0.8980
0.9991
0.6567
0.59
0.9688
0.7586

0.5000
0.9887
0.0331
0.02
1.13%
0.9695
0.0621
141.03

0.5000
0.9928
0.0509
0.03
0.72%
0.9724
0.0924
145.44

0.5000
0.9955
0.0786
0.04
0.45%
0.9548
0.1358
145.27

0.7273
0.9991
0.3721
0.27
0.09%
0.9508
0.4923
143.72

0.7273
0.9993
0.4324
0.31
0.07%
0.9614
0.5424
535.51

0.7273
0.9986
0.2807
0.20
0.14%
0.9712
0.4051
563.61

Table 3.2. Accuracy result for the ccFraud dataset.
Metrics

BBE

ROS+
BBE

SMOTE RUS+
(bl1)+BB GNB
E

SMOT
E+
GNB

Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
Avg Precision Recall
AUC-ROC
F1 Score
Blind Tests
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
Avg Precision Recall
False Positive Rate
AUC-ROC
F1 Score
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Figure 3.1. Scalable Fraud detection
Table 3.3. Analyses of the results of the experiments
Evaluation Criteria Balanced Bagging Ensemble Gaussian Naïve Bayes
Scalable with highly Fraud catching rate of 85% with Second best of 90% recall
imbalanced large
large datasets
after RF for large datasets
datasets and detects
frauds accurately
Faster computation
Faster with smaller datasets.
Fastest with smaller
time with large datasets Faster using RUS for large
datasets. Faster using RUS
for early fraud
datasets
and ROS for large datasets
detection
Low false alarms and ‘Nil’ false alarms with the ECC. Comparatively high falselow fraud
Improving precision drop FD
positive rates leading to
misclassifications
rate with large datasets
false alarms
Similar predictions
with unseen data

Hybrid ensemble (RUS &
Maintained similar
SMOTE -borderline2) superior predictions with large
prediction with the ECC
dataset only

Random Forest
Good prediction rate of
90% with the ECC. Best
fraud prediction rate of
91% with large datasets
Yes. RF using RUS was
able to detect fraud in just
over 2 minutes
Second highest falsepositive rate. However,
there is a trade-off with
good recall
Good predictions with
large datasets

3.5 Conclusion
Real-time credit card fraud detection is a challenging issue due to highly imbalanced large streaming
data. This chapter is based on experiments that compared several popular ML techniques and
investigated their suitability as a “scalable algorithm” when working with highly imbalanced large
streaming data. In summary, when considering fraud detections for ‘t’ and t+1 days, a Balanced bagging
ensemble with a Hybrid (RUS & SMOTE-borderline2) re-balancing technique has superior prediction
with the ECC dataset. Random Forest with RUS re-balancing technique capable of FD with highly
imbalanced large scale datasets. Since class imbalance and concept drift in data streams challenge the
ML algorithm on how well it will learn from new large data blocks. Thus, based on experimental study
Random Forest proved to work with highly imbalanced large datasets, and hence we believe RF can
work with new large data blocks in data streams. Thus, Random Forest has been chosen as a suitable
ML technique to work with the incoming imbalanced data streams for subsequent chapters.
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Batch Versus Streaming data
•

This chapter aims to introduce an automated re-balancing strategy in the proposed framework for
highly imbalanced data streams.

•

Objective 1 of this chapter investigates applying an automated re-balancing strategy using the
Racing Algorithm to handle imbalanced Batch data.

•

Objective 2 of this chapter investigates applying an automated re-balancing strategy using the
Racing Algorithm to handle imbalanced data streams in the proposed framework.

4.1 Background
Automated re-balancing strategy for highly imbalanced data streams is an important research focus area
in Machine Learning (ML). A dataset is considered imbalanced if one of its classes exhibits considerable
dominance over the other class [8]. Thus, an Imbalance Ratio (IR) of over 50:1 (majority: minority) for
any binary class problem would be considered as highly imbalanced [9]. It will result in adverse
predictions of classification tasks [40]. The researchers in [56] re-iterated that a proper re-balancing
technique will solve the class imbalance problem.
In fulfilling the requirement to resolve the issue of class imbalance, popular ML techniques such as
ubBalance in R [40], toolkits in Weka [104], and scikit-learn in Python [101] have the preprocessing
capabilities to implement solutions in automated systems. The researcher [40] used automatic searching
techniques (ubUnder, ubOver, ubSMOTE, ubOSS, ubCNN, ubENN, ubNCL, ubTomek) to optimise the
data and proposed a proper data re-balancing technique such that it could maximise the classifier
performance. Moreover, the process of adapting to select an appropriate re-balancing technique would
resolve the overarching research question on “how to push the boundaries of detection problems, for
example, fraud prediction on the underrepresented minority class?” [69].
Racing Algorithm (RA), which is an active learning technique, provides partial data querying and, in
comparison to other baselines (random querying strategy and query-by-committee strategy) techniques,
provides a faster reduction of uncertainty by selecting a re-balancing technique in the learning process
[17]. Thus, an automated re-balancing strategy using RA can provide a speedier reduction of uncertainty
by choosing an appropriate re-balancing technique with imbalanced data [40].
However, the literature suggests that most of the automated re-balancing solutions are developed for
static Batch data [22], i.e. when all data are available and re-balanced as Batch. The data is not static in
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real-time, and we need adaptive systems to deal with imbalanced data streaming problems [38]. Also,
in addressing the challenges of imbalanced learning, re-sampling the data stream is one of the two
popular strategies compared with feature selection techniques [38]. Moreover, the researchers [16]
suggested that the re-sampling strategy should be based on active learning [17] to handle imbalanced
data streams. Therefore, this chapter aims to extend the capability of RA as an automated data rebalancing technique to handle data streams in the proposed framework. The thesis hypothesises that an
automated re-balancing strategy is suggested to improve the predictive performance of ML techniques
while working with a highly imbalanced dataset in an incremental learning environment.
In the classical batch ML framework, all the data is simultaneously accessed [36] in a single “static
learning” batch [22]. The static batch learning draws criticism on missing the tasks of adapting to the
upcoming minority class concept drifts in the data distribution. In overcoming the static batch limitation,
researchers [41] used the concept of data streams in the form of data chunks to batch process the ordered
sequence of transactions that arrived and accumulated within a window of time [41].
In general, data stream mining research falls into two categories: instance-incremental processing [105107] and batch-incremental processing [41, 106-108]. In the instance-incremental processing
framework, each handling is designed to handle one instance at a time [36, 106, 107]. In a batchincremental context, all the data is processed incrementally in batches [6]. Many organisations have
developed devices and applications to track customer behaviours, such as call logs, spending behaviour,
and other continuously occurring activities [36, 107].
Similarly, real-time transactions follow non-stationary [95] and a sequential pattern [3], which evolves
because of seasonality and new activities [7]. Therefore, learning from developing data streams is
imminent [56]. Also, when the data streams become highly imbalanced, the frequency of minority class
could become less and less frequent, resulting in an enormous IR [11].
The ML classification techniques learning to classify imbalanced data streams require data to be rebalanced. The data re-balancing techniques should dynamically adapt to make the data balanced
between normal and abnormal classes [62]. The application of the adaptive balancing technique (also
termed as re-balancing technique) as active learning [16, 17] approach will make the classification
technique to be adaptive for imbalanced data streaming [15]. Moreover, adaptive re-balancing technique
to lower IR in imbalanced data streams can also derive consistent and better prediction tasks [6, 52].
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However, the application of dynamic automated re-balancing techniques for imbalanced data streams
has not been well examined in the literature [22]. Therefore, this chapter aims to address the needs of
dynamically dealing with imbalanced data streams using batch-incremental processing.
4.1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
•

This chapter focuses on implementing active learning approaches for the PWIDB framework,
FLORA and accumulative re-balancing techniques. The PWIDB, compared to other techniques,
provides a faster reduction of uncertainty in the learning process to handle the class imbalance
problem in highly imbalanced data streams. For this reason, the capability of RA is extended as an
automated data re-balancing strategy to process data streams, which is a novel usage implemented
in the proposed framework.

•

This thesis proposes a new framework to handle imbalanced data streams learning problems by
applying an automated re-balancing strategy using the Racing Algorithm, in which an appropriate
re-balancing technique is dynamically selected from a group of techniques suitable to re-balance the
data stream chunk.

•

In generating the proposed Piece-Wise Incremental Data re-Balancing (PWIDB) framework, this
chapter integrates our hypothesis of automated data re-balancing techniques for streaming batch
data and the concept of incremental re-balancing. In the proposed framework, the learner, when
trained with incremental re-balancing data of the previous stream along with upcoming imbalanced
instances in the streaming batch, would be able to handle the imbalanced issue in data streams.

4.1.2 Chapter organization
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Subsection 4.2. discuss related work for the data
streams. Also, Section 4.3 provides the methodology used for the proposed PWIDB framework. Also,
the steps and overall experimental process diagram implemented in incremental data stream
environments were given. Section 4.4.1 describes the datasets; Section 4.4.2 explains the techniques
used to deal with imbalanced data. Section 4.4.3 describes the experimental setup. Subsection 4.4.4
described the experiments. Finally, this chapter was concluded in Subsection 4.5.
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4.2 Related Work
With the dynamic nature of imbalanced data streams, the learning techniques need to adapt to capture
the concept and improve intelligence. Random Forest (RF) is a popular ensemble technique for
imbalanced data stream classification problems [36]. Also, tree ensembles are popular for incremental
online learning due to their high accuracy, simplicity, and parallelisation capability [63]. Besides, RF
with Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) is considered as the best technique for the
European Credit Card (ECC) dataset [40] (the datasets used in the experiments). Moreover, RF has
shown significant superiority of predictions in data streaming as compared to SVM and Neural
Networks [22].
Researchers [41] propose pre-processing techniques based on SMOTE to deal with imbalanced data
streams. These techniques use minority class data to update learner incrementally [69]. However, the
literature is limited to incremental algorithms to manage finite datasets [41]. Data streams are an
unbounded sequence of instances that are not given beforehand but become available sequentially or in
the form of data chunks as the stream progresses [41]. Incremental learning builds up knowledge from
online streaming data to make informed future predictions [44]. In data streams, large Batch sizes are
computationally prohibitive [75]. The conventional automated re-balancing strategy depends on
selecting the re-balancing technique automatically using some techniques like RA [56, 76]. This rebalancing strategy process will dynamically select an appropriate re-balancing technique to re-balance
the datasets.
The researchers [44] used the Adaptive Incremental Learning (ADAIN) framework for continuous
stream data to represent the learning capability of each data chunk. Moreover, since the concept of an
imbalanced data stream changes over time, researchers [43] proposed a “learning framework for data
streaming imbalanced classification” problem, where they use time decayed function to capture IR with
the imbalanced data streams dynamically. The researchers [34] used imbalance factor estimation with
optimal reservoir size as an approach for dynamic re-balancing to handle imbalanced data. Some good
results have been achieved but can still be improved by including the instances from the re-balanced
data and using an automated re-balancing strategy to actively select re-balancing technique.
From the literature review, the automated data re-balancing strategy is proved to work with static batch
data. Besides, RA has the features of providing a faster reduction of uncertainty in comparison with
random querying strategy and a query-by-committee strategy to select an appropriate technique with
imbalanced data [17]. However, an automated re-balancing strategy is not yet implemented for the data
streaming environment [22]. Therefore, we still need to examine further how well incremental re50

balancing is implemented in an automated strategy. There is also a lack of an appropriate framework to
address the needs of handling highly imbalanced data streams using dynamic and automated rebalancing strategy to provide stable and consistent prediction results. This is therefore the aim of this
chapter to propose a new framework in addressing this gap.

4.3 Proposed PWIDB framework Methodology
In order to demonstrate the methodology of the proposed PWIDB framework, this chapter focuses on
creating an environment to implement the incremental re-balancing technique with a compatible
classifier technique to work in a streaming batch system.

Stream of data

Yes

No
Does previous stream
exist

Increment rebalanced training data of previous s tream

Testing data of previous stream

Combine training data of current window +
Rebalanced training data of previous window

Consider the data window

Data Split
Training Data

Testing Data

Apply an automated re-balancing technique selection
process

Select the suitable re-balancing technique based on its statistical significance, and its contribution towards the
class ifier technique error rate , and the performance metric output

Record the performance metric for each re -balancing technique along with the new rebalanced data and new
IR

Train the model with the new rebalanced data

Test the model on Testing data of current window
+ Testing data of previous window
Record the performance metric AUC -ROC, F1
output

Figure 4.1. Steps in the proposed PWIDB framework

A learning scenario of imbalanced classification problems in an incremental streaming batch system
was highlighted to explain the proposed PWIDB framework. The feature vectors instance ds1, ds2,..., dsn
are received in a chunk of Data Stream DSj at time j. When the stream of data chunks DSj, DSj+1 are
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highly imbalanced with Imbalance Ratio (IR) Ij, Ij+1,…, as calculated by Eq. (1), we usually apply an
automated data re-balancing technique ‘b’ from the available re-balancing techniques to re-balance the
datasets. The re-balancing techniques available in RA are RUS, SMOTE, ROS, Tomek link, One Side
Selection (OSS), Edited Nearest Neighbour (ENN), Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN),
Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule (NCL), and No Sampling. Given that RA has not been implemented in
a data stream environment, this implementation is a novel application in this proposed framework.
Imbalance Ratio IR (j,

c, p)

the sum of minority samples

← the sum of the majority samples

(1)

As soon as the data stream was received, the PWIDB framework performed the data split for training
Dj and test Tj from the set of instances from (dsi, dsi+1,...,dsj) DS time j. Later, the training data, Dj,
was re-balanced. Then, the framework selects a classifier technique ‘C’ (RF) and the performance metric
‘p’ (AUC-ROC or F1). Next, the classification technique generates classification models for ‘C’ on rebalanced data. Later, the PWIDB framework applies the model on test dataset Tj and then calculate the
prediction output PO for the performance metric ‘p.’
The incremental re-balancing technique in PWIDB is designed by formulating the following steps (also
shown in Figure 4.1). In the proposed framework, the re-balancing technique ‘b’ is applied to the training
dataset (Dj) of a specific stream of data chunk DSj. As a result, re-balanced data Rj at time j is derived.
During the derivation process, suitable technique ‘b’ is selected using Ø, to apply on the combined
training data of current stream Dj and previous stream re-balanced data Rj-1, using eq. (2).
R(j, c, p) = Øb (D(j, c, p) + R(j-1, c, p) )

(2)

where b = 1,2, …, 9,
and R (n, c, p) = 0 where n ≤ 0
Where process Ø selects the most suitable re-balancing technique ‘b’ based on statistical significance
using the Friedman test, during this process, Ø search for technique ‘b,’ which leads to stable
classification prediction output PO with minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’.
Classification models Mj, Mj+1,…, are generated by choosing a classifier technique ‘C’ and the
performance metric ‘p’ value for each re-balanced data R(j,c,p) at time j. Select the model Mj with
minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’.
R(j, c, p) → Mj

(3)
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To assess the effectiveness of the balancing performance, the model Mj was applied on the test dataset
Tj at time j and calculate the prediction output POj for the performance metric ‘p.’
Tj, Mj → POj

(4)

The PWIDB framework, as presented in the above steps, can automatically select a suitable re-balancing
technique from eq. (2), furthermore, the hypothesis is to minimize the IR Ij from equation (1). The rebalanced data combined for the current stream Dj and previous stream Rj-1 from eq. (2) will generate an
optimized model Mj for ‘C,’ with minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’ from eq. (3) especially for highly
imbalanced data streams DSj. This process will derive stable prediction output POj from eq. (4)
compared to POj-1, thus providing a stable and consistent PO for the performance metric ‘p.’
The main characteristics of the proposed PWIDB framework are as follows.
•

The incremental data re-balancing technique applies previously acquired re-balanced data as
knowledge (to capture, preserve and incrementally relay the re-balanced data to adapt to the realtime IR). It derives the best approximation classification model from improving prediction accuracy
at time j.

•

The incremental re-balancing technique at time j (re-balanced data value Rj) helps to improve
learning at time j+1.

•

With streaming batch learning models as learning improves, the technique derives stable prediction
output POj at time j.

•

The framework of PWIDB is built on the following options: i) the classification technique ‘C’ used
(RF), ii) re-balancing techniques ‘b’ used (RUS, SMOTE, ROS, Tomek link, OSS, CNN, ENN,
NCL, and No re-balancing), iii) incremental approach used (Update), iv) performance metrics ‘p’
used (AUC-ROC, F1) and v) the number of models used in the ensemble (M).

4.4 Experiments
In the experiments, the proposed PWIDB framework was implemented to highlight the unique features
of incremental re-balancing to lower the IR for the streaming highly imbalanced datasets and automated
re-balancing as a quicker way to reduce uncertainty in the learning process.
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In demonstrating the proposed framework’s ability to effectively handle binary class imbalanced data
streams effectively, experiments are carried out to compare the AUC-ROC and F1 metrics (which are
commonly used to deal with similar problems). F1, the Harmonic Mean (HM) of precision and recall,
is more appropriate for the successful separation between minority and majority [94]. AUC-ROC is a
suitable metric to deal with highly imbalanced datasets [22]. A highly imbalanced ECC dataset and
imbalanced UCI Adult dataset are used to justify the usability of PWIDB. The performance of PWIDB
was compared with a well-known FLORA technique [84]. In evaluating the classifier performance in
the data stream environment, the last batch score [108] was used to capture the concept in the stream
[106] and the average score to show the significance of the average performance of the technique.
4.4.1 Datasets
This chapter focused on binary classification. The experiments were conducted on a real-world, highly
imbalanced ECC [91] dataset and an imbalanced UCI Adult dataset. The UCI Adult dataset is used in
other data streaming research [109, 110], which has 45,222 instances, with IR of 1:3.03 and minority
instances of 11,208. The total number of features in the Adult dataset is 14 and has a target feature
‘Class’ represented with the value 1 in case of income over 50K and 0 for income less than equal to 50k.
4.4.2 Dealing with imbalanced data
As discussed earlier in the introduction and related work sections, this thesis explored various rebalancing techniques and frameworks available to mitigate class imbalance problems. RUS [68], ROS
[68], SMOTE [40, 41, 58, 69], Tomek link [70], CNN [71], OSS [72], ENN [73] and NCL [74] are some
of the available re-balancing techniques. In order to deal with the imbalanced data problem, this chapter
implemented an automated re-balancing strategy using the RA [40]. RA is implemented in two coupled
phases. In the first phase, RA runs all the above-listed eight re-balancing techniques in parallel for a
subset (approximately 10%) of a given dataset. In the second phase, RF is run in parallel on re-balanced
data for each re-balancing technique to derive prediction output. The rationale is to select an optimal rebalancing technique based on statistical significance using the Friedman test, which can boost
classification technique prediction output, with minimal error rate.
The PWIDB framework will use re-balanced data to generate classification models and derive prediction
outputs. Also, the PWIDB framework preserves the re-balanced data for each incremental streaming
data window, relays, and applies to the new data stream chunk to improve the learning capability of
classification techniques. The hypothesis is that incremental data re-balancing will reduce the impact of
highly imbalanced data IR and mitigate the class imbalance problem in data streams.
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4.4.3 Experimental Setup
All the experiments were conducted using R 3.4.1 and RStudio 1.0.153 software. The entire dataset was
distributed into eight windows for each dataset for the streaming batch experiments on both ECC and
Adult datasets. Later, every window’s data was accumulated to a subsequent window to represent data
streaming. The derivation of the optimal window size is based on the number of streams received each
day. If there is ‘n’ number of transactions or instances a day, and the window size ‘ws’ should n/w,
where ‘w’ number of windows required for the framework.
If we consider an example derivation, a fraud detection system has received 160,000 instances in a day
[7]. Therefore, n=160,000. If we want a classification system model to be updated every 3 hours, then
the number of windows ‘w’=8. Hence, window size ‘ws’=160,000/8= 20,000. Each window of data will
be distributed as 90% for training the RF model in this streaming batch process, and the rest 10 % data
used for the blind test [111]. A 3-fold cross-validation was performed for generating the prediction
models on each of the datasets.
4.4.4 Experiments
This chapter initially tested an automated re-balancing strategy using RA in static batch mode to extend
the RA applied in the proposed PWIDB framework for the data stream environment (a commonly used
approach to deal with imbalanced data). For a comparative study, experiments were conducted on
original data without applying a re-balancing strategy in static batch mode before conducting
experiments for streaming batch.
4.4.4.1 Automated re-balancing strategy – Static Batch mode
A few controlled iterative experiments were run on the ECC dataset using RA and RF for the Batch
mode implementation. This experiment aims to demonstrate the capability of RA by showing the
comparison study between the results generated from RF using RA and without using RA for static
batch mode.
Using a forest of 100 trees for the RF classification algorithm is a conventional hyper-parameter number
for various applications [112]. In resolving the optimisation problems for the algorithm design choices,
the algorithmic specific parameters were tuned, and this process will derive the best performance [113].
A controlled experimental technique was implemented and optimised parameter selection for RA and
RF. The parameters required for RA are (Perc Over – a percentage of over-sampling, Perc Underpercentage of under-sampling), K- k nearest neighbour’s). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 lists the best results of the
independent experiments each for AUC-ROC and F1 metrics.
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AUC Performance Metric for Batch Learning
Credit Card Fraud Detection
Rebalanced RF

0.998

Non-Rebalanced RF

0.990
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F1 Performance Metric for Batch Learning
Credit Card Fraud Detection
0.893

Rebalanced RF

Non-Rebalanced RF

0.889
0.885
0.881
0.877
0.873
0.869
0.865
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3
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Iterations
Figure 4.2. AUC-ROC for Static Batch Learning; Figure 4.3. F1 Score for Static Batch Learning.

Similarly, the experimental results were depicted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Also, the second set of
experiments were run just by using the RF without re-balancing the dataset. The RF experiments results
were listed in the last column of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, each for AUC-ROC and F1 metrics. The main
intention with static batch experiments is to prove that RA is a good technique and will be used in the
PWIDB as an “automated re-balancing strategy” in later Subsections.
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Table 4.1. AUC-ROC result for ECC dataset – BATCH LEARNING (Re-balanced data using RA for RF vs.
Non-Re-balanced data for RF).
Exp
#
1
2
3
4
5

Chunk Perc Perc
Size Over Unde
r
284807 275 275
284807 275 275
284807 275 275
284807 275 275
284807 275 275

Train & Validation (90%)
Num Controlled Applied Re- New New New
ber of
exp.
Balancing Mino Majo IR
trees variable
technique
rity rity
100 no. of trees SMOTE
1296 2376 1.8
75 no. of trees SMOTE
1296 2376 1.8
60 no. of trees SMOTE
1296 2376 1.8
50 no. of trees SMOTE
1296 2376 1.8
25 no. of trees SMOTE
1296 2376 1.8
Prediction Average

Test (10%)
RF with
RF
RA without
AUC RA - AUC
0.9917
0.9740
0.9916
0.9659
0.9924
0.9660
0.9921
0.9661
0.9919
0.9579
0.9917
0.9660

Table 4.2. F1 result for ECC dataset – BATCH LEARNING (Re-balanced data using RA for RF vs. Non-Rebalanced data for RF).
Exp
#

1
2
3
4
5
6

Train & Validation (90%)
Test (10%)
Chunk Perc Perc K Number Controlled Applied
New
New New RF
RF
Size Over Under
of trees
exp.
ReMinority Majority IR with without
variable Balancing
RA – RA –
technique
F1
F1
284807 300 300 5 1000 no. of trees
ROS
2160 255894 119 0.8908 0.8889
284807 300 300 5 900 no. of trees
ROS
2160 255894 119 0.8908 0.8889
no. of trees
284807 300 300 7 800
ROS
3024 255894 85 0.8908 0.8889
& K value
no. of trees
284807 300 300 7 700
ROS
3024 255894 85 0.8908 0.8889
& K value
no. of trees
284807 300 300 7
75
ROS
3024 255894 85 0.8814 0.8793
& K value
no. of trees
284807 300 300 7
50
ROS
3024 255894 85 0.8814 0.8696
& K value
Prediction Average 0.8880 0.8840

4.4.4.1.1 Discussions
The experimental results in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 reveal that RF can classify well when the data is
re-balanced using RA and has generated the AUC-ROC of 99.2% with the SMOTE re-balancing
technique. On the contrary, RF on non-re-balanced data could make an average AUC-ROC of 96.6%.
Similarly, the results in Table 4.2 and as depicted in Figure 4.3 reveal that RF can generate stable
prediction with re-balanced data and has achieved stable F1 of 89.1% as compared to results of 88.9%
with a non-re-balanced data technique. The experiment results show that the automated re-balancing
strategy has generated stable prediction results compared to non-re-balanced data experiments. Besides,
the results prove that RA works well in static Batch mode, which agrees with those reported in the
literature [40].
4.4.4.2 Accumulative Non-Re-balancing (ANR) technique– streaming batch
Since data in real-time is not static, the next set of experiments was conducted to stream data on ECC
and Adult datasets. The purpose of this part of the experiments is to validate that the two datasets can
be used in simulating streaming batch data as used in prior research by other researchers [109, 110]. In
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the general scenario of online learning, we accumulate the data in a streaming batch; for this reason, a
well known FLORA technique was used. FLORA is a supervised accumulative learning technique that
uses streaming windows of both positive and negative instances of the target class of data to track
changes over time [84]. It is noted that the FLORA technique does not perform data re-balancing during
the training in the data streams. For the experimental purposes, to have similar naming conventions with
other techniques in this chapter, FLORA was re-named as the Accumulative Non-Re-balancing (ANR)
technique – streaming batch. The first set of streaming batch experiments were conducted on both
datasets using ANR technique. These experiments also validate whether RF is a suitable technique for
streaming data environments.
4.4.4.2.1 Discussions
The results for the ANR technique, as shown in Table 4.3, have improved the performance of RF models
in streaming batch over batch learning, as discussed in the earlier section. It is worth noting that the
results presented here are not directly compatible with those presented in the static batch mode.
However, these experimental results reveal that RF can work well in streaming batch mode as well. The
results of F1 show 88.4% (in Table 4.2) for Batch without RA and 91.2% (in Table 4.3) for the ANR
technique. The results of AUC-ROC show 96.6% (in Table 4.1) for batch without RA and 97.6% (in
Table 4.3) for the ANR technique, showing that RF models give stable prediction in streaming batch
compared to static batch.
Table 4.3. AUC-ROC and F1 for streaming predictions (Accumulative Non-Re-balancing) – ECC dataset.
Window
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Size
50000
100000
140000
180000
200000
220000
250000
284807

Train & Validation (90%)
Minority Majority
IR
137
44863
327.5
205
89795
438.0
245
125755
513.3
337
161663
479.7
357
179643
503.2
376
197624
525.6
424
224576
529.7
455
255871
562.4

Test (10%)
Minority Majority
AUC
11
4989
1.0000
18
9982
0.9690
19
13981
0.9705
27
17973
0.9788
28
19972
0.9600
30
21970
0.9625
34
24966
0.9812
37
28444
0.9837
Prediction Average 0.9757

F1
0.9000
0.9412
0.9444
0.9231
0.9057
0.9123
0.8889
0.8824
0.9122

4.4.4.3 Accumulative Re-balancing (AR) technique– streaming batch
This part of the experiment demonstrates the application of an automated re-balancing strategy to
enhance the accumulative technique. The automated re-balancing strategy providing a faster uncertainty
reduction to select an appropriate technique with imbalanced data streams is a significant part of the
proposed PWIDB framework. To the best of our knowledge, the RA has only been implemented for
automated re-balancing strategy in static batch data (similar to the experiments shown in sub-section
4.4.4.1) and has not been applied in any incremental streaming batch for the incremental online learning
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[22]. For this reason, this chapter investigates whether RA can be applied to a data streaming
environment.
The second set of experiments were conducted using RF on a re-balanced dataset while applying RA.
In this part of the investigation, this technique used was named the Accumulative Re-balancing (AR)
technique– streaming batch.
Table 4.4. AUC-ROC for streaming predictions (Accumulative Re-balancing) – ECC dataset.
Train & Validation (90%)
Window

Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

45000
90000
126000
162000
180000
198000
225000
256326

Minorit Majority
y
137
205
245
337
357
376
424
455

44863
89795
125755
161663
179643
197624
224576
255871

IR

327.5
438.0
513.3
479.7
503.2
525.6
529.7
562.4

Test (10%)

Applied Re- New New New Min Majorit
Balancing Mino Majorit IR orit
y
technique
rity
y
y
SMOTE
548
1027 1.9 11
4989
SMOTE
1435
6150 4.3 18
9982
SMOTE
1715
7350 4.3 19 13981
SMOTE
2359 10110 4.3 27 17973
SMOTE
2499 10710 4.3 28 19972
SMOTE
1128
1504 1.3 30 21970
SMOTE
1272
1696 1.3 34 24966
SMOTE
1365
1820 1.3 37 28444
Prediction Average

AUC

0.9998
0.9678
0.9777
0.9684
0.9662
0.9686
0.9754
0.9798
0.9755

Table 4.5. F1 for streaming predictions (Accumulative Re-balancing) – ECC dataset.
Train & Validation (90%)
Window

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Size

45000
90000
126000
162000
180000
198000
225000
256326

Minority Majority

137
205
245
337
357
376
424
455

44863
89795
125755
161663
179643
197624
224576
255871

IR

327.5
438.0
513.3
479.7
503.2
525.6
529.7
562.4

Applied ReBalancing
technique
ROS
ROS
ROS
ROS
ROS
ROS
ROS
CNN

Test (10%)
New
Mino
rity
274
410
490
674
714
752
848
455

New
New Minorit Majori
Majority IR
y
ty
44863
89795
125755
161663
179643
197624
224576
255594

163.7
11 4989
219.0
18 9982
256.6
19 13981
239.9
27 17973
251.6
28 19972
262.8
30 21970
264.8
34 24966
561.8
37 28444
Prediction Average

F1

0.9000
0.9412
0.9444
0.9231
0.9057
0.9123
0.9063
0.8824
0.9144

4.4.4.3.1 Discussions
The results for Accumulative Re-balancing (AR) - streaming batch experiments are shown in Tables 4.4
and 4.5. The results reveal that AR predictions are more stable than ANR, as presented in sub-section
4.4.4.2. It is noted that F1 results drop for the ANR technique drastically from Window 7 (see Table
4.3) compared to AR, where the F1 results are more stable (see Table 4.5). The results of AUC-ROC
show comparable results for ANR and the AR technique.
Finally, as depicted in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 for AUC-ROC and F1, the results reveal that the AR
technique has shown more stable results in stream prediction than ANR. The stability of the results from
windows to windows is vital for streaming data as this can ensure that the accumulating effect given
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very long streaming of imbalanced data can be minimised. These experimental results are not purely to
compare AR with ANR. The intention is to justify that RA can work in a streaming batch to provide
more stable results and thus be used in the proposed PWIDB framework. Moreover, the prediction
average of both ANR and AR streaming batch techniques AUC-ROC of 97.6% and F1 of 91% are stable
and consistent compared to average Batch data prediction AUC-ROC of 96.6% and F1 of 88.4% (from
Table 4.1 and 4.2). Since AR streaming batch techniques has given stable predictions, this thesis
implements the proposed PWIDB framework next and study the significance of incremental data rebalancing on data streams.
4.4.4.4 Piece-Wise Incremental Data re-Balancing (PWIDB) framework – streaming batch
This subsection implemented the proposed PWIDB as described in section 4.3 on two datasets: the ECC
dataset and the Adult dataset. The classifier performance was evaluated using both AUC-ROC and F1
metrics. In this experiment, the impact of IR and how the incremental re-balancing technique will assist
in classifying data streams with imbalanced data distributions were studied.
4.4.4.4.1 ECC dataset - Experiments and Discussions
As shown in Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, the experimental results reveal that the proposed PWIDB
framework has enhanced the performance of the classification models and improved the average
prediction results. As depicted in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.4, the results indicate that the incremental rebalancing technique’s AUC-ROC values are stable with an average prediction of 98.5% compared to
ANR and AR techniques AUC-ROC of 97.5% (depicted in Table 4.3 and 4.4). With the PWIDB
framework, the concept is captured from the previously acquired knowledge (j-1) with the increments
of imbalanced data to the streaming batch.
The classifier technique learns to improve prediction with new hypothesis Hj at Time j. For example,
from window W5 onwards, the technique grew the prediction value from 98.4% to 99.3% in window
W8. Similarly, the experimental results for the F1 performance metric (see Tables 4.7 and 4.8, and Figure
4.5) reveal that PWIDB maintained stable average predictions for F1 of 91.7% as compared to AR
techniques with an average F1 of 91.4%, as discussed in an earlier section (see Table 4.5). On the
contrary, the ANR technique AUC-ROC of 96.2% (from Table 4.3) in Window 6 is the lowest in the
stream when IR is a maximum of over 525. Whereas PWIDB comparatively could achieve AUC-ROC
of 98.4% (from Table 4.6) in Window 6 because of incremental re-balancing and by lowering IR to
meagre 2.4.
From the analyses, the PWIDB framework using incremental re-balancing windows provide stable
predictions, and when the IR in a stream is lower after applying the re-balancing techniques. It is evident
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Figure 4.4. AUC-ROC; Figure 4.5. F1 - Accumulative (Non-Re-balancing), Accumulative Re-balancing &
Incremental Re-balancing (PWIDB) for ECC data stream.

from Table 4.6. when working with a highly imbalanced ECC dataset, the new IR after using the rebalancing technique, and, when dropped to below 2, the AUC-ROC value is closer to 100% (in-stream
windows W1 and W8). When the IR increased to 4.3 (in W2), the AUC-ROC dropped to 98.16%.
Table 4.6. AUC-ROC for Incremental Re-balancing (PWIDB) – ECC dataset.
Window

Size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

45000
46575
58792
197024
293004
311004
337682
368904

Train & Validation (90%)
Test (10%)
Minority Majority IR
Applied
New
New New Minority Majority
ReMinority Majority IR
Balancing
technique
137
44863 327.5 SMOTE
548
1027 1.9
11
4989
616
45959 74.6 SMOTE
4312
18480 4.3
18
9982
4352
54440 12.5 SMOTE
30464 130560 4.3
19
13981
30556 166468 5.5 SMOTE
91668 183336 2.0
27
17973
91688 201316 2.2 unbalance
91688 201316 2.2
28
19972
91707 219297 2.4
NCL
91707 219047 2.4
30
21970
91755 245927 2.7 Tomek
91755 245823 2.7
34
24966
91786 277118 3.0 SMOTE
275358 458930 1.7
37
28444
Prediction Average

AUCROC

0.9998
0.9816
0.9775
0.9829
0.9736
0.9842
0.9901
0.9930
0.9854

Table 4.7. F1 for Incremental Re-balancing (PWIDB) – ECC dataset.
Window

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Train & Validation (90%)
Test (10%)
Size Minority Majority IR Applied ReNew
New
New Minority Majority F1
Balancing Minority Majority IR
technique
45000
137 44863 327.5
ROS
274
44863 163.7
11
4989 0.9000
90137
342 89795 262.6
ENN
342
89784 262.5
18
9982 0.9418
126126
382 125744 329.2
CNN
382 125344 328.1
19 13981 0.9444
161726
474 161252 340.2 unbalance
474 161252 340.2
27 17973 0.9231
179726
494 179232 362.8
ENN
494 179230 362.8
28 19972 0.9057
197724
513 197211 384.4
ROS
1026 197211 192.2
30 21970 0.9123
225237
1074 224163 208.7
NCL
1074 223922 208.5
34 24966 0.9063
256322
1105 255217 231.0 unbalance
1105 255217 231.0
37 28444 0.8986
Prediction Average 0.9165
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Figure 4.6. AUC-ROC; Figure 4.7. F1 – Accumulative (Non-Re-balancing), Accumulative Re-balancing &
Incremental Re-balancing (PWIDB) for an Adult data stream.
Table 4.8. PREDICTION results COMPARISON – ECC dataset.
Processed
instances
(blind test)
5K
10K
14K
18K
20K
22K
25K
28K
Prediction
Average

AUC-ROC
F1
Accumulative
Accumulative
Accumulative
Accumulative
Non-RePWIDB Non-RePWIDB
Re-balancing
Re-balancing
balancing
balancing
1.0000
0.9998
0.9998
0.9000
0.9000
0.9000
0.9690
0.9678
0.9816
0.9412
0.9412
0.9418
0.9705
0.9777
0.9775
0.9444
0.9444
0.9444
0.9788
0.9684
0.9829
0.9231
0.9231
0.9231
0.9600
0.9662
0.9736
0.9057
0.9057
0.9057
0.9625
0.9686
0.9842
0.9123
0.9123
0.9123
0.9812
0.9754
0.9906
0.8889
0.9063
0.9063
0.9837
0.9798
0.9930
0.8824
0.8824
0.8986
0.9757

0.9755

0.9854

0.9122

0.9144

0.9165

From the analyses, it can be concluded that the PWIDB framework is adaptive and achieved consistent
and stable AUC-ROC and F1 metrics concerning the highly imbalanced dataset.
4.4.4.4.2 Adult dataset - Experiments and Discussions
This thesis also conducted experiments of the proposed PWIDB to another dataset - the Adult dataset.
The results are presented in Table 4.9 and depicted in Figures 4.6. and 4.7. The results reveal that the
PWIDB framework has provided consistent and stable results of AUC-ROC of 92.0% and F1 of 71.5%
compared to accumulated learning techniques (with re-balancing), i.e., AR average prediction results of
AUC-ROC of 91.8% and F1 of 71.2%.
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Table 4.9. PREDICTION results COMPARISON – ADULT dataset.

Processed
instances
550
1000
1400
2000
2500
3100
3800
4523
Prediction
Average

AUC
F1
Accumulative
Accumulative
Accumulative
Accumulative
Non-RePWIDB
Non-RePWIDB
Re-balancing
Re-balancing
balancing
balancing
0.9244
0.9269
0.9269
0.6944
0.7490
0.7490
0.9068
0.9096
0.9119
0.6881
0.6765
0.6877
0.9140
0.9162
0.9162
0.6821
0.6997
0.6968
0.9199
0.9185
0.9212
0.7112
0.7189
0.7249
0.9183
0.9183
0.9205
0.7190
0.7171
0.7130
0.9165
0.9174
0.9205
0.7114
0.7100
0.7171
0.9191
0.9197
0.9210
0.6951
0.7115
0.7113
0.9181
0.9181
0.9193
0.6986
0.7151
0.7171
0.9172

0.9181

0.9197

0.7000

0.7122

0.7146

In summary, for the PWIDB framework, this thesis focuses on incremental data re-balancing technique
to use previously acquired re-balanced data as knowledge (to capture, preserve and incrementally relay
the re-balanced data to adapt to the real-time IR) and to derive the best approximation classification
model from improving prediction accuracy at time j. Moreover, the PWIDB framework is
computationally efficient, the reason being the automated re-balancing strategy using RA runs for a
subset (approximately 10%) of a given dataset. PWIDB framework, as compared to benchmark FLORA
(or NRA in this chapter experiments) technique, provides a faster reduction of uncertainty in the
imbalanced data stream learning process to select a suitable re-balancing technique on the fly. It was
found that the PWIDB framework to be more adaptive and stable with highly imbalanced IR datasets.
The PWIDB framework worked well with a highly imbalanced ECC dataset and showed comparable
results with a low imbalanced Adult dataset.

4.5 Conclusion
This thesis implemented a streaming batch technique that focussed on increments of re-balanced data to
capture the concept of the imbalanced instances and apply the streaming classification technique. This
chapter centred on a framework to handle the problem of imbalanced class distribution of large and
small size data and with higher and lower IR class distribution. The experimental results show that
incremental re-balancing using the PWIDB framework can achieve consistent and stable AUC-ROC
and F1 measures for a highly imbalanced dataset. Since incremental online learning has gained
significant attention in the context of big data [36], the PWIDB framework is suitable to handle
incremental learning problems and deals with the velocity aspect of big data with highly imbalanced
datasets.
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Binary class Imbalanced data streams
•

This chapter aims to fill the existing research gap by demonstrating that we will use an adaptive
window with an IR threshold in our proposed framework. In addition, this chapter also uses the
incremental re-balancing technique as discussed as objective 2 of chapter 4, an approach to capture,
preserve, and incrementally relay the re-balanced data to the data streams.

•

This chapter aims to propose the idea of an adaptive window re-balancing framework to enhance
the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing data streams.

5.1 Background
Streaming data is ubiquitous in many real-time applications. Moreover, in incremental or online
streaming environments, sequential data often comes with properties that change over time [48]. The
class imbalance and concept drifts are evident problems in data stream mining [2-6]. Moreover, many
applications generate data streams [1], and the tasks of scalable predictive analysis for imbalanced
stream learning classification algorithms or techniques have become necessary [1, 2]. Also, it is
challenging to determine how well the classification techniques models can make predictions with
imbalanced streaming data [4].
The data re-balancing strategy has drawn its significance in the imbalanced streaming data to minimize
the impact of the class imbalance problem by re-balancing imbalanced data [69]. The re-balancing
strategy for imbalanced data streams usually depends on imbalanced degree or Imbalance Ratio (IR)
rates [6], size of data sets [69], and the broad range of interacting properties of attributes that arise in
the datasets [3]. For example, credit card data is extremely imbalanced in the financial domain, with
only 1% of instances being fraudulent [7]. The problem of spam detection is also extremely imbalanced,
with only 0.1% of emails being spam[2]. Thus, a higher degree of class imbalance creates higher
complexity [10] and hinders classification techniques' performance [12]. Thus it becomes more
challenging when data is streaming as the minority cases may not appear in consistent intervals, which
means in some cases, the imbalance situations could vary with the data streams.
In class imbalance learning for data streams, the performance of a learning algorithm is a critical
concern. The performance depends upon whether the predictions are consistent during the learning
process [4]; and whether the classification technique can handle data streams [36] with highly
imbalanced data [11]. Gomes et al. [15] suggested that applying the data-balancing technique, also
termed re-balancing technique, can make the classification technique adaptive to detect the concept
drifts (i.e., changes in class prior probabilities) imbalanced data streams. Also, the use of an automated
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re-balancing technique can handle imbalanced data streams. Besides, the frameworks for imbalanced
learning for data streams should accommodate adaptive dynamic window sizes to lower the IR rates [6],
and the adaptive window process in the imbalanced learning framework will derive better prediction
rates [51]. Existing adaptive windows lack the proper use of automated re-balancing strategy for learning
to classify imbalanced data streams [5]; however, adaptive windows and automated re-balancing
strategies are used separately. Thus, the application of both automated re-balancing strategies with
adaptive windows is pivotal for designing frameworks for imbalanced learning for data streams, and
this thesis will use this combined approach in our proposed framework to fill the gap.
Likewise, several adaptive frameworks have emerged to handle imbalanced data streams. Selectively
Resampling Procedure (SRE) technique to preserve the minority samples of previous blocks, and this
framework has demonstrated the effectiveness of unsupervised learning with imbalanced data streams
[5]. However, since class probability changes in real-time, the training process should capture both
majority samples along with minority samples from previous blocks to adapt to real-time IR. Since the
class concepts of imbalanced data stream change over time, Wang, Minku, and Yao [43] proposed a
"learning framework for data streaming imbalanced classification" problem, where they used timedecayed forgetting factor to capture IR dynamically.
Since IR change detection is an active learning approach, the work in chapter 4 used the Piece-Wise
Incremental Data re-Balancing (PWIDB) framework to propose implementing an automated rebalancing strategy using the Racing Algorithm to handle imbalanced data streams. Also, for the active
learning approach, the framework should be capable of applying the IR cut-off triggers a mechanism to
evaluate the incoming data in the stream and, thus, optimize the window sizes for incremental learning.
It is also beneficial that the framework capture previous acquired knowledge ht-1 (hypothesis at t-1) to
apply to the new data chunk to improve the learning capability of misclassified instances, such as the
Adaptive Incremental Learning (ADAIN) framework [44].
Similarly, in handling both minority class concept drifts and adapting to IR changes in real-time, the
adaptive framework should capture and preserve previously acquired re-balanced data and apply to new
data chunk in an incremental approach. The framework should also be capable of accommodating
adaptive window sizes reliant on changing IR. The reasons being the class concept change and the IR
changes are preserved within re-balanced data, and re-using the previous re-balanced data with past
concept drifts would help incremental learning with highly imbalanced data streams.
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This chapter aims to fill the existing research gap by demonstrating that in our proposed framework, we
will use an adaptive window with an IR threshold, along with an approach to capture, preserve, and
incrementally relay the re-balanced data to the data streams.
5.1.1 Challenges
The following challenges are to be faced for learning from imbalanced data streams:
a) In the data stream for imbalanced classification tasks, there is a challenge to select an appropriate
re-balancing technique automatically. The challenge would be to choose an automated re-balancing
strategy to mitigate the class imbalance problem and can also enhance the classifier's performance.
We require techniques and the framework to be scalable to accommodate different size datasets with
varied IR in this scenario. Firstly, it is vital to establish the importance of re-balanced data that can
affect the classifier's performance and challenge to preserve the knowledge from the current stream
to pass it on to the upcoming stream to improve classifier performance.
b) In data streams, IR and concept frequently change for the class distribution. In this scenario, we
require adaptive window sizes based on threshold value to adjust windows sizes and capture
minority class concept drifts. Thus, adaptive window re-balancing enhances knowledge retention
capability by re-balancing data streams. The knowledge retention capability can address class
imbalance and concept drift problems with highly imbalanced data streams.
Although class imbalance learning in data streams have been studied in the past [5, 7, 21, 38], there are
not many studies done for the application of active learning to quickly select optimal re-balancing
technique and capability to reduce the imbalance in the class imbalance learning process [17]. The
automated re-balancing strategy using RA has an active learning technique to select the data-balancing
technique for the class imbalance problems [17, 22]. Moreover, there is also no considerable work that
has been done for using incremental re-balancing frameworks or techniques, which can address how
learning with the minority class concept drifts are addressed in data streams [22].
Also, there is an increasing reliance on real-world applications in the fields of fraud, spam emails,
weather data in the traditional and big data datasets for developing effective ways to extract knowledge
from imbalanced data streams [2]. This chapter aims to implement the proposed idea of adaptive window
re-balancing to enhance knowledge retention capability by re-balancing data streams. Also, the aim is
to mitigate the challenges for imbalanced classification tasks, as listed in Subsection 5.1.1. above. The
objective is to improve imbalanced learning for classification tasks in data streaming environments and
thus enhance the performance metrics of imbalanced problems.
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5.1.2 Contributions
This chapter focus on binary-class, highly imbalanced learning tasks. Following challenges and the
available solutions from imbalanced data streams, a new learning framework was proposed to deal with
binary imbalanced problems using Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain Knowledge
(AWBReK). The AWBReK applies a dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability by
re-balancing each data stream chunks. Further, the proposed AWBReK framework includes incremental
re-balancing and IR cut-off threshold for adapting to different IR between classes in real-time and using
concept drifts to derive adaptive window sizes. A comprehensive analysis of difficulties in learning from
imbalanced data streams is presented, providing insight into the nature of binary class imbalanced
datasets.
The AWBReK framework makes the following contributions:
a) When trained with incremental re-balancing value along with the upcoming imbalanced instances
in the streaming data, the learning algorithm would lead to deriving better prediction models.
b) Adapting to the IR of the data stream and adjust the window size dynamically based on the IR cutoff threshold would lead to lowering the imbalance of the datasets.
c) The dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability in the proposed framework is
achieved by re-balancing each data stream chunks. The AWBReK framework adjusts window sizes
to accept suitable instances from the data stream when comparing prediction results of current with
previous and subsequent instances in the stream. The adaptive windows measure in the AWBReK
framework to achieve stable and consistent results.
5.1.3 Chapter organization
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Subsection 5.2.1. explained the class imbalance
problem-related work. Also, Subsection 5.2.2. discuss incremental imbalanced learning approaches in
the data streams. Section 5.3 provides the methodology used for the proposed AWBReK framework.
Also, the steps and overall experimental process diagram implemented in incremental data stream
environments were given. Section 5.4 describes the datasets and the techniques used to deal with
imbalanced data and the experimental setup. Subsection 5.4.5 described the experiments. Finally, this
chapter was concluded in Subsection 5.5.
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5.2 Related Work
This section will first introduce the problem of imbalanced datasets to the context of binary classes.
Later, it will discuss the techniques that have been applied to problems with imbalanced data streams.
5.2.1 Class Imbalance Problem
In the previous research on class imbalance problems, the techniques to handle imbalanced data are
applied either at the data-level or an algorithmic-level [31]. Data-level re-balancing techniques are used
as a pre-processing strategy [38, 39] to re-balance the dataset between the two classes before any
algorithm is applied.
There are challenges in using an algorithmic-level approach for cost-sensitive learning, such as the
process of derivation of misclassification costs is inefficient [38], and hence there are issues to account
for misclassification cost during classification model generation [4, 60]. For these reasons, the
algorithmic-level techniques are not so popular as compared to the data-level re-balancing techniques
that are widely chosen for efficient, practical implementation [38, 62].
Class imbalance is a common occurrence in transactional datasets [21]; sometimes, the instances go
extremely imbalanced, with only 1% fraudulent [7]. The complexity of class imbalance creates a realworld problem scenario and hinders the performance of standard classification techniques [12]. Thus,
the Classification System (CS) framework needs to contain measures for compelling predictions [21].
For the CS, the classification techniques are usually adaptable to the class imbalance problem through
their inherent learning properties [62]. RF with the SMOTE re-balancing technique is considered a
suitable technique for datasets in the imbalanced incremental learning environment [22]. Moreover, RF
is a proven, scalable technique for highly imbalanced binary classification problem [29, 45].
5.2.2 Learning from imbalanced data streams
In data streams, if samples come from two (binary) classes, we consider the class with more
representation as to the majority class and the other as the minority class [5]. Moreover, an Imbalance
Ratio (IR) of over 50:1 (negative: positive) for any binary class problems would be considered as highly
imbalanced [9] and would result in adverse predictions of classification tasks [40]. Suitable strategies
include applying re-sampling or re-balancing techniques [4] to imbalanced data streams.
The active learning approaches are well suited when the data distribution changes abruptly [7]. Hence,
one can adjust a re-balancing strategy dynamically with the implementation of an incremental setting in
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the process of active learning [16, 17, 81]. The researchers [34] used imbalance factor estimation with
optimal reservoir size as an approach for dynamic re-balancing to handle imbalanced data. Some
promising results have been achieved but can still be improved further by including the instances from
the re-sampling techniques; and also include automated re-balancing strategy to select re-balancing
technique. Chapter 4 implemented an automated re-balancing strategy using RA to handle imbalanced
data streams. The incremental learning in data streams has been partially addressed in chapter 4; the
results can be further enhanced should the shown significance of highly imbalanced data streams with
varied IR and will resolve the corresponding challenge number ‘a’ as stated in Subsection 5.1.1.
5.2.3 Knowledge retention capability for highly imbalanced data streams
In the data streaming environment, the process of dynamic adaptation will derive optimal window size,
and deriving window size for changing environment is best suited for classification tasks [51]. A way
to improve learning with imbalanced data streams is to use adaptive window sizes, enhance knowledge
retention, and handle class imbalance and concept drift in the data streams [49-51]. Knowledge retention
techniques work out like retaining the previously acquired knowledge in the data streaming environment
and then adaptively passing the previously learned knowledge to the presently received data to benefit
from learning from new information [44]. Besides, adaptive dynamic window sizes lower the IR rates
for learning from imbalanced data streams [6]. However, the use of re-balanced data as knowledge
retention in the imbalanced data streams has not been well examined in the literature [22]. Therefore,
there is still a problem of using imbalanced data to improve knowledge retention to be investigated. The
proposed idea of the adaptive window with incremental re-balanced data as knowledge retention shall
assist in tracking IR and concept frequent changes in data streams and resolve the corresponding to
challenge number ‘b’ as stated in Subsection 5.1.1.

5.3 Proposed Methodology
dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

Time
Input Stream

DSj+1
class
imbalance

DSj+2
concept
drift

DSj+3
class
imbalance

class
imbalance

Figure 5.1 Data Stream with gradual concept drifts and imbalanced class data
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An adaptive window with a knowledge retention framework for highly imbalanced binary class data
streams is proposed and implemented in this chapter. To summarize, in addressing the binary class
imbalanced data streams distributions problems as shown in Figure 5.1, whereby each data stream
chunks will have an irregular class distribution with varied IR and gradual concept drifts. For these
problems, this paper proposes and implements the concept of incremental re-balancing technique and
adaptive window re-balancing in the proposed framework to enhance the knowledge retention capability
by re-balancing data streams.
During the operation of any CS in data streaming environments, the way to improve learning from
imbalanced data streams depends on adapting to make the minority class and majority class data
balanced. This approach enables the CS to learn to classify individual instances better.
5.3.1 Class Imbalance Ratio Detector
dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

dsi, dsi+1,…, dsn

Time

Input Stream

DSj+1

DSj+2

class IR
detector

IR
Status

DSj+3

usual drift
detector

Incremental
Learning

Figure 5.2 Overview of AWBReK framework for class imbalance learning

In the proposed AWBReK framework for the data streaming environment, when processing the data
stream, we need to find out how imbalanced the data stream is and how much IR the framework can
absorb utilizing IR status to consider it as a highly imbalanced stream or not. As shown in Figure 5.2,
each data stream IR is calculated by the class IR detector process to ascertain the current imbalance
degree. Later compare the IR status with the set IR cut-off threshold to keep the IR below the required
level for the current stream. This process would assist in incremental learning, especially with a highly
imbalanced data stream. A similar process can be applied for usual drift detection for learning; however,
class imbalance learning is the main focus of this chapter. It is to be noted that the thesis use “Incremental
Learning” terminology to build up re-balancing data incrementally and use the incremental re-balancing
data as retained knowledge in the proposed adaptive window re-balancing with retaining knowledge
framework to handle imbalanced data streams problems. The incremental re-balancing data technique
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is similar to building up knowledge from online streaming data [44]. It is not to be misunderstood as an
incremental classifier model learning where a model is updated incrementally [107].
The thesis focused on adapting the approaches for dynamic implementation of automated data rebalancing strategy with retaining and re-using the previously acquired re-balanced data knowledge—
also, the framework to scalable to accommodate different size datasets with varied IR. AWBReK will
retain the re-balanced data value from the existing window with varied IR, which is then incremented
to the subsequent windows to replicate the retained knowledge approach. Moreover, the AWBReK is
based on a technique with adaptive window sizes reliant on changing IR, which dynamically adjusts
streaming data window size of varying IR to lower and maintain IR within the required IR cut-off
threshold value.
In implementing the concepts for the AWBReK framework, this chapter will use a streaming batch
technique that focussed on increments of re-balanced data to capture the concept of the imbalanced
instances and apply the streaming classification technique. This thesis focuses on an incremental data
re-balancing strategy using RA [17, 40]. The RA has not been used widely for incremental data streams
learning [22]. Besides, RA is an active learning approach to select the optimal re-balancing technique
with imbalanced data distribution [17]. The main intention is to improve classification stream learning
tasks [3, 7].
Also, the dynamic learning approach in the proposed AWBReK framework adapts with the incoming
data IR to adjust the dynamic windowing before applying the re-sampling (re-balancing) techniques in
the CS. This dynamic adaptation process would automatically select the re-balancing technique suitable
for imbalanced datasets vectors for classification problems. Therefore, the proposed framework can
contribute to the stream data classification literature through consistent and stable predictions, as shown
in later sections.
Besides, the need to set up a condition for maintaining a dynamic window size to benefit from the CS
was noticed. Options were tried to apply a statistical triggers mechanism to evaluate the incoming data
in the stream by analyzing the data distribution [114] or classification error [7]. This approach of using
the change detection test falls under the category of the active approach [50] or the dynamic adaptation
mechanism. Finally, an IR cut-off threshold parameter to apply the IR cut-off triggers mechanism was
chosen to evaluate the incoming data in the stream by optimizing the window sizes. The dynamic
window size and optimized IR cut-off threshold can help mitigate highly imbalanced data stream
problems, thus further contributing to the literature on handling data stream classification problems.
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In generating the AWBReK framework, this thesis combined the concept of preserving the previously
acquired knowledge to apply to the new data stream chunk to improve the learning capability of
misclassified instances [5, 44]. This chapter used the time decayed function to capture the concept of an
imbalanced data stream that changes over time [43]; however, without a time delay while evaluating the
IR of the upcoming stream of data. The AWBReK framework focus on previously acquired knowledge
Rj-1 (re-balanced data value at time j-1) to apply to the new data stream chunk as soon the data arrives.
Also, adaptive window sizes reliant on changing IR were implemented, dynamically adjusting streaming
data windows of varying IR to maintain within the required IR cut-off threshold.
The experimental study used the RF classification technique, which is suitable to work with the highly
imbalanced dataset [40]. Besides, the significance of incremental learning prediction models was studied
using appropriate imbalanced learning performance metrics AUC-ROC [4, 38] and F1 [94].
5.3.2 Adaptive window re-balancing with knowledge retention
The adaptive window re-balancing strategy for the proposed AWBReK framework is designed to work
with adaptive window sizes based on IR data streams. The process for AWBReK is like when the
technique is working with a fixed-size window of 'n' transactions or instances from a data stream, and
when detecting a significant change of IR with the upcoming new stream of data, the technique will
dynamically adapt to change the window size to keep the IR low in the active window, and also derive
best prediction results within the data stream. The technique, while adapting window sizes, adjusts
streaming data to fit in the windows, too, the technique compares Prediction Output (PO) result from
POj, i at Dj, i (training data) with the PO of the subsequent data stream at Dj, i+1 and also the earlier stream's
PO at Dj, i-1. The AWBReK process will derive the appropriate window size and maximize prediction
results.
Moreover, the proposed AWBReK framework will work with variable window sizes to adapt to
changing IR in the data stream. If IR in the active window at time j exceeds threshold IRcut at time j,
then instances in the active window are adjusted, and subsequently, the window is re-sized accordingly.
Subsection 5.3.4 gave the formulation of the AWBReK framework.
5.3.3 The heuristic of Imbalance Ratio Rates selection
The AWBReK framework, as presented in the following steps in subsection 5.3.4 and as described in
subsections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, can detect a significant change in IR of the incoming data in the streaming
data and adapts to adjust to suitable data size for the active window with the least IR below the cut-off
threshold. The heuristic process of the AWBReK framework to implement adaptive window size is
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explained, which is based on detecting changing IR and comparing the best prediction results at Dt with
Dt+1 also Dt with Dt-1.

Stream of data

Yes

No
Does previous stream
exist

Increment rebalanced training data of previous stream

Testing data of previous stream

Combine training data of current window +
Rebalanced training data of previous window

Consider the data window

Data Split
Training Data

Testing Data

Apply an automated re-balancing technique selection
process

Select the suitable re-balancing technique based on its statistical significance, and its contribution towards the
classifier technique error rate, and the performance metric output

Record the performance metric for each re-balancing technique along with the new rebalanced data and new
IR

Train the model with the new rebalanced data

Test the model on Testing data of current window
+ Testing data of previous window
Record the performance metric AUC-ROC, F1
output

Figure 5.3. AWBReK framework showing overall experimental process

5.3.4 AWBReK Framework
The idea and initiative of the proposed AWBReK framework are to create an adaptive learning
environment for an incremental re-balancing framework with a compatible classification technique to
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work in real-time streaming data environments. The formulation of the AWBReK framework, as shown
in Figure 5.3, is derived in the following steps.
Step 1. In the AWBReK framework, the feature vectors instances dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn are received in a
chunk of Data Stream DSj at time j.
Imbalance Ratio - IR (j,

c, p)

the sum of minority samples

← the sum of the majority samples

(1)

Step 2. When the streams of data chunk DSj, DSj+1 are highly imbalanced with high Imbalance Ratio
(IR) IRj, IRj+1,…, as calculated by Eq. (1), an automated data re-balancing technique ‘b’ was applied
from the available re-balancing techniques. The available re-balancing techniques, i.e., RUS,
SMOTE, ROS, Tomek link, One Side Selection (OSS), Edited Nearest Neighbour (ENN),
Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN), Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule (NCL), No Sampling [40]. The
re-balancing technique is applied to the training dataset (Dj), as calculated by Eq. (2), of a specific
stream of data chunk DSj, and as a result, re-balanced data Rj at time j is derived.
Step 3. During the derivation process, select suitable re-balancing technique ‘b’ using Ø, for the
combined current Dj and previous stream Rj-1, using eq. (4).
0.9 n

D j ,i =  dsn

(2)

i =1

0.1n

T j ,i =  dsn

(3)

R (j, c, p) = Øb (D (j, c, p) + R (j-1, c, p) )

(4)

i =1

where b = 1,2, …, 9,
and c = ‘RF,’
and p = ‘AUC, F1.’
Where, Ø selects the most suitable re-balancing technique ‘b’ with minimum classification error
‘ ~ 0’ based on statistical significance using the Friedman test.
Step 4. The AWBReK framework adapts to data distribution IR IRj, IRj+1,…, changes, and changes to
the re-balanced data value Rj, Rj+1,…, within the data streams (training datasets) Dj, Dj+1,…,. Also,
the AWBReK framework dynamically adapts the window size to allow the instances to be processed
for efficient learning. During derivation, suitable window size Wj is selected using the process Sj at
time j, as calculated by Eq. (7) and Step 7.
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Step 5. Classification models Mj, Mj+1,…, are generated by choosing a classification technique ‘C’ and
the performance metric ‘p’ value for re-balanced data R (j, c, p) at time j. Select the model Mj with
minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’.

Mj, i =

f ( D j ,i )

(5)

Step 6. The model Mj was applied on the test dataset Tj at time j, as calculated by Eq. (3), and calculate
the prediction output POj for the performance metric ‘p.’
POj, i = Mj, i ( Tj, i)

(6)

Step 7. The process Sj compares the IR of the stream of instances (dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn) with the IRcut (cutoff threshold) for dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn. Moreover, the framework also compares Prediction Output (PO)
result POj, i at Dj, i with the PO results of the subsequent data stream at Dj, i+1, and even the earlier
stream’s PO at Dj, i-1. Then based on maximum PO at either of timestamp, it either rolls back
instances to Dj, i-1, when POj, i-1, is higher than POj, i at time j and ith data instances or slide window
forward subsequent stream if POj, i+1 is higher. Subsequently, the formulation in Eq. (4) incorporate
the IR cut-off threshold, and adaptive windowing will become as in equation (7).
R (j, c, p) = S(j) (Øb (D (j, c, p) + R (j-1, c, p) ))

(7)

where b = 1,2, …, 9,
and c = ‘RF,’
and p = ‘AUC, F1’,
and IR (j, c, p) < IRCUT (j, c, p) ,
and Mj, i =

f ( D j ,i ) ,

and POj, i = Mj, i ( Tj, i ),
and POj, i-1 < POj, i > POj, i+1
In proving the concepts of the proposed framework, this thesis defines the variables and show the
relevant relationship between the variables. Whereby selecting a classification technique ‘C,’
performance metric ‘p,’ and a relevant ‘b’ from eq. (7) which can give various outputs. i.e., an optimized
model Mj from eq. (5) for highly imbalanced data streams, DSj minimises the IR IRj from equation (1).
This process will derive stable prediction output POj, i from eq. (7) as compared to POj,i-1 and POj,i+1,
and have minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’. The process of adaptive window size based on changing
IR will lower the IR in the stream and derive maximum PO for the data stream.
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In Summary, the main characteristics of the AWBReK framework are:
•

The adaptive window incremental data re-balancing technique uses previously acquired knowledge
(re-balanced data value Rj), IR of the data stream, and IRCUT cut-off threshold to derive adaptive
window size.

•

Class imbalance ratio detector checks the significant change in IR of the incoming data in the
streaming data and adapts to adjust to suitable data size for the active window with the least IR
below the cut-off threshold to assist class imbalance learning for highly imbalanced data streams.

•

The incremental data re-balancing technique uses previously acquired knowledge to derive the best
approximation classification model from improving prediction accuracy at time j.

•

With streaming data learning models as learning improves, the technique derives stable prediction
output POj at time j.

•

The incremental re-balancing technique at time j (re-balanced data value Rj) helps to improve
learning at time j+1.

5.4 Experiments
The proposed AWBReK framework is implemented in the experiments to highlight the unique features
of incremental re-balancing, IR threshold, and adapting dynamic window sizes. The purpose is to adapt
dynamic window sizes with IR threshold to lower the IR, incremental re-balancing to retain knowledge
to mitigate class imbalance problems in the streaming highly imbalanced datasets. Another purpose of
the experiments is to compare the performance of the proposed framework with other techniques based
on the AUC-ROC and F1 metrics. A highly imbalanced European Credit Card (ECC) dataset, UCI Bank
Marketing dataset, and UCI Adult dataset are used for the study. The steps are detailed and discussed in
the following sections.
5.4.1 Datasets
In this chapter, extensive experiments were conducted on three real-world datasets. The first dataset is
a highly imbalanced ECC dataset [91]. The second dataset is the UCI Adult dataset, which consists of
census data, and the prediction task is to determine whether a person makes over 50K a year [109]. The
third dataset is the UCI Bank marketing dataset, which consists of direct marketing campaigns (phone
calls) of a Portuguese banking institution. The prediction task for the success of bank telemarketing is
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to derive how often more than one contact to the same client was required in order to assess if the product
(bank term deposit) would be ('yes') or not ('no') subscribed [115]. The bank marketing dataset is used
in other data streaming research [116, 117] consists of 45,211 instances, with an IR of 1:7.55 and 5,289
minority instances. The total number of features is 16, and a target feature ‘Class’ represented with the
value 1 in case of client subscribed to a term deposit and with value 0 if not subscribed.
An IR of over 1:50 (minority: majority) for any binary class problem would be considered as highly
imbalanced [9] and will result in adverse predictions of classification tasks [2]. Moreover, we want our
proposed framework to work for highly imbalanced datasets. In order to have all the three datasets of at
least 1:50 IR, we needed to re-sample both the adult and bank datasets, and this process would allow us
to perform controlled experiments with the highly imbalanced datasets to test the proposed technique.
Hence, we re-sampled both Adult and Bank marketing datasets by under-sampling the minority class
instances. The new (re-sampled) Adult dataset will have 680 minority instances and 34,014 majority
instances, with an IR of 1:50. Also, the new (re-sampled) Bank marketing dataset will have 798 minority
instances and 39,922 majority instances, with an IR of 1:50.
5.4.2 Dealing with imbalanced data
As discussed earlier in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, this thesis initiated and explored the use of various rebalancing techniques and frameworks available to tackle the problem of class imbalance. ROS [68],
SMOTE [58], RUS [68], Tomek link [70], CNN [71], ENN [73], OSS [72] and NCL [74] are some of
the techniques. In this thesis work, to deal with imbalanced data problems for streaming data, an
automated re-balancing strategy was implemented using the RA technique, which was implemented as
an automated re-balancing strategy for batch data [40]. For the experiments in Section 5.4.5., RA was
implemented, which runs re-balancing techniques in parallel and automatically selected the best
technique based on statistical significance using the Friedman test.
5.4.3 Racing Algorithm technique
In implementing the RA technique, the ubRacing [40] technique is available for the batch data in the
unbalanced package in R software. The strategy in the RA is to adapt to the given dataset, performance
metric, and classification algorithm [40], along with optimal hyperparameters to select the best rebalancing technique.
In the literature, to deal with the imbalanced data problem, an automated re-balancing strategy using the
Racing Algorithm (RA) was mainly implemented for static Batch data [21], i.e. when all data are
available re-balanced them as Batch. The data is not static in real-time, and we need adaptive systems
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to deal with imbalanced data streaming problems [38]. Moreover, the researchers [16] suggested that
the re-sampling strategy should be based on active learning [17] to handle imbalanced data streams.
Therefore, this chapter aims to extend the capability of RA as an automated data re-balancing technique
to handle data streams in the proposed framework.
Also, since RA is not commonly used for streaming data [17, 22], in the experiments, it was found that
when implementing RA for streaming data, the framework needs to adapt to run with different
hyperparameter options for different IR datasets to derive the optimal list of configurations, and then
allow the RA to select the best re-balancing technique [17, 40].
5.4.4 Experimental setup
The streaming data experiments were run using RStudio 1.1.456 and R 3.4.1 software. The optimal
window size is derived based on the number of streams received each day. If there is ‘n’ number of
transactions or instances a day, and the window size ‘ws’ should n/w, where ‘w’ number of windows
required for the framework. If an example derivation is considered, a fraud detection system has received
160,000 instances in a day [7]. Therefore, n=160,000. If we want a classification system model to be
updated every 3 hours, then the number of windows ‘w’=8. Hence, window size ‘ws’=160,000/8=
20,000.
Similarly, this thesis wanted all the classification system models to be updated every 3 hours in the
streaming data experiments, so all the datasets were distributed into eight windows and streamed data
incrementally. The data streaming is applied both for training and test data separately. Each data
window will be distributed as 90% for training the RF model and 10% data used for the blind test [111].
A 3-fold cross-validation was performed for generating the prediction models on each of the datasets.
Besides, parameters were optimized for RF for classification tasks and the RA for re-balancing
technique selection tasks. Also, for the AWBReK experimental setup, the framework was analyzed for
implementing conditions for maintaining a dynamic window size to benefit from the DS. The IR cutoff threshold parameter was optimized to apply the IR cut-off triggers mechanism to evaluate the
incoming data in the stream and optimise the window sizes.
5.4.4.1 Performance evaluation of classification techniques:
The experiments were conducted to test the classification performance based on the AUC-ROC and F1
metrics with the proposed techniques. For evaluating the classification technique performance in the
data stream environment, the terminal window score [108] was used to capture the concept in the stream
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[106] and the average score to show the significance of the average performance of the technique. Since
the stable performance of learning algorithms is a critical concern for online learning with imbalanced
streaming data [4], the main concern in this thesis would be to achieve stable predictions for the
proposed technique.
5.4.5 Experiments
In order to demonstrate that the proposed AWBReK framework can provide a consistent performance
when dealing with highly imbalanced data stream environments, comparative experiments were done
as listed below.
i. The purpose of this experiments is to demonstrate how the automated re-balancing strategy in the
Accumulative Re-balancing (AR) technique select the optimal re-balancing technique for
imbalanced with imbalanced data streams.
ii. The purpose of this experiments is to perform a comparative study of AR with Accumulative NonRe-balancing (ANR) technique to show the significance of automated re-balancing strategy for data
streams.
iii. The purpose of this experiments is to demonstrate how the incremental re-balancing strategy in the
PWIDB framework can work for streaming data.
iv. The purpose of this experiments is to demonstrate how the proposed framework in the AWBReK to
accommodate automated data re-balancing strategy, incremental re-balancing, and adaptive
windows can work for streaming data. Also, to implement AWBReK as a dynamic framework with
the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing each data stream chunks.
5.4.5.1 Accumulative Re-balancing (AR) – streaming data
This chapter conducted the first set of experiments on ECC, Adult, and Bank datasets to simulate
streaming data to make future predictions. This conventional auto data re-balancing approach for the
data streams process implies that the technique will work for a new classification model generation as
soon as the accumulative streaming data builds up. The AR technique adapts to the given dataset,
performance metric, and classification algorithm [40] to select the best re-balancing technique. The AR
technique then learns with the classification technique to predict the target class activities.
In investigating whether an automated re-balancing strategy can be applied for the data streaming
environment, this chapter made the historical data accessible to the AR in data streaming windows to
assimilate accumulative learning to adapt and learn from historical data. This data distribution process
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will assimilate Poisson distribution to handle the class imbalance problems in data streams [6]. The
experiments using the AR technique on each of the datasets will study re-balancing data effects on
predictive performance.
Table 5.1 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – ECC DATASET
Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

45000 137

44863 327.5 SMOTE

548

1027 1.9 11

4989

0.9998

2

90000 205

89795 438.0 SMOTE

1435

6150 4.3 18

9982

0.9678

3 126000 245 125755 513.3 SMOTE

1715

7350 4.3 19 13981

0.9777

4 162000 337 161663 479.7 SMOTE

2359 10110 4.3 27 17973

0.9684

5 180000 357 179643 503.2 SMOTE

2499 10710 4.3 28 19972

0.9662

6 198000 376 197624 525.6 SMOTE

1128

1504 1.3 30 21970

0.9686

7 225000 424 224576 529.7 SMOTE

1272

1696 1.3 34 24966

0.9754

8 256326 455 255871 562.4 SMOTE

1365

1820 1.3 37 28444

0.9798

Prediction Average

0.9755

Table 5.2 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – ADULT DATASET
(CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
Train (90%)

Test (10%)

2700

57

2643

46.37 NCL

57

2547

44.68

11

289

0.9085

2

6300

173

6127

35.42 Over

346

6127

17.71

25

675

0.9070

3

9900

243

9657

39.74 NCL

243

9286

38.21

29

1071

0.8984

4

12600

302

12298

40.72 Under

302

302

1.00

38

1362

0.8763

5

16200

365

15835

43.38 Under

365

365

1.00

43

1757

0.8594

6

21870

440

21430

48.70 Under

440

440

1.00

52

2378

0.8832

7

25470

551

24919

45.23 Under

551

551

1.00

61

2769

0.8837

8

31224

613

30611

49.94 Under

613

613

1.00

67

3403

0.8925

Prediction Average

AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

IR

New
Minority
Applied ReBalancing
technique

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

0.8881
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Table 5.3 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – BANK DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
Train (90%)
Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

IR

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

4500 147

4353

29.61 OSS

147

4232

28.79

13

487 0.9574

2

9900 222

9678

43.59 SMOTE

444

222

0.50

18

1082 0.9887

3

15300 370

14930

40.35 NCL

370

14455

39.07

30

1670 0.9559

4

18360 404

17956

44.45 NCL

404

17432

43.15

35

2005 0.9551

5

21690 444

21246

47.85 OSS

444

20885

47.04

36

2374 0.9389

6

25470 509

24961

49.04 SMOTE

5599

50900

9.09

51

2779 0.9655

7

29070 578

28492

49.29 OSS

578

28006

48.45

62

3168 0.9485

8

36648 721

35927

49.83 Tomek

721

35303

48.96

77

3995 0.8980

Prediction Average
0.9510
Table 5.4. F1 RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – ECC DATASET
Train (90%)
Test (10%)
F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

45000

137

44863

327.5 ROS

274

44863

163.7

11

4989 0.9000

2

90000

205

89795

438.0 ROS

410

89795

219.0

18

9982 0.9412

3 126000

245 125755

513.3 ROS

490

125755

256.6

19 13981 0.9444

4 162000

337 161663

479.7 ROS

674

161663

239.9

27 17973 0.9231

5 180000

357 179643

503.2 ROS

714

179643

251.6

28 19972 0.9057

6 198000

376 197624

525.6 ROS

752

197624

262.8

30 21970 0.9123

7 225000

424 224576

529.7 ROS

848

224576

264.8

34 24966 0.9063

8 256326

455 255871

562.4 CNN

455

225594 561.8 37 28444 0.8824
Prediction Average
0.9144

Table 5.5 F1 RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – ADULT DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

F1 Metric

243
302
730
440
551
613

2643 46.4 11
5985 34.6 25

Majority

CNN
NCL
ROS
NCL
NCL
unbalance

Minority

39.7
40.7
43.4
48.7
45.2
49.9

New IR

9657
12298
15835
21430
24919
30611

57
173

New
Majority

2643 46.4 Unbal
6127 35.4 Tomek

New
Minority

243
302
365
440
551
613

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

9900
12600
16200
21870
25470
31224

IR

2700 57
6300 173

Majority

Minority

3
4
5
6
7
8

Size

Window
1
2

Test (10%)

289 0.3077
675 0.3750

9413 38.7 29 1071
11842 39.2 38 1362
15835 21.7 43 1757
20752 47.2 52 2378
24088 43.7 61 2769
30611 49.9 67 3403
Prediction Average

0.4324
0.3333
0.3077
0.3385
0.3797
0.3373
0.3515
81

Table 5.6 F1 RESULT FOR AR (ACCUMULATIVE RE-BALANCING) TECHNIQUE – BANK DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

Test (10%)
Majority

F1 Metric
0.9600
0.9412

14930

40.4 Tomek

370

14675

39.7

30

1670

0.9091

404
444

17956
21246

44.4 ROS
47.9 Tomek

808
444

17956
20918

22.2
47.1

35
36

2005
2374

0.8197
0.7213

509
578
721

24961
28492
35927

49.0 OSS
49.3 ROS
49.8 Under

509
1156
721

24489
48.1
51
2779
28492
24.7
62
3168
1081
1.5
77
3995
Prediction Average

0.7250
0.4270
0.1802
0.7104

370

4
5

18360
21690

6
7
8

25470
29070
36648

Minority

487
1082

15300

New IR

13
18

3

New
Majority

29.6
42.2

4353
9678

New
Minority

4351
9360

147
222

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

147
222

4500
9900

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window

29.6 ENN
43.6 NCL

1
2

5.4.5.2 Accumulative Non-Re-balancing (ANR) – streaming data
This chapter conducted the next set of experiments for streaming batch data using Accumulative NonRe-balancing (ANR), i.e., FLORA technique, on all the datasets. The purpose of this part of the
experiments is to compare with the AR technique and validate whether an automated re-balancing
strategy can work with data streaming environments. In the general scenario of online learning, we
accumulate the data in a streaming batch; for this reason, a well-known FLORA technique was used
[84].
FLORA is a supervised accumulative learning technique that uses streaming windows of both positive
and negative instances of the target class of data to track changes over time [84]. It is noted that the
FLORA technique does not perform data re-balancing during the training in the data streams. For the
experimental purposes, to have similar naming conventions with other techniques in this chapter,
FLORA was re-named as the Accumulative Non-Re-balancing (ANR) technique – streaming batch. The
second set of streaming batch experiments were conducted on all datasets using the ANR technique.
The purpose of the following ANR experiments is to compare with the AR technique and validate that
an automated re-balancing strategy (RA) is suitable for data streams.
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Table 5.7 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR ANR (ACCUMULATIVE NON-RE-BALANCING) – ECC DATASET
Train (90%)

44863 327.5 11 4989
89795 438.0 18 9982
125755 513.3 19 13981
161663 479.7 27 17973
179643 503.2 28 19972
197624 525.6 30 21970
224576 529.7 34 24966
255871 562.4 37 28444
Prediction Average

1.0000
0.9690
0.9705
0.9788
0.9600
0.9625
0.9812
0.9837
0.9757

F1
Metric

AUCROC

Majority

Minority

137
205
245
337
357
376
424
455

IR

45000
90000
126000
162000
180000
198000
225000
256326

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Test (10%)

0.9000
0.9412
0.9444
0.9231
0.9057
0.9123
0.8889
0.8824
0.9122

Table 5.8 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR ANR (ACCUMULATIVE NON-RE-BALANCING) – ADULT DATASET
(CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUCROC

0.3077

0.8751
0.8752
0.8171
0.8062
0.8464

0.3333
0.3784
0.3043
0.3077
0.3125

24919 45.23 61 2769
30611 49.94 67 3403
Prediction Average

0.8593
0.8355
0.8412

0.3846
0.3373
0.3332

173
243
302
365
440

2643 46.37
6127
9657
12298
15835
21430

7
8

25470
31224

551
613

35.42
39.74
40.72
43.38
48.70

F1
Metric

Majority

0.8144

675
1071
1362
1757
2378

57

6300
9900
12600
16200
21870

Minority

289

25
29
38
43
52

2700

2
3
4
5
6

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window

11

1

Table 5.9 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR ANR (ACCUMULATIVE NON-RE-BALANCING) – BANK DATASET
(CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
Train (90%)

Test (10%)
IR

Majority

AUCROC

29.61 13
43.59 18

487
1082

0.9566
0.9364

0.9600
0.9412

15300

370 14930

40.35 30

1670

0.9528

0.9091

18360
21690
25470
29070
36648

404
444
509
578
721

44.45
47.85
49.04
49.29
49.83

2005
2374
2779
3168
3995

0.9312
0.9230
0.9695
0.9506
0.8977

0.8197
0.7119
0.6923
0.4337
0.0000

0.9397

0.6835

3
4
5
6
7
8

17956
21246
24961
28492
35927

35
36
51
62
77

Prediction Average

F1
Metric

Majority
4353
9678

4500
9900

Minority

Minority

Size

Window

147
222

1
2
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5.4.5.2.1 Combined discussions for AR (Subsection 5.4.5.1) and ANR (Subsection 5.4.5.2)
experiments
The Accumulative Re-balancing (AR) technique AUC-ROC experimental results were listed in Tables
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 for ECC, Adult, and Bank datasets. Also, the F1 results for the AR technique are shown
in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. Also, the experimental results for data streaming predictions using the
Accumulative Non-Re-balancing (ANR) technique are shown in Tables 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.
The results reveal that the predictions with AR, as presented in Subsection 5.4.5.1. are more stable than
ANR, as presented in Subsection 5.4.5.2. The AUC-ROC results for the ECC dataset show comparable
results for AR and ANR techniques, with 97.5%. Besides, AUC-ROC results for the Adult dataset show
an improvement of 5.58%, from 84.12% for the ANR to 88.81% for the AR. Also, AUC-ROC results
for the Bank dataset show an improvement of 1.20%, from 93.97% for the ANR to 95.10% for the AR.
Similarly, the F1 results for the ECC dataset show comparable results for AR and ANR techniques, with
91.4% and 91.2%. At the same time, F1 results for the Adult dataset show an improvement of 5.49%,
from 33.32% for the ANR to 35.15% for the AR. Also, F1 results for the Bank dataset show an
improvement of 3.94%, from 68.35% for the ANR to 71.04% for the AR.
Overall, experimental results using the AR technique have shown improvement of prediction values
compared with the ANR technique, especially with Adult and Bank datasets. It can be validated that;
AR technique can provide a faster selection of an appropriate re-balancing technique with imbalanced
data streams.
Since the AR technique has improved the performance of classification techniques in the data streaming
environment, this chapter proceeds to implement the next set (iii) retain and incremental re-balancing
data technique using the PWIDB framework in Subsection 5.4.5.3.
5.4.5.3 Piece-Wise Incremental Data re-Balancing framework
The next set of experiments for streaming batch data were conducted using the PWIDB framework on
all datasets, and the results will be discussed in the following Subsection.
As discussed in Section 5.2, capturing, retaining, and re-using the previous chunks of data is a popular
technique to track concept drifts and deal with misclassification problems for highly imbalanced data
streams environments. Similarly, the PWIDB framework automatically re-balances the currently active
data stream window and increments the re-balanced data value to the next window.
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The PWIDB framework, which trains the classification technique with incremental re-balanced data,
has generated efficient models for prediction problems, as discussed in chapter 4. Moreover, PWIDB
can adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge to the presently received data to benefit from
learning new information and retaining the already acquired knowledge [44]. PWIDB will automatically
select a suitable re-balancing technique based on a statistical significance test using the Friedman test
to enable the classification technique for better prediction tasks.
5.4.5.3.1 Discussions
The experimental results, as shown in Tables 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 and depicted in Figures 5.4, 5.6, and
5.8, indicate that incremental re-balancing using the PWIDB framework has improved AUC-ROC
prediction values compared to accumulative techniques results, as discussed in 5.4.5.2.1. The PWIDB
framework maintained an average prediction value of 98.54% for ECC (see Table 5.10), 88.86% for
Adult (see Table 5.11), and 95.51% for the Bank (see Table 5.12) datasets.
Also, the experimental results, as shown in Tables 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 and depicted in Figures 5.5, 5.5,
and 5.9, indicate that incremental re-balancing using the PWIDB framework has improved F1 prediction
values as compared to accumulative techniques results (see Table 5.22), as discussed in 5.4.5.1 and
5.4.5.2. The PWIDB framework maintained an average F1 prediction value of 91.65% for ECC (see
Table 5.13), 36.10% for Adult (see Table 5.14), and 71.18% for the Bank (see Table 5.15) datasets.
Using the PWIDB framework, it was noticed that, as the incremented re-balanced data value was
retained from one stream to another, the classification model has improved model learning with rebalanced data and its predictions. As shown in Table 5.10, when the technique working for the ECC
dataset at the streaming window W4 derives the re-balanced data value (Minority 30,464, Majority
130,560) it received from W3 help to decide on selecting SMOTE re-balancing technique would work
best for the stream at W4, and the new IR of 2.0 would derive better prediction AUC-ROC of 98.29%.
It is noted here that the increase in IR would impact the AUC-ROC prediction values. As evidenced
from W4, since the new IR of 2.0 is lower than the earlier stream, W3’s new IR of 4.3; subsequently, the
AUC-ROC of 98.29% is higher than the AUC-ROC of 97.75% for W3. A similar pattern can be seen
when comparing W7’s IR of 2.7 and W8’s IR of 1.7 with AUC-ROC values of 99.06% and 99.30%.
Also, for the ECC dataset, the average prediction AUC-ROC values of 98.5% using the PWIDB
framework are comparatively stable and consistent than the accumulative learning (AR and ANR)
technique’s prediction AUC-ROC value of 97.6% (see Table 5.22 and Figure 5.4). Similarly, for the
Adult dataset, the average predicted AUC-ROC values (see Table 5.23 and Figure 5.6) show an
improvement of 5.6% from 84.1% for the ANR to 88.9% for the PWIDB framework. Also, it shows a
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comparable result of 88.8% with the AR technique (see Table 5.23). Moreover, for the Bank dataset,
the average prediction AUC-ROC values of 96% using the PWIDB framework comparatively higher
than 94% (ANR) and 95% (AR) techniques AUC-ROC values (see Table 5.24 and Figure 5.8).
Table 5.10 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – ECC DATASET
Train (90%)

616

45959

3

58792

4352

AUC-ROC

46575

Majority

2

Minority

44863 327.5 SMOTE

New IR

137

New
Majority

45000

New
Minority

Applied ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

Test (10%)

548

1027

1.9 11 4989 0.9998

74.6 SMOTE

4312

18480

4.3 18 9982 0.9816

54440

12.5 SMOTE

30464

130560

4.3 19 13981 0.9775

4 197024 30556 166468

5.5 SMOTE

91668

183336

2.0 27 17973 0.9829

5 293004 91688 201316

2.2 unbalance

91688

201316

2.2 28 19972 0.9736

6 311004 91707 219297

2.4 NCL

91707

219047

2.4 30 21970 0.9842

7 337682 91755 245927

2.7 Tomek

91755

245823

2.7 34 24966 0.9906

8 368904 91786 277118

3.0 SMOTE

275358

458930

1.7 37 28444 0.9930

Prediction Average

0.9854

Table 5.11 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – ADULT DATASET
(CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority
Applied ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

2700

57

2643 46.37 NCL

57

2547 44.68 11 289 0.9085

2

6300

173

6031 34.86 Under

173

3

9900

243

3703 15.24 Tomek

243

3537 14.56 29 1071 0.8984

4 12600

302

6178 20.46 NCL

302

5809 19.24 38 1362 0.8763

5 16200

365

9346 25.61 NCL

365

8923 24.45 43 1757 0.8594

6 21870

440 14518 33.00 Tomek

440 14214 32.30 52 2378 0.8832

7 25470

551 17703 32.13 NCL

551 17081 31.00 61 2769 0.8837

8 31224

613 22773 37.15 NCL

613 22098 36.05 67 3403 0.8925

173

1.00 25 675 0.9070

Prediction Average

0.8886
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Table 5.12 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – BANK DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50
IR)

Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

4232 28.79 13

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

4500

147

4353 29.61 OSS

147

2

9779

222

9557 43.05 Under

222

3

5844

370

5474 14.79 NCL

370

5090 13.76 30 1670 0.9564

4

8520

404

8116 20.09 NCL

404

7723 19.12 35 2005 0.9551

5

11457

444

6

53064

7

29585

222

487 0.9574

1.00 18 1082 0.9867

11013 24.80 SMOTE

4884

44400

4949

48115

9.72 SMOTE

1030

24955 24.23 51 2779 0.9727

1099

28486 25.92 SMOTE

12089

8 129567 12232 117335

9.59 SMOTE

9.09 36 2374 0.9336

109900

9.09 62 3168 0.9556

134552 1223200

9.09 77 3995 0.9232

Prediction Average
0.9551
Table 5.13 F1 RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – ECC DATASET
Train (90%)
Test (10%)
F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

45000

137

44863 327.5 ROS

274

44863 163.7

11

4989 0.9000

2

90137

342

89795 262.6 ENN

342

89784 262.5

18

9982 0.9418

3 126126

382 125744 329.2 CNN

382 125344 328.1

19 13981 0.9444

4 161726

474 161252 340.2 unbalance

474 161252 340.2

27 17973 0.9231

5 179726

494 179232 362.8 ENN

494 179230 362.8

28 19972 0.9057

6 197724

513 197211 384.4 ROS

1026 197211 192.2

30 21970 0.9123

7 225237 1074 224163 208.7 NCL

1074 223922 208.5

34 24966 0.9063

8 256322 1105 255217 231.0 unbalance

1105 255217 231.0 37 28444 0.8986
Prediction Average
0.9165
Table 5.14 F1 RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – ADULT DATASET
Train (90%)
Test (10%)

2643 46.4 11 289
5985 34.6 25 675
8904 36.6 29 1071
11545 19.1 38 1362
14738 22.1 43 1757
19982 26.9 52 2378
23173 27.2 61 2769
28331 31.0 67 3403
Prediction Average

F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

46.4 unbalance
35.4 Tomek
39.2 OSS
38.2 ROS
22.6 NCL
27.4 NCL
27.5 OSS
31.6 NCL

57
173
243
604
667
742
853
915

New IR

New
Majority

2643
6127
9515
11545
15082
20333
23471
28865

New
Minority
Applied
ReBalancing
technique
.
IR

57
173
243
302
667
742
853
915

Majority

2700
6300
9758
11847
15749
21075
24324
29780

Minority

Size

Window
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.3077
0.3750
0.3684
0.3600
0.3390
0.3784
0.3765
0.3830
0.3610
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Table 5.15 F1 RESULT FOR PWIDB (INCREMENTAL RE-BALANCING) FRAMEWORK – BANK DATASET
Train (90%)
Test (10%)

4500

147

4353

29.6 ENN

147

4351

29.6

13

487 0.9600

2

9898

222

9676

43.6 ROS

444

9676

21.8

18

1082 0.9412

3

15520

592

14928

25.2 unbalance

592

14928

25.2

30

1670 0.9091

4

18580

626

17954

28.7 unbalance

626

17954

28.7

35

2005 0.8197

5

21910

666

21244

31.9 CNN

666

21002

31.5

36

2374 0.7097

6

25448

731

24717

33.8 ENN

731

24607

33.7

51

2779 0.7073

7

28938

800

28138

35.2 CNN

801

27858

27.2

62

3168 0.4419

8

36237

944

35293

37.4 RUS

944

1416

1.5

77

3995 0.2057

Prediction Average

F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

IR

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

0.7118

Figure 5.4 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR ECC DATA STREAMS LEARNING

Figure 5.5 F1 RESULT FOR ECC DATA STREAMS LEARNING

From the analyses, the experimental results with the incremental re-balancing technique using the
PWIDB framework maintained stable average prediction rates as compared to accumulative learning
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(AR and ANR) techniques, as discussed in Subsection 5.4.5.1. and 5.4.5.2. Since the incremental rebalancing technique using the PWIDB framework has shown improvements as compared to AR and
ANR techniques in (i) and (ii) implementation, this chapter intends to implement stage (iv) experimental
study using the proposed AWBReK framework in Subsection 5.4.5.4.
5.4.5.4 Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain Knowledge framework
The AWBReK framework (as explained in Section 5.3.4) adapts to the upcoming data stream to check
the IR and dynamically adapts the window size to derive good prediction results. In the process, this
technique automatically re-balances the currently active window and increments the re-balanced data to
the next window. The experimental results for the AUC-ROC metric were presented, as shown in Tables
5.16, 5.17, and 5.18 for ECC, Adult, and Bank datasets, and discussed the results in the following
Section. Also, the F1 results for the AWBReK framework are shown in Tables 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21.
5.4.5.4.1 Discussions
As shown in Tables 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18, the AUC-ROC experimental results reveal that the AWBReK
framework has consistently improved the prediction results. In addition, the experimental results for the
ECC dataset in Table 5.16 and Figure 5.4 shows that the adaptive window for incremental re-balancing
has improved AUC-ROC values and maintained an average prediction value of 99.71% (see Table 5.22
for all streaming windows) as well. Moreover, the AWBReK framework improved average predictions
compared to the PWIDB framework, as discussed in Subsection 5.4.5.3.1.
Also, for the ECC dataset, the average prediction AUC-ROC values of 99.7% using the AWBReK
framework comparatively better than 98.5% using the PWIDB framework and accumulative learning
(AR and ANR) technique’s value of 97.6% (see Table 5.22). Similarly, for the Adult dataset, the average
prediction AUC-ROC values of 91.8% is comparatively higher than other techniques. It shows an
improvement of 3.26%, as compared to 88.9% for the PWIDB. Moreover, an increase up by 8.2%, as
compared to 84.1% for the ANR. Also, a growth up by 3.38% compared to 88.8% for the AR (see Table
5.23).
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Figure 5.6 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR ADULT DATA STREAMS LEARNING

Figure 5.7 F1 RESULT FOR ADULT DATA STREAMS LEARNING

Figure 5.8 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR BANK DATA STREAMS LEARNING
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Figure 5.9 F1 RESULT FOR BANK DATA STREAMS LEARNING

Moreover, for the Bank dataset, the average prediction AUC-ROC values of 97.2% (see Table 5.24 and
Figure 5.8) is comparatively higher than 95.5% using the PWIDB framework, relatively higher than
accumulative learning technique prediction AUC-ROC values 93.9% (ANR) and 95.1% (AR)
techniques.
Similarly, the F1 results, as shown in Tables 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21, reveal that the AWBReK framework
has consistently improved the prediction results. The experimental results for the ECC dataset in Table
5.19 and Figure 5.5 shows that the adaptive window for incremental re-balancing has improved values
and maintained an average prediction value of 95.66% (see Table 5.22 for all streaming windows) as
well.
Also, for the ECC dataset, the average prediction F1 values of 95.7% using the AWBReK framework
comparatively better than 91.7% using the PWIDB framework and accumulative learning (AR and
ANR) technique’s value of 91.4% and 91.2% (see Table 5.22).
Similarly, for the Adult dataset, the average prediction F1 values of 61.6% (see Table 5.23 and Figure
5.7) is comparatively higher than other techniques. It shows an improvement of 70.6%, as compared to
36.1% for the PWIDB. Moreover, an increase up by 85.0%, as compared to 33.3% for the ANR. Also,
a growth up by 75.0% compared to 35.2% for the AR (see Table 5.23).
Moreover, for the Bank dataset, the average prediction F1 values of 78.3% (see Table 5.24 and Figure
5.9) is comparatively higher than 71.2% using the PWIDB framework and relatively higher than
accumulative learning technique prediction F1 values 68.4% (ANR) and 71.0% (AR) techniques.
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From the analyses, the AWBReK framework using adaptive window re-balancing made stable
predictions. Also, it enhanced knowledge retention capability and lowered the IR in a stream. From
Table 5.16, it is evident that when working with a highly imbalanced ECC dataset, the new IR after
using re-balancing technique when dropped to 1 or approximately to 1, the AUC-ROC value is closer
to 100% (in-stream windows W1 to W6), and when the IR increased to 4.3, the AUC-ROC dropped to
99.78%. Similarly, the AUC-ROC improved to 99.9% when the IR dropped to 1.0 after re-balancing the
dataset. Likewise, AWBReK framework, when working with the Bank dataset, a similar correlation or
patterns of IR impacting the AUC-ROC predictions were discovered (see Table 5.18).
It can be noticed from Windows W1, W2, and W3, since the new IR (for re-balanced data) were lower
in the stream, the AUC-ROC values are maximum, and as soon as the new IR increased to 9.09 in the
window W4, the AUC-ROC dropped to 96.9%. Similarly, the approach of the adaptive window worked
well using the AWBReK framework. It can be noticed from in-stream windows W4 to W6 (see Table
5.16), the size of the window is adapted to accept only 36,516 (in W5) and 59,892 (in W6) instances,
and to keep the New IR of 1.7 as low, this process also to improve and achieve stable AUC-ROC of
99.81% in windows W5 and W6.
Likewise, AWBReK framework, when working with the Bank dataset, can be noticed from in-stream
windows W6 to W8 (see Table 5.17), the size of the window is adapted to accept 9,751 (in W7) instances,
to improve prediction output AUC-ROC to 91.94% from 91.84% as in W6, even though the IR is higher
12.58. Similarly, window (W8) is adapted to accept 12,821 instances to improve PO AUC-ROC to
92.84% from 91.94% as in W7, with an IR at 15.84. Whereby, the AWBReK framework will work to
check to compare the IR with the IRcut (cut-off threshold), also compare PO result from POj, i at Dj, i with
the PO results of the subsequent data stream at Dj, i+1, and also the earlier stream's PO at Dj, i-1 to create
adaptive window re-balancing to enhance the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing data
streams.
Moreover, the F1 results from Table 5.19 it is evident that when working with a highly imbalanced ECC
dataset, the new IR after using re-balancing technique when dropped by approximately 50%, the F1
value is more than 94% (in-stream windows W2 and W3), and when the IR remained constant to 562.0
(in-stream windows W8), the F1 dropped to 88.24%. Similarly, the F1 maintained a stable value of 91%
when the IR dropped by 50% after re-balancing the dataset. The pattern of results shows the significance
of how high IR affects the F1 prediction values, and if the IR values are lowered, the F1 values can be
improved.
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Similarly, the approach of the adaptive window worked well for the F1 metric using the AWBReK
framework. The window (W3) (see Table 5.19) is adapted to accept 82,092 instances, to improve PO F1
value to 97.30% from 95.24% as in W2, with an IR at 226.90.
Also, the AWBReK framework, when working with the Adult dataset, the adaptive window with
retained knowledge worked well and has achieved good and stable F1 predictions (see Table 5.20)
compared to other techniques (see Table 5.23 and Figure 5.7). The window (W2) (see Table 5.20) is
adapted to accept 8,227 instances, to improve PO F1 value to 81.82% from 66.67% as in W1.
Likewise, AWBReK framework, when working with the Bank dataset, a similar correlation or patterns
of IR and adaptive window impacting the F1 predictions were discovered (see Tables 5.21, and 5.24
and Figure 5.9). The window (W4) (see Table 5.21) is adapted to accept 11,591 instances, to improve
PO F1 value to 97.96% from 97.44% as in W3.
Also, the advantage of using an adaptive window is that the re-balanced data is comparatively smaller,
which would help for faster computations when working with larger datasets. For example, the
AWBReK framework, when working with the ECC dataset, as noticed from Windows W4 onwards (see
Table 5.16), the size of the window, new Minority, and new Majority (after re-balanced data) were
smaller as compared to the PWIDB framework (see Table 5.10). Similarly, when working with the Adult
dataset, as noticed from Windows W1 onwards (see Table 5.17), the size of the window, new Minority,
and new Majority (after re-balanced data) were smaller as compared to the PWIDB framework (see
Table 5.11). The advantages here are a quicker selection of optimal re-balancing techniques and the
capability to reduce the imbalance in the learning process.
In summary, the comparative AUC-ROC and F1 experimental results, as shown in Tables 5.22, 5.23,
5.24, and 5.25, reveal that the AWBReK framework is a clear winner with consistent and stable
prediction averages, as compared to other techniques, including the PWIDB framework. Also, using the
AWBReK framework, derived efficient classification models, which can work with changes in IR
distribution and as well detect the concept drifts. This chapter suggests that the AWBReK framework is
more suitable for highly imbalanced datasets, and the AWBReK framework with an adaptive window
re-balancing has the capability to enhance knowledge retention by re-balancing data streams.
Adaptive windowing is a popular technique to work with highly imbalanced data streams. Since online
learning has become popular in dynamic and imbalanced scenarios [38] and gained attention in the
context of big data [36], the developed dynamic incremental data re-balancing technique, using the
proposed AWBReK framework, could handle particularly with highly imbalanced data streams.
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Table 5.16 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK - ECC DATASET

Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

IR

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1
2
3

22500
27656
40214

82
307
367

22418
27349
39847

273.4 SMOTE
89.1 Under
108.6 Under

246
307
367

410
307
367

1.7 6
1.0 12
1.0 19

2494 1.0000
5488 1.0000
9881 0.9898

4
5

26834
36516

402
1299

26432
35217

65.8 SMOTE
27.1 SMOTE

1206
3897

2010
6495

1.7 22
1.7 27

12778 0.9936
16473 0.9981

6
7

59892
63052

3944
11887

55948
51165

14.2 SMOTE
4.3 ENN

11832 19720
11887 51088

1.7 28
4.3 35

21972 0.9981
25465 0.9978

8

89801

11910

77891

6.5 Under

11910 11910 1.0 36 28445 0.9990
Prediction Average
0.9971

Table 5.17 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK–ADULT DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

Test (10%)
AUC-ROC

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

3195

127

3068

24.16 Over

254

3068

12.08

9

346 0.9064

2

8277

318

7909

24.87 Under

318

318

1.00

13

887 0.9268

3

8016

437

7579

17.34 Under

437

655

1.50

30

1690 0.9052

4

4062

496

3566

7.19 Under

496

744

1.50

39

2011 0.9122

5

4390

559

3831

6.85 NCL

559

3430

6.14

44

2356 0.9236

6

7139

621

6518

10.50 Tomek

621

6256

10.07

50

2700 0.9185

7

9751

679

9072

13.36 NCL

679

8542

12.58

60

3010 0.9194

8

12821

740

12081

16.33 OSS

740

11725

15.84

67

3403 0.9284

Prediction Average

0.9176

Table 5.18 AUC-ROC RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK– BANK DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

5374
15422
208428
212591
214078

8 240322

22650

217672 9.61 unbalance

17.79
7.56
9.26
9.41
9.46

SMOTE
SMOTE
CNN
ENN
unbalance

1812
22440
22512
22583
22626

AUCROC

302
2040
22512
22583
22626

Majority

3
5676
4 17462
5 230940
6 235174
7 236704

148
228

Minority

3587 24.24 Under
5513 24.18 Under

New IR

148
228

New
Majority

3735
5741

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1
2

Test (10%)

148 1.00 10 405 1.0000
228 1.00 12 1008 0.9998
7550
204000
208162
212591
214078

4.17
9.09
9.25
9.41
9.46

18
30
38
47
55

1582
2470
3962
3453
3615

0.9963
0.9693
0.9660
0.9633
0.9564

22650 217672 9.61 58 4014 0.9257
Prediction Average
0.9721
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Table 5.19 F1 RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK - ECC DATASET
Train (90%)
Test (10%)
F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

New
Minority

Applied ReBalancing
technique.

IR

Majority

Minority

Size

Window
1

22500

82

22418 273.4 OSS

82

18880

230.2

6

2494 1.0000

2

36962

130

36822 283.3 ROS

260

36832

141.7 11

4489 0.9524

3

82092

328

81764 249.3 CNN

328

74437

226.9 19

9481 0.9730

4 104465

367 104098 283.7 CNN

367

99764

271.8 23 12777 0.9545

5 133431

460 132971 289.1 ROS

920 132971

144.5 28 16472 0.9434

6 183391

967 182424 188.7 CNN

967 180569

186.7 29 21971 0.9455

7 213036 1022 212014 207.5 CNN

1022 198789

194.5 36 25464 0.9412

8 226637 1045 225592 215.9 unbalance

1045 225592

215.9 37 28444 0.9429

Prediction Average

0.9566

Table 5.20 F1 RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK – ADULT DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

Test (10%)
F1 Metric

Majority

Minority

New IR

New
Majority

IR

New
Minority

Majority

Applied ReBalancing
technique.

Minority

Size

Window
1

3195

127

3068

24.2 ROS

254

3068

12.1

9

346

0.6667

2

8227

318

7909

24.9 OSS

318

7909

24.9

13

887

0.8182

3

8283

318

7965

25.1 ROS

636

7965

12.5

13

917

0.6957

4

15531

758 14773

19.5 ROS

1516 14773

9.7

27

1673

0.6222

5

22589 1642 20947

12.8 Tomek

1642 20799

12.7

37

2363

0.5714

6

25591 1704 23887

14.0 NCL

1704 23700

13.9

43

2707

0.5397

7

28278 1762 26516

15.1 ROS

3534 26516

7.5

53

3017

0.5122

8

33640 3585 30055

8.4 OSS

3585 29874

8.3

60

3410

0.5000

Prediction Average

0. 6158

Table 5.21 F1 RESULT FOR AWBREK (ADAPTIVE WINDOW RE-BALANCING ) FRAMEWORK– BANK DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)

Train (90%)

F1 Metric

296
369
888
1103
5875
5949
12040

23.7 13

Majority

24.6 ROS
23.6 OSS
25.1 ROS
19.9 CNN
23.9 ROS
5.0 unbalance
5.9 SMOTE

Minority

3646
8702
11147
21913
28032
29757
35734

148 3512

New IR

148
369
444
1102
1174
5949
6020

New
Majority

147 3589 24.4 ENN

New
Minority

Applied
ReBalancing
technique

3793
9071
11591
23015
29206
35706
41754

IR

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Majority

3736

Minority

Size

Window
1

Test (10%)

403

1.0000

3645 12.3 13 418
8534 23.1 20 981
11147 12.6 25 1256
21803 19.8 51 2450
26231
4.5 59 2942
29757
5.0 65 3336
9030
0.8 72 4001
Prediction Average

1.0000
0.9744
0.9796
0.8182
0.7273
0.4565
0.3109
0.7834
95

Table 5.22 PREDICTION RESULTS COMPARISON- ECC DATASET
AUC-ROC
Processed
instances

ANR

AR

5K

1.0000

0.9998

0.9998

10K

0.9690

0.9678

14K

0.9705

18K

F1 Metric

PWIDB AWBReK

ANR

AR

PWIDB AWBReK

1.0000

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

1.0000

0.9816

1.0000

0.9412

0.9412

0.9418

0.9524

0.9777

0.9775

0.9898

0.9444

0.9444

0.9444

0.9730

0.9788

0.9684

0.9829

0.9936

0.9231

0.9231

0.9231

0.9545

20K

0.9600

0.9662

0.9736

0.9981

0.9057

0.9057

0.9057

0.9434

22K

0.9625

0.9686

0.9842

0.9981

0.9123

0.9123

0.9123

0.9455

25K

0.9812

0.9754

0.9906

0.9978

0.8889

0.9063

0.9063

0.9412

28K

0.9837

0.9798

0.9930

0.9990

0.8824

0.8824

0.8986

0.9429

Prediction
Average

0.9757

0.9755

0.9854

0.9971

0.9122

0.9144

0.9165

0.9566

Table 5.23 PREDICTION RESULTS COMPARISON- ADULT DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
AUC-ROC
Processed
instances
355
900
1720
2050
2400
2750
3070
3470
Prediction
Average

F1 Metric

ANR

AR

PWIDB AWBReK

ANR

AR

PWIDB AWBReK

0.8144
0.8751
0.8752
0.8171
0.8062
0.8464
0.8593
0.8355

0.9085
0.8776
0.8869
0.8797
0.8615
0.8847
0.9100
0.8963

0.9085
0.9070
0.8984
0.8763
0.8594
0.8832
0.8837
0.8925

0.9064
0.9268
0.9052
0.9122
0.9236
0.9185
0.9194
0.9284

0.3077
0.3333
0.3784
0.3043
0.3077
0.3125
0.3846
0.3373

0.3077
0.3750
0.4324
0.3333
0.3077
0.3385
0.3797
0.3373

0.3077
0.3750
0.3684
0.3600
0.3390
0.3784
0.3765
0.3830

0.6667
0.8182
0.6957
0.6222
0.5714
0.5397
0.5122
0.5000

0.8412

0.8881

0.8886

0.9176

0.3332

0.3515

0.3610

0.6158

Table 5.24 PREDICTION RESULTS COMPARISON- BANK MARKETING DATASET (CONTROLLED 1:50 IR)
AUC-ROC
Processed
instances
500
1100
1700
2040
2410
2830
3230
4072
Prediction
Average

F1 Metric

ANR

AR

PWIDB AWBReK

ANR

AR

PWIDB AWBReK

0.9566
0.9364
0.9528
0.9312
0.9230
0.9695
0.9506
0.8977

0.9574
0.9887
0.9559
0.9551
0.9389
0.9655
0.9485
0.8980

0.9574
0.9867
0.9564
0.9551
0.9336
0.9727
0.9556
0.9232

1.0000
0.9998
0.9963
0.9693
0.9660
0.9633
0.9564
0.9257

0.9600
0.9412
0.9091
0.8197
0.7119
0.6923
0.4337
0.0000

0.9600
0.9412
0.9091
0.8197
0.7213
0.7250
0.4270
0.1802

0.9600
0.9412
0.9091
0.8197
0.7097
0.7073
0.4419
0.2057

1.0000
1.0000
0.9744
0.9796
0.8182
0.7273
0.4565
0.3109

0.9397

0.9510

0.9551

0.9721

0.6835

0.7104

0.7118

0.7834
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Table 5.25 SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Exp.
#
1

2

3

Best
Main Conclusion
Technique
The AUC-ROC prediction average of 99.71% and F1 prediction average of
ECC
95.66% using the AWBReK framework is consistent and stable compared
AWBReK
Streaming
to incremental re-balancing using the PWIDB framework Accumulative
techniques, i.e., (AR and ANR).
The AUC-ROC prediction average of 91.76% and F1 prediction average of
Adult
AWBReK 61.58% using the AWBReK framework is consistent and stable compared
Streaming
to the PWIDB framework and Accumulative techniques, i.e., (AR and ANR).
The AUC-ROC prediction average of 97.21% and F1 prediction average of
Bank
AWBReK 78.58% using the AWBReK framework is consistent and stable compared
Streaming
to the PWIDB framework and Accumulative techniques, i.e., (AR and ANR).
Data

5.5 Conclusion
The application of both automated re-balancing techniques and adaptive windows drew equal attention
for learning to classify imbalanced data streams; however, they were used separately. Thus, the
application of both automated re-balancing strategies with adaptive windows is pivotal for designing
frameworks for imbalanced learning for data streams, and this chapter has implemented this combined
approach in the proposed AWBReK framework. In this chapter, a new framework was formalized for a
dynamic data streaming environment, which is set to reduce the data imbalance and improve the
performance of the classification techniques. The proposed adaptive window re-balancing framework
is set to adapt to the Imbalance Ratio (IR) of the upcoming data streams to adjust the window size to
accept the set number of instances whose IR is lower than the IR cut-off threshold. In summary, the
proposed AWBReK framework is a novel combination of automated data re-balancing strategy,
incremental re-balancing, retaining knowledge, class IR detector, and adaptive windows to handle
imbalanced data streams.
For processing the AWBReK framework, adaptive windows sizes based on IR of the data streaming
windows and the IR cut-off threshold were implemented. The results revealed that as the window size
was adjusted, the prediction results with the AWBReK framework became more stable and consistent.
The results for AUC-ROC and F1 revealed improvement over the PWIDB framework and accumulative
learning techniques. The AWBReK framework, as discussed in Section 5.3. Furthermore, this chapter
claim that this learning technique has adequately addressed class imbalance problems in data streaming
environments for efficient minority class predictions.
In conclusion, the experimental results using the proposed AWBReK framework with the adaptive
windowing for incremental re-balancing technique implementing RA and RF techniques have made a
considerable improvement over the incremental re-balancing PWIDB framework. The AWBReK
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framework working with highly imbalanced ECC, Adult, and Bank marketing datasets, derived good
predictions and improvements with AUC-ROC and F1 performance metrics.
The developed dynamic incremental data re-balancing technique, using the proposed AWBReK
framework, could handle binary class supervised learning problems, particularly with highly imbalanced
data streams. Since the proposed AWBReK framework was implemented for the binary class data
streaming environment, the next chapter will test and implement the framework for multi-class, highly
imbalanced streaming data.
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Multi-class Imbalanced data streams
•

The main aim of this chapter is to fill the existing research gap for multi-class imbalanced data
streams by demonstrating that in the proposed framework, the thesis will use an adaptive window
with an IR threshold, along with an approach to capture, preserve, and incrementally relay the rebalanced data to the data streams.

•

Objective 1 of this chapter is to propose a novel usage of automated data re-balancing techniques
by extending the capability of RA to handle multi-class imbalanced data stream problems within
the proposed framework.

•

Objective 2 of this chapter is to propose the idea of an adaptive window re-balancing framework for
multi-class imbalanced data streams to enhance the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing
data streams.

6.1 Introduction
Due to the complexity of multi-class imbalanced data, we may lose performance in one class while
trying to gain it in another class [118]. Also, the task of imbalanced learning becomes challenging with
streaming multi-class data to achieve an efficiency of handling class concept drifts [34]. Moreover, a
high Imbalance Ratio (IR) significantly affects the classification performance for highly imbalanced
stream data learning [5]. Hence, the task of lowering IR in data streams would be imminent and a
challenging task unless supported by a dynamic framework [16, 43]. Besides, in data streams, IR and
concept frequently change for the class distribution. Also, it would be a challenge to select adaptive
window sizes based on a threshold value to adjust windows sizes and capture minority class concept
drifts. Hence, the task of adaptive window size is a popular practical challenge for learning in real-time
data streams [50].
The use of an automated re-balancing strategy in providing active learning for faster reduction of
uncertainty with highly imbalanced data streams is still a research focus area in Machine Learning (ML).
The imbalanced phenomenon is vital in streaming data when one of its classes exhibits a higher
representation over the other class [34]. Classification problems with multiple classes are present and
used in many real-world domains such as in bioinformatics, call logs, weather prediction, cancer
detection, heart rates, and activities [34-36]. Learning and improving multi-class predictions in the
presence of highly imbalanced data is a challenging task. Researchers [16] applied a chunk-based
strategy using the uncertainty of the paired ensemble and OVA strategy to adapt to dynamic multi-class
ratios.
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Moreover, the researchers [43] used a real-time class imbalance detection framework to reflect the IR
in the learning process dynamically. Also, in addressing the challenges of imbalanced learning, resampling the data stream is one of the two popular strategies compared with feature selection techniques
[38]. The researchers [16] also suggested that the re-sampling strategy should be based on active
learning to handle multi-class imbalanced data streams. However, the challenge of dynamic re-sampling
or re-balancing multi-class data streams is not well studied. Therefore, this chapter aims to dynamically
determine class imbalance status for multi-class data streams using an adaptive window with IR
threshold, along with incremental re-balancing in the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework. Also, it is
one of the objectives to enhance the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing multi-class
imbalanced data streams using an adaptive window re-balancing framework. The second objective is to
automatically apply a re-balancing technique by extending the capability of RA to handle multi-class
imbalanced data stream problems that can lead classifiers to adapt to the class imbalance in the data
streams effectively.
Most of the multi-class classification algorithms face challenges with the dynamic nature of imbalanced
data streams. The reason lies with how well multi-class classifiers are utilised and the possibility of
eliminating obsolete classifiers based on their overall accuracy on the recent chunks [119]. Similarly,
multi-class systems need to adapt to the OVA binarization technique for data streams [120].
The application of adaptive measures such as dynamic window sizes [51], dynamic framework [16, 43],
dynamic sampling or re-balancing [34], automated re-balancing strategy [22], RA to reduce uncertainty
in the learning process [17], and active learning [16] will make the classification technique to be adaptive
to handle multi-class imbalanced data streams. The method of adaptive window size based on changing
IR will lower IR in data streams and derive consistent and better prediction rates for the classifier.
However, the application of dynamic automated re-balancing techniques for imbalanced data streams
has not been well examined in the literature [22], and multi-class data streams is not well studied.
Therefore, it is the purpose of this chapter to address the issues mentioned.
6.1.1 Contributions
This chapter focuses on multi-class imbalanced data streams problems, which are more complicated
than the binary class imbalance learning tasks. Following gaps in the literature for multi-class imbalance
learning tasks, this chapter develops and propose a novel framework by addressing the needs of
dynamically dealing with multi-class imbalanced data streams using batch-incremental processing. The
developed One-Versus-All (OVA) - Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain Knowledge
(AWBReK) uses a dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability by re-balancing each
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Stream of data

Yes

Does previous
stream exist

Increment rebalanced training data of previous
stream

No

Testing data of previous stream

Apply OVA on new data. For each Class, combine training
data of current window + Rebalanced training data of
previous window

Consider the data window

OVA+ Data Split
Training
Data

Testing Data

Apply an automated re-balancing technique
selection process

Select the suitable re-balancing technique based on its statistical significance, and its contribution
towards the classifier technique error rate, and the performance metric output

Yes

Adaptive and dynamic window process: select optimal window size comparing the performance metric
output at Dt with Dt+1 then roll back transactions to Dt. & IR t at time t < IRcut-off threshold

If required
No
Record the performance metric for each re-balancing technique along with new rebalanced data and
new IR
Train the model with the new rebalanced data
Test the model on Testing data of current
window + Testing data of previous window

Record the performance metric AUC-ROC, F1
output

Figure 6.1. OVA-AWBReK Framework process diagram

data stream chunks. Further, the proposed OVA - AWBReK framework includes the OVA binarization
technique for converting multi-class to binary class problems, incremental re-balancing, and IR cut-off
threshold for adapting to different IR between classes in real-time and using concept drifts to derive
adaptive window sizes. Results shown in the chapter confirmed that the proposed framework could be
used to provide consistent classification accuracies for multi-class imbalanced data streams.
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6.1.2 Chapter organization
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Subsection 6.2. discuss multi-class decomposition
and related work for the multi-class data streams. Also, Section 6.3 provides the methodology used for
the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework. Also, the steps and overall experimental process diagram
implemented in incremental data stream environments for multiple classification problems were given.
Section 6.4.1 describes the datasets; Section 6.4.2 explains the techniques used to deal with imbalanced
data. Section 6.4.1 describes the experimental setup. Subsection 6.4.4 described the experiments.
Finally, this chapter was concluded in Subsection 6.5.

6.2 Related Works
Multi-class decomposition is a promising technique to solve multi-class problems [38]. The most
popular binarization techniques can be classified into two groups, the OVA and One-Vs-One (OVO)
[82]. The researchers [82] has implemented the OVA because of its innate features of needing only “n1” for n classes with RF successfully for the first time and has shown its significance with static datasets.
From the literature review, the automated data re-balancing strategy is proved to work with static batch
data [40]. However, there is also a lack of an appropriate framework to address the needs of handling
highly imbalanced multi-class data streams using dynamic and automated re-balancing strategy, which
is stable and consistent. Therefore, this chapter aims to propose a new framework to address this gap.

6.3 Proposed Framework
In this section, the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework for learning from imbalanced data streams will
be presented. The OVA-AWBReK framework consists of two modules:
•

Incremental re-balancing module. It trains the classifier with incremental re-balancing data,
whereby it adaptively passes the previously learned knowledge as increments to the subsequent
windows.

•

Adaptive window module. It dynamically adjusts window sizes with an IR threshold.

The entire framework is designed for highly imbalanced data streams. It offers resilience to challenges
discussed in this chapter – multi-class imbalanced problems in data streams, adaptive window sizes
based on threshold value to adjust windows sizes, lowering IR in data streams, active learning to reduce
uncertainty in the learning process.
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6.3.1 OVA-AWBReK Methodology
The formulation of the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework, as shown in Figure 6.1, is derived in the
following steps.
Step 1. In the OVA-AWBReK framework, the feature vectors instances dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn are received in
a chunk of multi-class Data Stream DSj at time j. As soon as the data stream was received, the OVA
binarization was performed, then for each binary class data split for training Dj and test Tj from the
set of instances from (dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn) DS at time j.
Imbalance Ratio - IR (j,

c, p)

the sum of minority samples

← the sum of the majority samples

(1)

Step 2. When the streams of data chunk DSj, DSj+1 are highly imbalanced with high Imbalance Ratio
(IR) IRj, IRj+1,…, as calculated by Eq. (1), this thesis applies an automated data re-balancing
technique ‘b’ from the available re-balancing techniques. The available re-balancing techniques, i.e.,
Random Under-Sampling (RUS), 'Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique' (SMOTE),
Random Over-Sampling (ROS), Tomek link, One Side Selection (OSS), Edited Nearest Neighbour
(ENN), Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN), Neighbourhood Cleaning Rule (NCL), No Sampling
[40]. The re-balancing technique is applied to the training dataset (Dj), as calculated by Eq. (2), of a
specific stream of data chunk DSj, and as a result, re-balanced data Rj at time j is derived.
Step 3. During the derivation process, select suitable re-balancing technique ‘b’ using Ø, for the
combined current Dj and previous stream Rj-1, using eq. (4).
0.9 n

D j ,i =  dsn

(2)

i =1

0.1n

T j ,i =  dsn

(3)

R (j, c, p) = Øb (D (j, c, p) + R (j-1, c, p) )

(4)

i =1

where b = 1,2, …, 9,
and c = ‘RF,’
and p = ‘AUC’ or ‘F1.’
Where Ø, based on statistical significance using the Friedman test, selects the most suitable rebalancing technique ‘b’ with minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’.
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Step 4. The OVA-AWBReK framework adapts to data distribution IR IRj, IRj+1,…, changes, along with
changes to the re-balanced data value Rj, Rj+1,…, within the data streams (training datasets) Dj,
Dj+1,…,. Also, the OVA-AWBReK framework dynamically adapts the window size to allow the
instances to be processed for efficient learning. During derivation, suitable window size Wj is
selected using the process Sj at time j, as calculated by Eq. (7) and Step 7.
Step 5. Classification models Mj, Mj+1,…, are generated by choosing a classification technique ‘C’ and
the performance metric ‘p’ value for re-balanced data R (j, c, p) at time j. Select the model Mj with
minimum classification error ‘ ~ 0’.

Mj, i =

f ( D j ,i )

(5)

Step 6. The model Mj was applied on the test dataset Tj at time j, as calculated by Eq. (3), and calculate
the prediction output POj for the performance metric ‘p.’
POj, i = Mj, i ( Tj, i )

(6)

Step 7. The process Sj compares the IR of the stream of instances (dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn) with the IRcut (cutoff threshold) for dsi, dsi+1,..., dsn. Moreover, the framework also compares Prediction Output (PO)
result POj, i at Dj, i with the PO results of the subsequent data stream at Dj, i+1, and even the earlier
stream’s PO at Dj, i-1. Then based on maximum PO at either of timestamp, it either rolls back
instances to Dj, i-1, when POj, i-1, is higher than POj, i at time j and ith data instances or slide window
forward subsequent stream if POj, i+1 is higher. Subsequently, the formulation in Eq. (4) incorporate
the IR cut-off threshold, and adaptive windowing will become as in equation (7).
R (j, c, p) = S(j) (Øb (D (j, c, p) + R (j-1, c, p) ))

(7)

where b = 1,2, …, 9,
and c = ‘RF,’
and p = ‘AUC’ or ‘F1’,
and IR (j, c, p) < IRCUT (j, c, p) ,
and Mj, i =

f ( D j ,i ) ,

and POj, i = Mj, i ( Tj, i ),
and POj, i-1 < POj, i > POj, i+1
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6.4 Experiments
This chapter implemented the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework to highlight the significance of
incremental re-balancing, automated re-balancing as a quicker way to reduce uncertainty in the learning
process and adapt dynamically adjusted window sizes with IR thresholds.
The OVA binarization technique was applied to both Covertype and Yeast datasets to reduce multi-class
to a binary classification problem in the experiments. After binarization, we get “n-1” binary datasets
for n classes. When using OVA, the outputs from all the binary datasets need to be combined to derive
an average classification performance of the technique.
In order to demonstrate that the proposed framework can effectively handle multi-class imbalanced data
streams, comparison experiments were carried to compare the performance with the AUC-ROC and F1
metrics, which are commonly used to deal with similar problems. F1, the Harmonic Mean (HM) of
precision and recall, is more appropriate for the successful separation between minority and majority
[94]. In comparison, AUC-ROC is evaluated to predict the probability for each class and then later
evaluate the overall classification performance. AUC-ROC is a suitable metric to deal with highly
imbalanced datasets [22]. A highly imbalanced multi-class Forest Covertype and Yeast dataset [121]
from the UCI is used for the study to justify the usability of the OVA-AWBReK framework. The
performance of OVA-AWBReK was compared with an amended FLORA technique for mining
imbalanced data streams and a popular algorithm that is still currently being used [84]. FLORA is used
in the comparison, as it is still the most commonly used technique for dealing with imbalanced data
stream problems.
6.4.1 Datasets
In this chapter, all the experiments were conducted on two real-world datasets. First, forest Covertype
is often used as a benchmark dataset for data streams [16, 36]. The dataset consists of 7 classes, 54
attributes, and 581,012 instances. The RA is built for imbalanced datasets and requires the Imbalance
Ratio (IR) to be at least 2 for each dataset or data stream, and it can work with any dataset whose
minority class should be at least an IR of 1:2 [40]. Since classes C1 and C2 have IR less than 2, as shown
in Table 6.1), and also they are over-represented with a combined 85.22%, the Covertype dataset was
re-sampled to have a fair representation of all classes, and also to increase IR to at least 2, as shown in
Table 6.1. Second, yeast is often used as a benchmark dataset for data streams [120, 122], which is used
to predict cellular localization sites of proteins. The dataset consists of 10 classes, eight attributes, and
1,484 instances. The main intention is to show how the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework works
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well with a highly imbalanced dataset and show that the framework can provide comparable results with
low imbalanced datasets.
Table 6.1. Data distribution of experimental data sets

Data Set
C1
C2
Yeast
31.2 28.91
Yeast IR
5.08 2.46
Covertype (original)
36.46 48.76
Covertype (original) IR
1.74 1.05
Covertype (Re-sampled)
30.99 30.99
Covertype (Re-sampled) IR 2.23 2.23

The ratio of Classes %

Instances

C3
C4
C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
16.44 10.98 3.44 2.96 2.36 2.02 1.35 0.34 1,484
2.21 32.73 28.10 8.10 41.40 48.47 73.20 295.80
06.15
0.47 1.63 2.99 3.53 581,012
15.25 210.51 60.20 32.45 27.33
15.83
1.22 4.20 7.69 9.08 225,871
5.32 81.22 22.79 12.01 10.01

6.4.2 Dealing with imbalanced data
As discussed earlier, in sections 6.1 and 6.2., various re-balancing techniques and frameworks available
to mitigate the problem of class imbalance were explored. RUS [68], ROS [68], SMOTE [40, 41, 58,
69], Tomek link [70], CNN [71], OSS [72], ENN [73] and NCL [74] are some of the re-balancing
techniques. In this thesis, to deal with the imbalanced data problem for streaming data, an automated rebalancing strategy using the RA technique was implemented, which was implemented as an automated
re-balancing strategy for batch data [40].
6.4.3 Experimental Setup
All the experiments for this chapter were conducted using R 3.4.1 and RStudio 1.0.153 software. The
entire dataset was distributed into eight windows for the streaming batch experiments on both Covertype
and Yeast binary datasets. Later, every window’s data was accumulated to a subsequent window to
represent data streaming. The derivation of the optimal window size is based on the number of streams
received each day. If there is ‘n’ number of transactions or instances a day, and the window size ‘wsize’
should n/w, where ‘w’ number of windows required for the framework. If we consider an example
derivation, a fraud detection system has received 160,000 instances in a day [7]. Therefore, n=160,000.
If we want a classification system model to be updated every 3 hours, then the number of windows
‘w’=8. Hence, window size ‘wsize’=160,000/8= 20,000. Each window of data will be distributed as
90% for training the RF model in this streaming batch process, and the rest 10% data used for the blind
test [111]. A 3-fold cross-validation was performed for generating the prediction models on each of the
datasets.
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6.4.4 Experimental Procedures
Since data in real-time is not static, the first set of experiments were conducted to simulate streaming
batch data using the benchmark FLORA technique on each of the Covertype and Yeast datasets. It is
noted that the FLORA technique does not perform data re-balancing during the training in the data
streams. In addition to the FLORA technique’s accumulative learning features for streaming batch, this
chapter also uses an automated re-balancing strategy discussed in chapters 4 and 5 and OVA for
binarization of multi-class datasets. This technique is to ensure that the comparison is consistent with
other techniques. For this reason, this thesis renames the FLORA technique as the OVA - Accumulative
re-balancing (AR) technique– streaming batch for the experiments. The automated re-balancing strategy
to select an appropriate re-balancing technique for streaming batch learning is a significant part of the
proposed OVA-AWBReK framework.
For this reason, this thesis explored RA, which has an active learning feature is to remove uncertainty
with imbalanced data streams [17]. For the second set of experiments, the proposed OVA-AWBReK
framework was used to show performance improvement with the incremental re-balancing technique.
This thesis work is also to study the impact of IR, which would assist in classifying data streams with
imbalanced data distributions.
a) Performance evaluation of classifiers: For evaluating the classifier performance in the data stream
environment, the options to use the last batch score to capture the concept in the stream [106] and
the average score to show the significance of the average performance of the technique.
1) OVA - Accumulative Re-balancing (OVA-AR) technique– streaming batch

This thesis initiated OVA to classify multi-class data for the first set of streaming batch experiments
using Yeast and Covertype datasets. Later applied automated re-balancing techniques using RA and
then RF to train and tested by each classification model.
2) OVA - Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain Knowledge (OVA-AWBReK)

The second set of experiments were conducted using Yeast and Covertype datasets by OVA-AWBReK.
For the OVA-AWBReK, this chapter initiated an incremental re-balancing technique to improve the
multi-class classification performance in data streams. Later, this thesis found that implementing
adaptive windows with the IR threshold has enhanced the technique's performance when the IR is high
and not stable in the class distribution of a dataset.
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6.4.4.1 Yeast dataset - Experiments and Discussions
The classification performance in Table 6.2. and Figure 6.2. shows the AUC-ROC metric of each class
for both the OVA-AR technique and OVA-AWBReK framework using the Yeast dataset. In Table 6.3.
and Figure 6.3. shows the F1 metric of each class for both the OVA-AR technique and OVA-AWBReK
framework using the Yeast dataset. The performance in Table 6.2. indicates that the OVA-AWBReK
outperforms OVA-AR using the AUC-ROC metric for class average predictions and almost for each
class prediction. AUC-ROC results show an improvement of 4.57%, from 88.59% for OVA-AR to
92.64% for the OVA-AWBReK framework. Moreover, when the AUC-ROC of each class is compared,
the OVA-AWBReK framework significantly improves the AUC of the minority class. For example, the
minority class for C1 (Class 1) increases up to 91.54% compared with the basic technique, OVA-AR,
83.04%.
Table 6.2. AUC-ROC of each Class for OVA streaming predictions - Yeast dataset
Class
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

Imbalance Accumulative ReRatio (%) balancing (OVA – AR)
5.08
0.8304
2.46
0.8603
2.21
0.7868
32.73
0.9805
28.10
0.9225
8.10
0.9874
41.40
0.9767
48.47
0.6742
73.20
0.8404
295.80
1.0000
Prediction
0.8859
Average

Incremental Re-balancing with
Threshold (OVA – AWBReK)
0.9154
0.8561
0.8858
0.9990
0.9693
0.9929
0.9805
0.7287
0.9366
1.0000
0.9264

The performance in Table 6.3. and Figure 6.3. shows that the OVA-AWBReK outperforms OVA-AR
using the F1 metric in terms of class average predictions and almost for each class predictions. The
results of F1 show an improvement of 44.32%, from 46.07% for OVA-AR to 66.49% for the OVAAWBReK framework. Moreover, when the F1 of each class is compared, the OVA-AWBReK
framework significantly improves the F1 of the minority class. For example, the minority class for C1

Figure 6.2. & Figure 6.3. Accumulative re-balancing & incremental re-balancing with Threshold AUC-ROC&
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(Class 1) increases to 80.18% compared with the basic technique, OVA-AR, 62.03%. Furthermore,
when the IR is higher for a class, the F1 metric is significantly higher for the OVA-AWBReK framework
than the OVA-AR technique. Besides, for C10 (Class 10), which has an IR of 295.80, the minority class
predictions increase to 95.83% compared with the OVA-AR technique, 20.83%, with a drastic
improvement of 360.10%.
Table 6.3. F1 of each Class for OVA streaming predictions - Yeast dataset
Imbalance
Accumulative ReRatio (%) balanced (OVA – AR)
C1
5.08
0.6203
C2
2.46
0.6329
C3
2.21
0.5575
C4
32.73
0.4922
C5
28.10
0.2246
C6
8.10
0.8188
C7
41.40
0.3782
C8
48.47
0.0285
C9
73.20
0.6458
C10
295.80
0.2083
Prediction
0.4607
Average

Class

Incremental Re-balanced with
Threshold (OVA – AWBReK)
0.8018
0.6014
0.6873
0.6226
0.5108
0.8951
0.6237
0.1756
0.7723
0.9583
0.6649

6.4.4.2 Covertype dataset - Experiments and Discussions
The classification performance in Table 6.4. and Figure 6.4. shows the AUC-ROC metric of each class
for both the OVA-AR technique and OVA-AWBReK framework using the Covertype dataset. In Table
6.4. shows the AUC-ROC metric of each class for both the OVA-AR technique and OVA-AWBReK
framework using the Covertype dataset. The performance in Table 6.4. shows that the OVA-AWBReK
outperforms OVA-AR using the AUC-ROC metric in terms of class average predictions and for each
class predictions.
AUC-ROC results show stable improvement for C1 to C7 classes, with average improvement up by
1.03%, from 97.54% for OVA-AR 98.54% for the OVA-AWBReK framework. Moreover, when the
AUC-ROC of each class is compared, the OVA-AWBReK framework significantly improves the AUCROC of the minority class. For example, the minority class for C1 (Class 1) increases to 96.43%
compared with the basic technique, OVA-AR, 94.89%.
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Table 6.4. AUC-ROC of each Class for OVA streaming predictions – Forest Covertype dataset
Class
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

Imbalance Accumulative Re- Incremental Re-balanced with
Ratio (%) balanced (OVA – AR) Threshold (OVA – AWBReK)
2.23
0.9489
0.9643
2.23
0.9381
0.9596
5.32
0.9844
0.9934
81.22
0.9956
0.9962
22.79
0.9837
0.9936
12.01
0.9848
0.9933
10.01
0.9926
0.9973
Prediction
Average

0.9754

0.9854

The performance in Table 6.5. and Figure 6.5. shows that the OVA-AWBReK outperforms OVA-AR
using the F1 metric in terms of class average predictions and almost for each class predictions. The
results of F1 show an improvement of 13.23%, from 71.79% for OVA-AR to 81.29% for the OVAAWBReK framework. Moreover, when the F1 of each class is compared, the OVA-AWBReK
framework significantly improves the F1 of the minority class. For example, the minority class for C1
(Class 1) increases up to 87.03% compared with the basic technique, OVA-AR, 81.43%. Furthermore,
when the IR is higher for a class, the F1 metric is significantly higher for the OVA-AWBReK framework
as compared to the OVA-AR technique. E.g., in the C4 (Class 4) with the IR of 81.22, the minority class
predictions increased to 68.88% compared to the OVA-AR technique, 34.11%, with a drastic
improvement of 101.93%.
Table 6.5. F1 of each Class for OVA streaming predictions – Forest Covertype dataset
Class
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

Imbalance
Accumulative ReRatio (%) balanced (OVA – AR)
2.23
0.8143
2.23
0.7897
5.32
0.8523
81.22
0.3411
22.79
0.6895
12.01
0.6433
10.01
0.8953
Prediction
0.7179
Average

Incremental Re-balanced with
Threshold (OVA – AWBReK)
0.8703
0.8296
0.8347
0.6888
0.7824
0.7957
0.8891
0.8129

Figure 6.4. & Figure 6.5. Accumulative re-balancing & incremental re-balancing with Threshold AUC-ROC&
F1 for Forest Covertype data stream
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6.4.4.3 Discussions
From the analyses, this chapter can conclude that the OVA-AWBReK framework is adaptive and
achieved consistent and stable prediction average rates (mean of accuracy overall the class) of F1 and
AUC-ROC metric concerning the highly imbalanced dataset. When using the OVA-AR technique, this
thesis accumulated the original data in the stream and applied a suitable re-balancing technique.
However, when using OVA-AWBReK, the framework retained the re-balanced data of the current
window and incremented it to the subsequent stream, and thus retaining the concept of minority class
has helped improve the performance. Furthermore, when the IR is higher for a class in the data stream,
the OVA-AWBReK framework performed well using AUC-ROC and significantly better with the F1
metric on both datasets as compared to the OVA-AR technique. Also, adaptive windows, when
comparing the IR of a stream with the IR threshold, has enabled to lower the IR in the stream. Thus, this
thesis wants to highlight that the proposed OVA-AWBReK works well for the highly imbalanced
dataset.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter implemented the OVA-AWBReK framework, an OVA-batch streaming technique for
multi-class data that focussed on integrating four techniques, OVA for binarization of multi-class data,
increments of re-balanced data, adaptive window with IR threshold, and automated re-balancing
technique. This chapter centered on a framework to handle the problem of imbalanced class distribution
of large and small size data and with higher and lower IR class distribution.
The experiment results can demonstrate the functionality of the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework
to achieve consistent and better F1 measure and AUC-ROC compared to OVA-AR, an amended FLORA
benchmark technique. Moreover, the OVA-AWBReK framework is computationally efficient, the
reason being an automated re-balancing strategy using RA runs for a subset (approximately 10%) of a
given dataset. The OVA-AWBReK framework with incremental re-balancing and automated rebalancing strategy provides a faster reduction of uncertainty in the imbalanced data stream learning
process to select a suitable re-balancing technique on the fly. Since incremental online learning has
gained significant attention in the context of big data, the OVA-AWBReK framework is appropriate to
handle incremental learning problems and deal with the velocity aspect of big data with highly
imbalanced datasets. Without adopting the multi-class data classification schemes such as one-vs-all or
one-vs-one to AWBReK framework, a novel way to expand to classify the multi-class imbalanced data
streams under vast operating conditions can also be considered.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, three problems relating to the classification of imbalanced data streams have been
addressed. They are a selection of scalable machine learning techniques for highly imbalanced datasets,
a selection of automated re-balancing strategy for highly imbalanced data streams, and knowledge
retention capability for highly imbalanced data streams. This research has shown that the above three
problems affect the performance of classification algorithms, especially with binary and multi-class
imbalanced data streams and precisely when numerical data is used.
Given that numerical data streams are commonly available in many domains, it is vital to investigate
issues and address challenges relating to the classification of such an imbalanced data stream. Although
prior research has been studied for class imbalance learning in data streams, there are not many studies
done to apply active learning to reduce the uncertainty in the class imbalance learning process. For
example, the automated re-balancing strategy using RA has an active learning technique to select the
data-balancing technique for the class imbalance problems. Moreover, there is also no considerable
work that has been done for using incremental re-balancing frameworks or techniques, which can
address how learning with the minority class concept drifts are addressed in data streams. Also, adaptive
windows with retained knowledge of re-balanced data are not well studied both for binary and multiclass data streams.
The application of both automated re-balancing strategies with adaptive windows is pivotal for
designing frameworks for imbalanced learning for data streams. This thesis has used this combined
approach in the proposed Adaptive Window re-Balancing with Retain Knowledge (AWBReK)
framework. AWBReK uses a dynamic framework with the knowledge retention capability by rebalancing each data stream chunks. Further, the proposed AWBReK framework includes incremental
re-balancing and IR cut-off threshold for adapting to different IR between classes and using concept
drifts to derive adaptive window sizes. Finally, a comprehensive analysis of difficulties in learning from
imbalanced data streams is presented, providing insight into the nature of binary and multi-class
imbalanced datasets.
The proposed AWBReK framework for binary class imbalanced data streams draws upon a unique and
novel combination of automated data re-balancing strategy, incremental re-balancing, and adaptive
windows to handle imbalanced data streams. Unique features of training the classifier with incremental
re-balancing data adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge as increments to the subsequent
windows. Unique features of dynamically adjust window sizes with an IR detector and IR threshold.
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The experimental results have shown that all these novel features are considered to design a framework
for highly imbalanced data streams that offer solutions to challenges discussed in chapter 5 of the thesis.
Also, the proposed AWBReK framework methodology is innovative enough because this thesis
continues to examine a more challenging problem of classifying data streams in a multi-class
imbalanced data streams domain. Also, we are usually confronted with classification performance issues
with multi-class imbalanced data streams. The application of dynamic automated re-balancing
techniques for imbalanced data streams has not been well examined in the literature, and multi-class
data streams are not well studied. The development of a novel adaptive window re-balancing framework
for the multi-class imbalanced data streams enhances knowledge retention capability by re-balancing
data streams. Also, the proposed One-Vs-All Adaptive Window Re-balancing with Retain Knowledge
(OVA-AWBReK) framework can improve the AUC-ROC, and F1 score for any multi-class data
streams, primarily with highly imbalanced data streams.
Moreover, the application of automated re-balancing strategies, OVA for binarization of multi-class
data, increments of re-balanced data with adaptive windows is pivotal for designing frameworks for
imbalanced learning for multi-class data streams and chapter six has used this combined novel approach
in the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework.
In other words, the proposed OVA-AWBReK framework for multi-class imbalanced data streams draws
upon a unique and novel combination of Racing Algorithm (as an automated re-balancing strategy) with
the active learning features of providing a faster reduction of uncertainty to select an appropriate
technique with imbalanced data. Unique features of training the classifier with incremental re-balancing
data adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge as increments to the subsequent windows.
Unique features of dynamically adjust window sizes with an IR detector and IR threshold. Also, there
is an adapting unique OVA binarization techniques to reduce multi-class problems to binary class
problems. The experimental results have proven and justified that all these novel and unique features
are considered to design a framework for highly imbalanced data streams that offer resilience to
challenges discussed in chapter 6 of the thesis.

7.1 Limitations
The Racing Algorithm (RA) discussed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6, respectively, is built for
imbalanced datasets and requires to have the Imbalance Ratio (IR) to be at least 2 for each dataset. The
reason being the RA is more suitable for highly imbalanced datasets. In Chapter 6 of the thesis, the C1
and C2 classes of the Forest Covertype dataset has an IR of 1.74 and 1.05, respectively. Hence, the
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Covertype dataset was re-sampled, and the new dataset has instances of 70,000 for each C1 and C2 with
a resultant IR of 2.23. As RA is originally implemented for the imbalanced dataset, and therefore could
not be easily applied to non-imbalanced datasets.
Moreover, few performance metrics are available in RA, such as AUC, F1, G-Mean; and classification
techniques such as RF, SVM, RPART are available in RA. It was not easy to implement more technique
in the RA due to the nature of the in-built package of R. Also, the RA was only available in the R
programming language, and the packages could not be easily implemented in Python.

7.2 Future directions
For future directions, an extension of AWBReK is to identify a more suitable multi-class classification
scheme under vast operating conditions. In this thesis, the One-Vs-All binarization technique was used.
Hence it is interesting to explore the available options to apply AWBReK to multi-class classification
problems without a binarization scheme. Furthermore, since the AWBReK framework is suitable for
handling incremental learning class imbalance problems and deals with the velocity aspect of big data
with highly imbalanced datasets, an extension of the AWBReK framework into big data architecture
can be suggested a future direction. Also, it is helpful to investigate whether the AWBReK framework
can be implemented using other classification techniques that are not addressed in this thesis, such as
SVM, RPART techniques. Further, it can be suggested that the results be presented using the G-Mean
performance metric. Lastly, it can be recommended to explore the possibilities of modifying the RA inbuilt package for non-imbalanced datasets, using an incremental machine learning technique, and
implementing it in Python.
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